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FOREWORD
The tenth volume of Region and Regionalism contains papers prepared by
wide interdisciplinary group of researchers, dealing with areas and regions
with complicated historical background, often divided by latter political,
administrative and cultural borders which were involved different political,
economic, cultural and social powers as well as triggered off numerous
problems in the changeable circumstances at the turn of the century. An
interesting example of such kind of European region is Silesia (Śląsk, Slezko,
Schlesien) near by Polish-Czech border but may other examples of problem
areas one should find in contemporary Eastern part of European Union and
neighbouring countries.
Nowadays as the discussion on the geopolitical, socio-economic and
spatial terms of European regionalisation became a „hot” subject for supranational organisation, as well as national states. Special attention must be
paid to the question of future of historical regions in the structures of the
European Union. It is a growing need for an exchange of scientific output
concerning these issues1. Increasing popularity of less state-centred and more
regional understandings of power has also contributed to a questioning of
established conventions about states and their territorialities in historical
context as well2. The clear bounding of territory by state is one of the major
differences between modern European-origin political organisation and the

1

See: J. Agnew, Sovereignty Regimes: Territoriality and State Authority in Contemporary World Politics, Annals of the Association of American Geographers, vol. 95/2
(2005), p. 437–461.
2
See e.g. R.B.J. Walker, Inside/outside: international relations as political theory,
Cambridge University Press, Cambridge 1993.
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prevailed previous types3. Quite new political and economic concepts of
European state spatial hierarchisation, transitional areas and zones in borderlands as well as inner-state disintegration to regional and local structures
crushed earlier geopolitical ideas.
The multicultural regions as well as such cities are regarded as spatial
structures of complicated historical, political and social situation. Their
future development and transformation will closely connected to the process
of European integration and influenced geopolitical stabilisation in this part
of the world.
As the concept of Europe of regions in the Western Europe was born and
developed and the national states with their complicated regional structures
in Central-Eastern Europe have to fit European standards with numerous,
ethnically, socially and economically homogeneous regions were compliated
conglomerates of many groups and communities. Many metropolitan centres
and regions, both through history and contemporary development, became
places of new multicultural and multidirectional processes of creation of
Europe-wide society. The question is what kind of social, ethnic, cultural and
economic change take place in European cities and regions? Is it an
integration process or process of growing social and political conflicts?
Different aspects of those processes, appearing as in scale of metropolitan
areas as whole regions, they are a subject of an interdisciplinary research and
wide scientific discussion of political scientists, sociologists, economists and
geographers. It is possible to compare a situation in different cases and
reflection on its future development.
The careful selection of papers included to the volume Historical Regions
in the Structures of the European Union are concerned three groups of
problems: historical regions in the Central Europe and the question of
transborder cooperation in the Central European Space and chosen problems
of historical divisions of the territory in different states in the World.
The special attention was given to above problems in Central and Eastern
Europe as well as to regions bordering the European Union especially
eastward, was transitions of economic and social systems of the States
appears most distinctly exactly in border areas and border regions and deeply
touch a still existing historical regional structures.
Krystian Heffner
State Scientific Institute. The Silesian Institute in Opole, POLAND
3

E.g. R.J. Johnston, Geography and the state: an essay in political geography, St.
Martin’s Press, New York 1982.
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TERRITORY, BORDERS, BORDERLANDS
AND DEVELOPMENT PROSPECTS
1. CURRENT BORDERS OF THE REPUBLIC OF POLAND
The following table lists Poland's European neighbours and the length of
its inland international borders. It presents how, during the decade of 1988 to
1998, Poland's borders and neighbours changed. Although the current year is
2010, the basic data for years 1988 and 1998 is justified by the 1998 change
in the country's administrative division, which was crucial to borderland
areas. Besides, since that reform no changes the country's external borders
have been made.
Through a caprice of history, even though nothing changed in strictly
geographical terms, Poland no longer borders any country it used to be
neighbours with prior to 1989.
The number of countries in the table and their names reflect changes in
Europe's political map, which took place in the represented decade in
Central-Western Europe. The figures representing borders' length in
kilometres require some explanation. Total length of land borders in 1988
amounted to 3,014 km. In 1998 this length of the Republic of Poland inland
borders (according to the source cited above) went down to 2,706 km.
According to these changes, the former western border with what used to
be the German Democratic Republic, after this country's unification with the
Federal Republic of Germany changed from 460 km to 440 km. The southern
border with Czechoslovakia, of 1,310 km, changed into a border with the
Czech Republic and Slovakia with the total length of 1,008 km. The border
with the Union of Soviet Socialist Republic was 1,244 km long. Currently,
the border with the countries which emerged after the collapse of the USSR
measures 1,258 km.
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Table 1. Poland's neighbours on the map of Europe
Year
1988

1998

Country

Border length (km)

USSR

1,244

Czechoslovakia

1,310

GDR

460

Russia

210

Lithuania

103

Belarus

416

Ukraine

529

Slovakia

541

The Czech Republic

467

Germany

440

Source: Rocznik statystyczny (1989), Rocznik statystyczny Rzeczypospolitej Polskiej (1999).

The author does not know the reasons behind such inconsistencies. In the
case of current borders, the GUS Statistical Yearbook relies on the data
provided by the Central Office of Geodesy and Cartography and the Border
Control General Headquarters. In the case of the 1988 Statistical Yearbook
the reference data was provided by the Ministry of Land Management and
Architectural Engineering.
During the analysed period no territorial changes affected the countries
listed in Table 1 that would justify such changes in borders' length. Perhaps
we are dealing here with different methods of border length measurement. In
1988 the total border length, according to the Statistical Yearbook, was 3,538
km, with the inland boarder of 3,014 km. According to the 1999 Statistical
Yearbook, the total length of the country's border1 equalled 3,495 km, with
the inland border of 3,055 km.
Once again it needs to be emphasized that these are the official statistical
publications and there is no reasonable explanation for the causes of such
differences and discrepancies.

1

The data was updated based on the 12 October 1990 Act on Protection of National
Borders (Ustawa o ochronie granicy państwowej, DzU, No. 78, position 461).
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2. HISTORICAL BACKGROUND
When undertaking the analysis of spatially designated areas, one needs to
define the unit of analysis. The title implies a connection between analysed
area and country borders. These territories belong to various administrative
districts. Their population is often ethnically diversified as a consequence of
some historical conditions. However, in any country's administrative division
we are able to distinguish the regions, which form the country's borderland
and the population inhabiting these areas.
We have lived through the end of the century and we have acquired two
decades of experience in democratization of social and economic life. We
also have over 65 years of post-war experience in a divided Europe, and 90
years since the rebirth of the Polish state.
This is the historical, political and economic setting in which the national
structures, including our social and demographic structure, are forming; and
these are just as complicated as the country's history. It is a result of many
historical events, and of processes unfolding in various external conditions.
The social and demographic tissue of the country had been shaped
through centuries. The period of partitions changed those processes. New
influences became more noticeable, there was also a shift in direction of
settlement and development. Over 100 years of occupation left Poland
divided into three separate organisms, each of them at a different stage of
development, also with regard to social and population structures.
After the First World War these three parts needed to be permanently
reunited. On the social plane nothing was as important during that period as
the merging procedure2. These contents were included by the progenitors of
social policy of the independent Poland in the 1921 Constitution (Auleytner,
1999, p. 23).
Great achievements of the interwar period3 were shattered by another war
and decades of country's appropriation after the war. These were by no
means normal conditions for development. However, the history is under no
obligation to provide natural and normal course of the processes. The history
2

Compare: W. Muszalski (1994, p. 89); also: Polityka społeczna... (1993).
It is worth mentioning that the above study was made after another 20 years of
Polish history. This period, referred to as a transformation period, has not yet allowed for
the country's total reconstruction. This remark is crucial, when we refer back to the
interwar period, which also was only two decades long. Analogically, back then
a complete reconstruction (restoration) of the state was impossible in such a short period
of time.
3
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is moulded by people, their actions, errors and achievements. Therefore, one
should not complain about external conditions. It could even be assumed that
they are objective. Those were the conditions in which Poland happened to
develop. In such conditions, Poland's demographic and social structures were
shaped.
Another aspect concerns the borders. The nation develops its identity and
welfare within designated boundaries. This fact is also related to the historic
rate of land settlement, national identity formation on a given territory and
defence of its contents against neighbours. The area of Europe within which
the Polish tribes developed, is relatively well designated. Obviously, there
will be various interpretations and naturally Polish territories will be different
in Polish literature to the ones in German, Ukrainian, Lithuanian, or even
Czech ones, but a certain core of Polishness in the spatial dimension
basically remains unchanged. Various views on the Polishness of Vilnius,
Lviv, Gdańsk, Wrocław or Karviná can be disputable, but from the point of
view of nation's development over centuries, or even millennia, slight shifts
of borders are of no major significance. Polish tribes developed their national
identity and distinctive culture, roughly speaking, in the Vistula and Warta
rivers’ basins4. The territories occupied by the Polish nation outside this area
(temporary borderlands) at any given time were conditioned by the power
relations between Poland and its neighbours. The Polish-German border,
which was crucial to the political situation in Central Europe, was always
a reflection of these relations and of current political ideas (Labuda, 1992,
p. 24).
Within continental Europe, any country's population is determined mainly
by the occupied area. Besides, the country does not have to be ethnically
homogeneous. In the history of Poland there were periods during which the
borders reached far beyond the already mentioned, ethnically Polish area.
The population of Poland, and also the large Polish diaspora living outside
Poland, results from the shifts in the country's borders in the past and the
population distribution within the country's boundaries after each change.
The overall process of quantitative development of Polish population
throughout history can be divided into three equally crucial and unequally
long periods: pre-partition Poland, partitioned Poland and Poland after
regaining independence in 1918 (Stpiczyński, 1992, p. 11). Each period was

4

A. Gieysztor writes even of the “lands between Odra and Bug rivers” in Historia
Polski (1957, vol. 1, p. 174).
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filled with events which could, and did, significantly affect demographic
development of the country.
Table 2. The territory of Poland over a millennium
Year

Period

Area in km2

1024

Bolesław Chrobry

333,000

1492

Kazimierz Jagiellończyk

1,115,000a

1618

Zygmunt III

1,017,000b

1770

Stanisław August Poniatowski

733,500c

1773

After the first partition of Poland

520,000c

1793

After the second partition of Poland

212,000

1939

The interwar period

389,720

2010

Poland nowadays

312,690

a-c

Excluding tributary grounds: a – 148,000 km2; b – 59,000 km2; c – 22,400 km2.
Source: J. Molenda (1992), Rocznik statystyczny (2000).

Across the history of Poland's social and demographic relations, one could
list few facts, which are breakthrough in their nature.
The earliest of such meaningful events could be the 966 baptism of
Poland. It was on that occasion, when Poland was internationally acknowledged as a separate entity (Historia Polski, 1957, p. 162).
Another early event of such importance was the Union between Poland
and Lithuania. It created a great opportunity for both countries by securing
one of the borders, which facilitated development in other directions
(Jasienica, 1986, p. 72). At the same time, a large north-eastern area became
open to the Polish settlers. Naturally, the population started to migrate there,
mainly from the nearby Mazovia, settling over the once turbulent areas
bordering Lithuania (Ihnatowicz et al., 1979, p. 373). The Polish nature of
Vilnius and Navahrudak and the Polish spirit of those lands which gave birth
to Mickiewicz (compare Science and quality... 1998), were a consequence of
the political union between Poland and Lithuania.
Partitions marked another crucial moment in the nation's history.
Liquidation of the outer borders and eradication of the country's
organizational identity resulted in the subdued nation's spreading across the
foreign territory. It also led to intense colonization of the conquered areas by
the oppressor, which in its turn caused ethnic blending, which is risky with
regard to consequences, as even the most recent history of the late 20th
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century Europe shows. Poland's partitions period also coincided with
industrialization of at least certain regions of the country. It triggered intense
migrations, leading to an increase in population of cities (Bogucka and
Samsonowicz, 1986, p. 389).
During the resurrection of the Polish state in 1918, the dominant political
forces in the country tried to recreate the pre-partition Poland, in terms of
both, geographic and demographic situation. Surprisingly, this attempt was
quite successful, however, with not much advantage to Poland. After the
Polish-Soviet War of 1920, Poland regained control over a considerable part
of Eastern Borderlands (the so-called Kresy), with their considerable national
minorities (Łukomski et al., 1990, p. 147 and 151) and maintained roughly
pre-partition borderline in the west.
Another event of major significance to the nation was the Second World
War and its consequences in particular. Yet again, almost all the borders
underwent – this time quite a considerable – change. Then, for nearly half
a century, the nation developed under a specific, guardianship of a powerful
neighbour, in an involuntary manner. Great post-war migrations provided
a basis for the formation of social and demographic relations in the second
half of the 20th century.
Poland at the onset of the 21st century, a large European country with
a population of nearly 40 million people, with a relatively homogeneous
ethnic structure, is a product of development during the period, unprecedented in Europe so far, of over 65 years of no external conflicts (Gorzelak,
2000). Obviously, the internal unrest contributed greatly to the current
population structure. During the entire post-war period, the negative balance
of outside migrations reached nearly 2 million Poles, and the general
emigration – over 3.8 million (Historia Polski w liczbach, 1994)5. According
to studies, the migrants were mainly young, well educated, bold and
determined people. Thus, a certain potential, also of a demographic nature,
was lost, often irretrievably. As a consequence, the natural movement
processes were shaped differently than they could have otherwise been6.
However, one should assume that in different geopolitical conditions the
scale of outside migrations could have been considerable too. Such observa-

5

The above figure does not include emigration of the last decade, especially of the
period after 2004.
6
See the demographic forecasts for Poland from the 1950s and 1960s for comparison
E. Rosset (1962).
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tions have also been made in the last 50 years in various member states of the
European Union7.
Therefore, one could claim that demographical and social development of
contemporary Poland is a result of demographic relations in the last half
century, but its causes are embedded in the country's social, political and
economic situation throughout the ages.
A certain distance towards current events and emotions is therefore
necessary. One should keep in mind that demographic relations change in
tune with the generation replacement. Consequences of dramatic events
(such as wars) can be observed for nearly 100 years due to the demographic
echo effect. However, with time, even such turbulences become vague.
Generations affected by war die out and for their successors it becomes mere
history. Looking at the years of the People's Republic of Poland from the
today's perspective, one should also apply a historical measure. That period
was undoubtedly hard and often tragic, but it lasted less than half a century
and it is gone now. Do we remember clearly every 50 years of national
history? A period of this length in a 1,000-year-long history of a country is
just an episode. What counts is the lasting continuity of the nation, its
heritage, accomplishments of its prominent people, cultural and material
legacy, development achieved by hundreds of generations.
Thus, a certain level of development has been attained. To criticize this
level, one would need to present a diagnosis of the current situation and offer
possible changes to be introduced in the future. However, the past events,
consequences of which can still be seen, have ceased to hamper transformation processes within a democratic country. For these processes to
accelerate, a detailed analysis of the current demographic and social situation
is necessary. Of course these are not the only factors, but they are of most
interest to us and they are presented briefly and fragmentarily in this study.

3. BORDERS AND BORDERLANDS
– BASIC TERMS
A border can and should be defined mainly from international law's point
of view. It is a line separating a sovereign territory of one country from
a sovereign territory of another country, or from a territory which is not

7

E.g. 1899–1984 vijfenachtig jaren statistiek in tijdreeksen (1984, p. 32).
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subject to any sovereignty (Skubiszewski, 1975, p. 251). Such a definition of
a border makes it easier to determine what a borderland is.
Borderland is an area close to the border. The Act on Protection of
National Border8 uses the notions of “country border”, “border strip” and
“border zone”. Two last terms are encompassed by a collective notion of
a borderland, which can be described as a peripheral area, at the edge of the
country or the region (Heffner, 1998, p. 17). Due to its location it can be
characterised by considerable ethnic and cultural diversity (Informacyjno-infrastrukturalne uwarunkowania...1996, p. 24).
Borderland can also be defined as an area, where at least two sociocultural qualities are present (Trosiak, 1999, p. 21). In such a context,
borderland would mean an area populated by at least two ethnic and cultural
groups. Due to clashing and merging of cultures, borderland becomes a transitory territory, constituting a bridge between different values of separate
cultures and communities.
In order for the neighbours' coexistence to develop as a result of living
together in the borderline territory for many generations, it is necessary to
accept old, traditional values, as well as newly formed values emerging from
the modern forms of coexistence of societies in a borderland area
(Molendowski and Ratajczak, 1998, p.42).
On the basis of the above examples of possible definitions, the borderland
area can be finally described as the area adjacent to the country border
together with its local community and local authorities. It is a spatial unit, not
necessarily delineated in territorial terms, but owing powerful and
multilateral functionalities to the borderline (Nowińska, 1997, p. 15). It needs
to be emphasized that such defining of the studied subject diverges from
definitions of similar spatial units, which are referred to as regions.
According to Z. Chojnicki 1998, p.11), there should be a clear distinction
between the borderland regions (nadgranicze/pogranicze) (within the boundaries of one country) and transborder regions (regiony transgraniczne/
przygraniczne) (on both sides of the national border). The author
intentionally only describes the borderland areas, as this part of Poland's
territory, with all its borders, cannot be classified collectively as a region.

8

Ustawa z 12.10.1990 r. o ochronie granicy państwowej (12 October 1990 Act on
Protection of National Borer), DzU (Polish Journal of Legal Acts) 1990, No. 78, position
461.
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4. DISTRICT (POWIAT) AS A BORDERLINE AREA
The 1998 administration reform of the country, after long arguments and
disputes, led to the country's division into 16 provinces, or regions – if we
apply the European terminology. This division allows for identification of
a narrow border strip, which can be discussed in more detail.
A basic administrative unit of this division is a district. This unit is small
enough for such an area to be significantly affected by the border.
Thus, in another study (Rączaszek, 2001), the author presented a comparative analysis of all pre-selected border areas. These were districts when
the country consisted of 17 provinces – until 1975, and then a strip of two
communes (gmina) – in years 1975–1998. Communes, as administrative
division units, were introduced by a legal act in 19729. As of 1999, districts
do reappear in the country's administrative structure10, with some of them
being classified as borderland districts.
It should be mentioned that a borderland district could also be a city with
district rights (powiat grodzki) which is not adjacent to the country border,
providing its appertaining district of the same name is adjacent to the border.
There are also other exceptional cases in which a district, although not
adjacent to the border, is treated as a borderland district.
The above implies a principle, which is going to be used and applied in
this study. Administrative division units, which we classify as borderline
areas are local level units – communes or districts. Only in a very few cases,
we are going to accept as borderline areas some regional level units –
provinces – which can also be treated as borderland subregions (Mierosławska, 2001, p. 5). It can apply to the period of 1975–1998, during which
provinces were relatively small.

9

The 29 November 1972 Act on Communes Formation and Change to the Act on
National Councils (Ustawa z dnia 29 listopada 1972 r. o utworzeniu gmin i zmianie
ustawy o radach narodowych), DzU (Polish Journal of Legal Acts) 1972, No. 49,
position 312.
10
The 24 July 1998 Act on Implementation of Three Level Territorial Division of
the Country (Ustawa z dnia 24 lipca 1998 r. o wprowadzeniu zasadniczego trójstopniowego podziału terytorialnego państwa), DzU (Polish Journal of Legal Acts) 1998,
No. 96, position 603.
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5. OPPORTUNITIES FOR POLISH BORDERLAND
AREAS DEVELOPMENT
Borderland areas and spatial interrelations which develop there, as well as
local communities, need time before they become fully formed. Therefore, it
is difficult to analyse today the remnants of borderland-specific problems in
the areas, where the border is no longer separating the communities and
cultures of regions situated on both sides. The focus of this study is a detailed
analysis of borderland areas, which have been shaped over the last half
century or more with no disturbances. Such a period of time is long enough
for new local connections, also transborder ones, to develop and for the
formation of cultural and national identity within the borderland, even if it
became a borderland only 50 years, and not centuries, ago.
After decisions made in Yalta, Poland's borderlands lost their homogeneity, not only for geographical and historic, but also political and cultural
reasons.
Nowadays, the borderland areas of Poland are neighbouring seven
countries and the sea:
1. The first area is the Polish-Slovakian borderland; the only old one. It is
old in historical terms, as the borderline which runs from the Silesian Beskid
Mountains in the west to the Bieszczady Mountains in the east, in essence
has not changed for centuries. The political situation of Slovakia, which
became an independent country less than 20 years ago, is of no great significance here. The fact that it is a border of friendship, with the borderland
communities living in certain symbiosis, reciprocal understanding and with
no major conflicts, is also not incidental. The area owes the stable relationships around the border to its hilly character, but also to the nations' ethnic
closeness and lack of any major conflicts between them.
2. The case of Polish-Czech borderlands is much more complex. In the
past, a highly united territorial unit of the Cieszyn Silesia was formed in the
eastern part of this area. As a consequence of the First World War, the region
was divided into three parts which, following the Treaty of Versailles now
belonged to three different countries. Apart from a small part which was
annexed by Germany, the remaining area of Cieszyn Silesia was populated
by ethnically mixed community typical of borderlands. Its incorporation into
Poland or Czechoslovakia was supposed to be decided by a referendum.
However, the Czech side used the fact of Poland's involvement in the Polish-Soviet war at the time and occupied a part of this region all the way to the
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Olza River. It resulted in national frictions across the river, in the Zaolzie
region, and disturbed the so-far good relationship between the local
communities due to a political conflict. The forceful annexation of Zaolzie
by Poland in 1938 was an attempt at regaining the previously lost areas, but
it only further aggravated the relationship between two countries and finally
did not bring any permanent change.
3. The further section of the Polish-Czech border between Chałupki and
Nysa ŁuŜycka, which has existed on European maps for a very long time
(Drobek, 1997, p. 60), is a new borderland from Poland's perspective, with
the local communities being new to each other. On one side, after a big-scale
action of German population displacement from Lower Silesia, the area is
populated by repatriates from eastern borderlands and immigrants from
Central Poland. The Czech side also was cleared of German population
inhabiting this area for centuries. The heterogeneous populations living on
both sides of today's border have not developed into a transborder
community. Even more so, as for the Czech community's neighbour is no
longer a German, whose ancestors settled there ages ago, but a Pole from
across the Bug River. However, the political stabilization of the border in the
last 60 years or more and its progressing openness facilitate contacts and
interrelations between the communities, which might result in tightening of
transborder cultural links. This process is also boosted by cooperation
between Euroregions, which has been described in detail in many related
publications.
4. The Polish-German borderland is new to both countries as of the
Second World War. Closer transborder relations were established due to
a purposeful cooperation of the government with the “good” Germans
populating the German Democratic Republic during many years of its
existence. This relationship, however, was burdened with historically
justified bias, mainly the war-related past, and it was not until recent years
that – due to conscious efforts on both sides, new political situation, passing
time and generation replacement – the intense transborder relations have
been established within Euroregions. They could even be described as
exemplary in this part of Europe, with the foundation of the transborder
European University Viadrina in Frankfurt (Oder) in 1992.
5. The borderland along the Polish-Russian border is currently an area of
the least noticeable official cooperation and coexistence of local commu-
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nities. Historical and political predicaments11, population of Warmia and
Masuria by repatriates from the east and the closure of Królewiec Region
(which was also repopulated) for military reasons are still hampering
formation of transborder relations between local communities. Future
contacts might also be affected by those past events and a chance of
improvement is rather slim12.
6. A relatively small Polish-Lithuanian borderland is loaded with many
centuries of wonderful and difficult, shared past. Lithuanian historiographers
are not as unequivocal when it comes to evaluation of Polish-Lithuanian
Union, as the Polish ones are. The issues of Vilnius' Polishness and national
minorities in both countries result in many bones of content which obstruct
cooperation between the two states, despite good will of authorities on both
sides. However, it is not reflected in cooperation within the borderland,
which is slowly recovering from the Soviet borders closure.
7. The Polish-Belarusian borderland was most likely to get over the past
quickly and easily. However, this opportunity was not seized due to
consolidation of dictatorship in Belarus in recent years. The difficult
situation of the Polish minority in Belarus has helped to accelerate
cooperation at local and transborder levels, in spite of Belarusian authorities'
reluctance. Breaking of the border closure is also noticeable here, although
the situation might yet again become more complicated, as after Poland's
inclusion into European structures and growing level of integration between
Belarus and Russia, the border became also a European Union border
(Stasiak, 2000, p. 108). Currently, the lives of people populating borderlands
of both countries are possibly most similar to each other out of all other
neighbouring borderlands, as the local Polish and Belarusian ethnic groups
show no hostility towards each other and can live in symbiosis.

11

It was possible to avoid the problem of Polish-Russian borderland. It could have
been achieved by fairer compensation for Poland's territorial losses owed to the
application of the Curzon Line. One should remember that in December 1941, during
Antony Eden's, British Minister of Foreign Affairs, visit to Moscow, Josef Stalin offered
to grant the entire East Prussia to Poland after the war. Eden applauded the idea, which
was also approved by F.D. Roosevelt, the President of the United States, and then
supported by W. Churchill. However, at the Yalta Conference, Stalin managed to carry
across the division of East Prussia into Polish south and Soviet north (together with
Królewiec).
See: W. Stanley (1999) and B. Snoch (1982, p. 12).
12
In this case, cooperation within these borderlands will be highly associated with
reciprocal relations between the European Union and Russia.
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Paradoxically, the peripheral nature and neglect of this borderland on the
Polish side is a contributing factor which helps to maintain this situation.
8. The difficult history of Poland's relationship with Ukraine translates
into situation we can observe today. The generally very good relations
between the two nations which are in the strategic interest of both countries
(Szul, 1999, p. 232) are often impeded at lower levels13. From the Polish
point of view, as is the case with Belarus, the difficulties originate on the
other side. However, this borderland has not developed a spirit of transborder
cooperation, mainly due to the fusion of autochthonic and foreign population
and due to conscious removal of national minorities from the area close to
the border in both countries many years ago. The complications are mainly
of historical and political nature, but the last century did not help to
overcome them. Besides, the entire eastern borderland is exposed to
organized criminal activity, which puts Poland, as a member of European
structures, under an obligation of securing the border and improving control
over the movement of people.
9. Apart from the natural borderlands mentioned above one could also
discuss internal borderlands, which are remnants of the past still causing
certain trouble and internal friction. Such an internal borderland could be
mentioned in relation to the Upper Silesia – a former borderland, where some
degree of aversion between Silesia and Zagłębie communities can still be
observed today, along the culture- and awareness-related differences between
the two groups. One could imagine that similar social differences would exist
in East Pomerania, where the internal borderland is a line of contact between
indigenous inhabitants of this territory – the Kaszubs – with repatriates from
across the Bug, and sometimes descendants of Lemkos and Rusyns, victims
of Operation Vistula.
10. The sea borderland should not really be viewed as a normal borderland, as the transborder relationships here do not apply to neighbouring
communities divided by a border. It is also a special zone called a coastal
belt14. Cooperation between neighbours depends mainly on tourism and sea
harbours. The lack of any major harbours on the central coastline makes the
transborder cooperation concentrate in largest harbour cities – Szczecin and
13

Vide: the Cemetery of Defenders of Lviv reconstruction issue.
The 21 March 1991 Act on Sea Areas of the Republic of Poland and Sea
Administration (Ustawa z dnia 21.3.1991 r. o obszarach morskich Rzeczypospolitej
Polskiej i administracji morskiej). DzU (Polish Journal of Legal Acts) 1991, No. 32,
position 131.
14
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Tri City, with the first one, due to natural proximity, concerning mainly
Germany and the main partners in case of Tri City being Scandinavian
countries. One should also keep in mind the historical relationship with
Germany and potential cooperation with Baltic countries15. Elbląg, although
once a Hanseatic town, was deprived of any actual participation in such
operations due to half a century of no sea access; a problem which so far
remained unsolved16.
It is difficult to classify all the above borderlands as a whole because
every neighbourhood, as was already mentioned, carries a burden of history,
old and new. One conclusion that can be drawn is that there is a chance of
harmonious cooperation across the well researched borderlands of the Czech-Polish border (Heffner, 1998). The Czech Republic is a neighbour with
a political and economic situation very similar to that of Poland, and it is in
both sides' best interest to cooperate successfully at all levels. It might also
have been another argument for these countries' integration with the European Union.
Eastern borderlands, excluding the border with Lithuania, must be ready
to cooperate across the border dividing two parts of Europe – an integrated,
western one and a post-Soviet, eastern one with so far uncertain direction of
integration and development.
Slovakia and Lithuania are currently in the process of forming the most
attractive form of government; liberal democracy (Demokracje Europy
Środkowo-Wschodniej..., 1998, p. 9), and they have become fully integrated
with Western Europe.
The sea border must function as Poland's actual window into the world,
according to postulates which have been repeated since the interwar period
(Sołtysik, 1993, p. 58), although never fully satisfied. European programmes
give Poland great opportunities in connection with its location at the Baltic
Sea (Baltic Europe..., 1995). Actually, understanding of benefits arising from
the coastal location or links between inland territories and the sea, has a very
long tradition. They were noticed and included in programmes of the
country's economic development and international cooperation. Many ideas
concerning a creation of inland water tracts (Baltic – Black Sea) were also
associated with demographic revitalization of certain territories17. A short
15

For comparison see W. Toczyski (1997).
It is worth to evoke the occasionally recurring idea of digging a channel across
Vistula Spit in Skowronki.
17
For comparison see W. Drobek (1998).
16
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assessment of development opportunities within individual borderland areas
points to a specific situation of western borderlands. A prolonged, immediate
adjacency to the economic area of the European Union created exceptional
conditions for development (Winiarski, 1994, p. 192).
The issues related to internal borderlands which do not lie within the
actual borderlands have not been analysed here and they do not constitute
a subject of this research, although they can often serve as a point of
reference for the analysis of authentic, borderland-related issues (Zarycki,
1999, p. 92). It might only be worth mentioning that during the period of real
socialism many harmful mistakes were committed in this respect as well.
Hundreds of thousands autochthons emigrated from today's internal
borderlands of Silesia, Pomerania, Warmia and Masuria. They were people
who had spent ages defending their Polishness against Germanization, but
they underwent verification after the war and were successfully discouraged
from being Polish by the authorities of the People's Republic of Poland.
Today the evidence of that can be observed in the form of deserted villages
of the Opole Region (Rauziński, 1999, p. 13), Pomerania or Masuria
(Nowak-Jeziorański, 2000, p. 538).
The conditions of coexistence, cultural and national identity, awareness of
a unique role and significance of borderlands as well as their development
prospects should be analysed in more detail against the presented spatial
conditions of cohabitation of neighbour communities.
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THE ROLE OF THE ŁÓDŹ REGION
IN UNITED EUROPE
1. THE ROLE OF REGIONS IN THE EUROPEAN UNION
Nowadays the study of regions in post-communist countries is particularly
interesting. It is a conducted part of sciences such as economy, sociology or
politology (political science), and especially geography, which bears strong
reference to space, including regions. One of the main research objectives in
regional geography is creating typologies and classifications of regions,
defining their hierarchy and the role they play in the environment, e.g. in
a given country or internationally (Korec, Bystrická, Ondoš, 2009). The aim
of this article is to present the current and the potential future role of the
Łódź Region (understood as Łódź Province) in the European Union structures.
After the war, the idea of international integration in Europe was strongly
promoted. One of the reasons for that was the willingness to integrate
Germany with the other countries of Western Europe. Another issue was the
control over German coal and iron resources, as well as the metallurgic
industry. It was believed that those branches of industry were crucial for the
development of weapons industry. Therefore they needed to be controlled in
Germany1. It was to prevent the development of the military potential in this
country and the possibility of another world war to break out. At the initial
stage of the integration, the concern about the role of Germany in post-war
Europe, as well as the willingness to control the development of this country,
1

It was feared that, like it was after 1918, as soon as Germany regained former
power, it might start another confrontation with other European countries. French leaders
were particularly concerned about that.
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was certainly one of the main reasons of uniting Europe. In the following
years other factors surfaced, such as the benefits of introducing free market,
free flow of capital and human resources, as well as sharing the same
policies, e.g. agricultural or regional.
The promoters of European integration were mainly the French, which
resulted first of all from their fear of Germany – still strong and unrelated to
the rest of Europe. One of the founding fathers of European communities
was the French Foreign Minister, Robert Schuman. He stressed the need for
German-French cooperation in terms of coal mining and production of steel,
which was to prevent using the Ruhr district resources for the development
of German military potential2. Schuman devised a plan, regarding cooperation in coal mining and steel production in Europe (Eilstrup-Sangiovanni,
Verdier, 2005). The plan was gladly accepted by the Chancellor of Germany
of that time, Konrad Adenauer, and the Foreign Minister and the Prime
Minister of Italy, Alcide de Gasperi. In 1951, by the power of the Paris
Treaty, the European Coal and Steel Community (ECSC)3 was established to
execute Schuman’s plan in practice. The Community was joined by
Germany, France, Italy, Belgium, the Netherlands and Luxemburg (http://
europa.eu/abc/history).
The next stage of the integration was the establishing of the European
Atomic Energy Community (EAEC/EURATOM) and the European
Economic Community (EEC). Both Communities were founded by the same
countries which had established the ECSC before. EURATOM is an
organization, whose aim is to use atomic energy for peaceful purposes and to
cooperate in this respect. As far as the EEC is concerned, its aim was to
create a common market among the integrated countries4. The Treaty of
Rome establishing the EEC was signed on 25th March 1957 and came into
force in 1958. The EURATOM treaty was signed at the same time. Both
these treaties are known as the Treaties of Rome. Thus, from 1958 there were
three communities in Europe: ECSC, EEC and EURATOM. The next
milestone in the European integration was combining them by the power of
the Merger Treaty (Brussels Treaty), signed in 1965 in Brussels. The Treaty
2

Earlier a similar plan had been devised by Jean Monnet, a French politician,
financier and government adviser.
3
The treaty establishing the European Coal and Steel Community was signed on 18th
April 1951 in Paris; it came into force on 23rd July 1952 and expired on 23rd July 2002
(http://europa.eu/abc/history)
4
Within the European common market people, goods, services and money move
around Europe freely, as if within one country.
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came into force in 1967 and established one Commission and one Council
for all the three European Communities. In the years to follow the European
Communities continued to expand and finally, in the 1990s they needed to be
reformed. That is how the European Union came into existence. The Treaty
was signed on 7th February 1992 in Maastricht, the Netherlands. It came into
force in 1993 and changed the name of the European Economic Community
into the European Union. It also introduced new forms of cooperation among
the member countries, e.g. in the field of defence, common currency,
jurisdiction and home affairs. By including the cooperation of governments
in the existing community system, the Treaty of Maastricht founded a new
structure, consisting of three political and economic pillars5. It is this
structure that makes today’s European Union (EU) (http://europa.eu/abc).
It must be stressed that regional policy plays an extremely important role
in the EU and is an element of its first pillar. The consecutive enlargements
of the EEC and then EU are the reason why the Union consists of countries
at different development stages. The richest member country, Luxemburg, is
seven times richer in terms of income per capita than Romania, the poorest
member. Regionally, the differences are also considerable; the richest region
is Inner London, whose Gross Domestic Product (GDP) per capita makes
290% of the mean value in Europe. The poorest region is the north-eastern
part of Romania, where the GDP is only 23% of the European average. On
the other hand, regional disparities occur also in the richest countries of the
European Union, e.g. in Germany, where the economic problems of the
eastern lands (former German Democratic Republic) still remain unsolved. In
order to reduce these differences, a regional policy was devised, based on the
principle of solidarity, which aims at strengthening the economic, social and
territorial unity. Reducing development differences between regions is one of
the main objectives of the European Union, stated in the Treaty of
Maastricht. The financial resources for this purpose constitute over one third
of the EU budget. The regional policy is financed from three funds: the
European Regional Development Fund (ERDF), the Cohesion Fund (CF) and
the European Social Fund (ESF). The money is invested in infrastructure,
human resources, as well as modernizing and diversifying the economy of
5

The three EU pillars are: Pillar I – economic union, i.e. common market, common
agricultural and structural policy, as well as currency union and development of regions;
Pillar II – political union, i.e. EU countries coming as one on the international stage;
Pillar III – political-judicial union, i.e. cooperation regarding home affairs, the judiciary,
migrations, criminal matters, terrorism and social pathologies.
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regions. The regions which are entitled to financial support are those where
the GDP falls below 75% of the Union’s average and those which only
slightly exceed it. They may be covered by the Convergence Objective,
which regards issues such as the development of infrastructure, investing in
human resources or attracting investors. Another group of regions eligible for
EU funding may be covered by the Regional Competitiveness and
Employment Objective, designed to help the development of the human
capital. Transborder regions may be covered by the European Territorial
Cooperation Objective (Praca na rzecz Regionów, Polityka regionalna Unii
Europejskiej na lata 2007–2013, 2008).

2. GENERAL INFORMATION ABOUT THE ŁÓDŹ REGION
In this article, the Łódź Region is identified with the administrative region
of Łódź Province, with its capital in Łódź. Its present area was established on
1st January 1999. It is situated in the centre of Poland (Fig. 1), at the junction
of roads and railways running from east to west and from north to south.
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Fig.1. Localization of Łódź Province
Source: author’s compilation
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Łódź Province lies on a Paleozoic craton, one of the largest geological
structures in Europe. The majority of the surface is formed by Cenozoic post-glacial sediments. The province is situated within the area of the Central
European Plain, in the Central Polish Lowlands, on the border of two large
geographical regions – Masovian Plain and Greater Poland (Wielkopolska)
Plain. Some authors identify Łódź Hump (Garb Łódzki) (Dylikowa, 1973) or
even Łódź Upland (Dylik, 1953) in the centre of today’s province. However,
the majority of lands are found at the altitude lower than 300 m above the sea
level, which points to the lowland character of the region. Nevertheless, the
province is not a completely flat area, featuring a lot of hills. This is the
effect of an ice sheet and periglacial processes of the Quaternary Period
(Maksymiuk, Olaczek, 2001). The climate in Łódź Province is mild and
changeable in time, with a small spatial diversity (Kłysik, 2001). The main
rivers of the region are the Bzura and the Pilica Rivers, which form the
drainage basin of the Vistula River, as well as the Warta River, which forms
the drainage basin of the Odra River. There are also two large water
reservoirs in the province – Jeziorsko on the Warta River and the Sulejowski
Reservoir on the Pilica River. The region is rich in underground waters,
including thermal ones (Maksymiuk, 2001).
Łódź Province covers the area of 18,219 km2 (5.6% of the country’s area)
and is inhabited by 2,548,000 people (2008). Its population makes about
6.7% of the population in Poland. Łódź Province has the ninth largest area in
Poland and the sixth largest population. It is divided into 21 counties
(powiats), three cities with powiat status and 177 communes (gminas). It
comprises 5,234 localities, including 42 towns and cities. The three cities
with powiat status are Łódź, Piotrkow Trybunalski and Skierniewice. The
capital of the province is Łódź, which gave it its name (Lodz Region.
Lodzkie in Figures, 2009). The region is densely populated, with 142
inhabitants per 1 km2 (the national average is 122 people). The majority of
the population is constituted by women, with the feminization coefficient
reaching 110. The urbanization rate is 64%, which is higher than the national
average6.

6

Main Statistical Office data for 2004
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3. ŁÓDŹ REGION IN THE EUROPEAN UNION
Poland joined the European Union on 1st May 2004, at the time of the
most intense expansion of this organization. At that moment it has become
an important member of the Union structures; it is the sixth largest and most
populated country in the EU. Poland shares the Union policies based on the
three EU pillars described earlier and it is also a beneficiary receiving
considerable support. It is one of the largest recipients of the European funds
among the new members. Poland receives more money than it contributes to
the EU budget. Since July 2009 the EU Commissary for Regional Policy has
been Paweł Sarnecki, who took over this function from Danuta Hübner.
Polish regions are playing an increasingly important role in the EU, and they
are using the tools of regional policy designed in this organization.
In this context it is essential to show the resources of the Łódź Region and
the role it plays in contemporary European Union. The first element that
needs to be analysed is the demographic potential. Łódź Province is
inhabited by over 2.5 million people and is the sixth most populated Polish
province. The demographic potential is high, but the number of population is
steadily decreasing (Tab. 1). This is caused by the low population growth,
which in 2000–2007 went below – 3‰. In 2008 it improved, though still
showed a negative value of -2.3‰ (Main Statistical Office data).
Table 1. Changes in the number of population in Łódź Province in 1988–2008
Population in thousands
Specification

Change rate 1988 = 100%

1988

a

2002

2008

2703,7

2612,9

2548,9

100

96

94

a

National Census data 1988 for new provinces.
Source: Główny Urząd Statystyczny, Dane z Narodowego Spisu Powszechnego z lat
1988, 2002; Lodz region. Lodzkie in figures (2009).

Regrettably, the demographic decline is progressing due to the negative
migration balance in Łódź Province. In 2004 it was -0.6‰ and in 2008 –
0.7‰ (Main Statistical Office data). The decrease in the population growth
affects the population age structure, which is unfavourable today, considering the increase in the percentage of people at the post-working age and
the decrease in the percentage of people at the pre-working age (Tab. 2).
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Table 2. Population structure by economic age groups in 1988–2008
Population age

Year

pre-working

working

post-working

26,8

57,9

15,3

2002

21,0

61,9

17,1

2008

17,8

63,9

18,3

1988

a

a

National Census data 1988 for new provinces.
Source: Główny Urząd Statystyczny, Dane z Narodowego Spisu Powszechnego z lat
1988, 2002; Lodz region. Lodzkie in figures (2009).

The tendencies described above are becoming stronger from year to year
and Łódź Province is going to be one of the Polish provinces, where the
population decline is the greatest. It will result mainly from the increasing
negative migration balance and negative population growth (Perspektywy
demograficzne..., 2005). We should observe a wave of domestic and
transnational migrations since 2004, which have seriously affected Łódź
Province. The situation is particularly serious in case of the transnational
migrations, which often drive people away from the country and its regions –
usually the young, educated and most active part of the population. The Łódź
Region has been one of the poorer areas in Poland since 2004, when it
became possible to work legally in some EU countries. In fact, the region has
become a demographic reservoir for Great Britain and Ireland, as many
emigrants traveled there, looking for a chance for better life and work in
other parts of the EU. On the other hand, we can observe migrations to Łódź
Province, especially to its capital, where many citizens of other EU countries
have arrived. They are often British citizens of Indian or Pakistani origins,
for whom Poland has become an interesting place to live and invest.
For many years the Łódź Region has been an area of foreign investment
due to its considerable economic advantages. Firstly, the localization of the
province is ideal from the logistic point of view, as it is situated in the centre
of Poland. Transport routes between Germany and other countries of Central
and Western Europe and Russia, Ukraine or Byelorussia usually cross this
region, similarly to the transport routes running between the Czech Republic,
Slovakia or Hungary and the countries in northern Europe. New motorways
are being built in Poland and the point where they are going to cross will be
the junction near Stryków in Łódź Province. Therefore, numerous freight
forwarding companies are building their warehouses and freight terminals
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there. The region is attractive for investment due to its industrial tradition; in
the communist period the predominating production developing there was
the light, mainly textile industry. Although after 1989 this branch declined
severely, there are still many people at the working age, with technical
education and experience in industry. After retraining, such people can work
in other types of production. There are still renowned technical universities,
e.g. the Technical University of Łódź, numerous research institutes and small
companies, which form the base for cooperation with large investors.
Another advantage of the Łódź Region is the Łódź Special Economic
Zone (LSEZ). Here entrepreneurs receive support from the state, mainly in
the form of tax relief. According to the studies, in recent years the LSEZ has
come fourth in Poland as regards the amount of investments, 60% of which
are foreign investments, including Dell, Bosh-Siemens, Gillette or Indesit
(Cudny, 2008). It is obvious that the Łódź Region attracts investors, also
from other EU countries and that it is an attractive place for economic
activity. The region is also a huge market, where European firms may benefit
from selling their products. It seems that the localization factor will continue
to encourage industrial activity in the near future and that the region will gain
new investors from Europe. Nationally and internationally, Łódź Province is
also an important area as regards energetics. It is here, near Bełchatów,
where the largest Polish brown coal (lignite) mine is situated, as well as the
biggest power plant in Europe, powered by lignite. The latest research points
to the possibility of expanding its production.
The tourist assets of the region include natural and anthropogenic
elements. In order to protect the most valuable natural and landscape assets
in the province, seven landscape parks have been created so far. Łódź, the
capital, has many urban parks and the largest urban forest in Europe
(Łagiewnicki Forest). Also the culture of the region plays an important role.
The folklore is rich, with its Łowicz, Opoczno, Sieradz and Piotrków
varieties. The multicultural character of Łódź is an important tourist asset, as
well. There are about 60 festivals of different kinds organized in the city
every year, and many 19th-century architectural complexes, including the
unique Scheibler’s and Poznanski’s factory and palace complexes. Proper
promotion and development of the elements presented above may foster the
development of tourism in Łódź Province. It is an exceptionally big chance
for the region to develop economically, as well as make good use of the EU
support, a considerable part of which may be given to the development of
tourism and culture in regions.
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4. CONCLUSIONS
One of the primary objectives of the European Union is the development
of regions and leveling the disparities between them. In this context, also the
Łódź Region, identified in this article with Łódź Province, plays a significant
role. The region comes ninth in Poland as regards the area and the sixth as
regards the number of population. Thus, it is an important region, both in
Poland and Europe. Regrettably, since 1989 the region has been facing
different problems, which result from the economic stagnation and cultural
changes that took place in Poland and other post-communist countries.
A decrease in the number of population in Łódź Province, resulting from the
negative population growth and migration balance, has been observed for
several years. The region also experiences economic problems, which are the
effect of industry decline (especially in textile production) after 1989.
On the other hand, the Łódź Region has a lot to offer. It is attractive for
investors, due to its favourable localization. It has plenty of qualified and
cheap labour force. It is a large market, where European firms can profitably
sell their products. Apart from that, the area has valuable tourist assets, both
natural and anthropogenic. If used properly, they can make the region one of
the major tourist areas in Poland.
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HISTORICAL SILESIA IN THE EUROPEAN
UNION STRUCTURES1
1. INTRODUCTION
Although state borders of the European Union countries still exist, their
traditional economic and social importance is decreasing. The economic
integration and political cooperation lasting for many years increase the role
of regions as they are becoming effective economic and spatial units.
Frequently, local societies disregard state borders and strive for a common
solution of problems within the framework of trans-border initiatives and
emerging Euro regions. It leads to situations when the European society
becomes one whole functioning as a pattern of diversified regional and sub
regional links in spite of sometimes essential differences. The source of these
links is the progressing globalisation of economic and political structures and
preconditions, scientific and technological progress and information systems
revolution.
While speaking about Silesia, we have in mind a more or less spatially
determined part of south-western Poland embracing from 1998 three administrative regions: Lower Silesia, Opole and Silesia Provinces. However, when
we speak about Opole Silesia, it is related to a certain historical extent to
Upper Silesia. This relation is, of course, not totally accidental which is
confirmed by numerous writings, although not all arguments are of the same
weight (Heffner, 2007, p. 114–123). As early as during the seventies of the
20th century, the notion of Upper Silesia was understood as the Katowice
Province having no bearing (except for historical aspect) to the Opole Silesia.
1

The notion of “historical Silesia” is of a conventional character the aim of which is
to point to frequent changes of border and territories in this area in history.
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Attempts at a broadening of this historical region into neighbouring areas
undertaken during the transformation period proved unproductive.
Historical preconditions and present social and economic processes
shaped the particular character of Silesia2, exceptional even on the European
scale. However, individual Silesian provinces did not uniformly utilise their
human resources, geographic situation, land, raw materials, scientific potential and technical and social infrastructure.
There are considerable differences in the present level of their development (see: Tab. 1) and all of them are characterised by unfavourable social
and demographic phenomena – increasing migrations of the young generation, depopulation of many areas, dominating ageing of the population,
high unemployment rate, regression of residential development and unfavourable labour conditions (see: Tab. 2–3).
Table 1. Features differentiating present regional structures in historical Silesia
Regions in historical Silesia
Features

Opole

Katowice
(Silesia)

Wrocław
(Lower Silesia)
industry and
agriculture

Dominating economic
element
Character of the regional
society

agriculture
and industry

industry

mixed

local

newcomers

Principal social problems

integration

tradition

new culture and
society

External migrations of the
population

regular
outflow

insignificant

None

Source: K. Heffner (1998).
Table 2. Population forecast of Silesian provinces’ population till 2030
Provinces

Population (in thousands)
2010

2015

2020

2025

2030

Lower Silesia
Opole
Silesia

2 852,7
1 013,5
4 574,1

2 811,0
980,1
4 452,4

2 759,4
945,5
4 312,7

2 691,2
907,8
4 145,6

2 605,2
866,5
3 952,4

Total

8 440,3

8 243,5

8 017,6

7 744,6

7 424,1

Source: Prognoza ludności Polski... (2000).
2

Silesia as an historical area within contemporary administrative borders of Polish
regions is situated in three provinces: Lower Silesia, Opole and Silesia (Upper Silesia).
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Table 3. Population of Silesian provinces, aged 15–64,
according to forecast till 2030
Provinces

Population (in thousands)

Percent of the population

2010

2020

2030

2010

2020

2030

Lower Silesia
Opole
Silesia

2 090,4
737,0
3 321,4

1 850,9
646,1
2 901,0

1 653,0
551,3
2 493,2

73,2
72,2
72,6

67,1
68,3
67,3

63,4
63,6
63,1

Total

6 148,8

5 398,0

4 697,5

72,8

67,3

63,3

Source: Prognoza ludności Polski... (2003).

Elimination or lessening of these threats, related to the demographic
regression and a simultaneous increase in chances of individual regions of
the historical Silesia require, therefore, an active regional policy in all
aspects and formation of human resources in particular, as well as an
effective social and economic policy.

2. BORDERS AND BORDER REGIONS
– THEIR ESSENCE AND IMPORTANCE
The research into the essence of the notion of borders and border regions
is conducted in many fields of science and most frequently is of an
interdisciplinary character. Also, the spatial scope of considerations is of
importance because we may approach border and its impact globally,
regionally, locally and internationally or from the point of view of cross
border economic or socio-cultural links (e.g. Albrecht, 1974; Kałuski, 1983;
Prescott, 1987; Rykiel, 1990; Bufon, 1992; Newman, 1995, Heffner, 1998;
Eberhardt, 2004; Ciok, 2008; Kurcz and Sakson, 2009).
Literature defines borders broadly as lines of division between political
regions (political border – state border) administrative (administrative border
between provinces or urban or rural communes), cultural (borders between
spheres of impact of cultural phenomena, e.g. dialects or religions), ethnic
(ethnic border between areas with a predomination of a definite ethnic or
national groups) or between spatial structures of a natural character (forests,
meadows, rock structures) or man made structures – arable land, built up
areas, urban areas, protected areas, nature preserves) and also between areas
lying in competence of certain institutions (courts of law, bailiffs, military,
railways, etc.) and finally between enterprises (spheres of activity, supplies,
sales, etc.) (see: Tab. 4).
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Table 4. Types of borders in their spatial dimension in Europe
Spatial dimension
of borders
Types of borders

Examples of borders
and of areas embraced
by borders

European examples

1

2

3

Borders in natural space
Borders on Earth

Borders of continents

Bosfor Straits (Europe-Asia)

Borders of natural zones

Climatic zones, river basins

Zone of maritime moderate
climate, Odra River basin

Borders of geographic
zones

Natural zones (e.g. wet
soils, lowlands, forests),
borders of appearance (e.g.
of plants, animals)

Polesie, Silesian Lowland,
Niemodlin Forest, northern
border of European larch
appearance, tundra

Hypsometric borders

Altitudes

Alpine zone in Carpathian Mts.
above 1600 metres above sea
level

Ethnographic borders

Borders of nations, ethnic
groups, use of language

Poles and Lithuanians in the
Vilnius Region, Serbo Lusatians
in Saxony and Brandenburg,
German language in southern
Tyrol

Cultural borders

Borders of religious
denominations appearance

Catholics and Anglicans in
Northern Ireland

Colonisation borders

Ecumene, anecumene,
subecumene

Agricultural areas in northern
Sweden, Svalbard, Iceland

Economic borders

Borders of plantations,
currency zones, customs
borders

Northern borders of grapevine
plantations in Germany, Czech
Rep., Slovakia, Euro zone in
Europe, Schengen zone in
Europe

Communication and
transportation areas borders

Barriers to access, trade
barriers

Poland – areas where access to
railways exceeds 1 hour, import
restrictions for selected goods

Borders in international
sphere

Borders of international
organisations (membership)

The European Union and
aspiring countries

State borders

Land, sea and air borders

Poland-Germany – border on
Odra and Nysa Łużycka Rivers,
border between Great Britain
and Norway in the North Sea,
air zone of France

Borders in cultural space

Borders in political sphere
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1
Intra state borders

2

3

Internal borders, e.g.
districts, departments,
voting districts

Three level administrative
division of Poland (provinces,
districts, communes)

Borders of spatial structures

Borders between central
and peripheral zones

Paris metropolitan area,
“Eastern Wall” in Poland –
Podkarpacie, Lublin,
Świętokrzyskie, Podlasie and
Warmia-Masuria provinces

Planning regions borders

Zones of planning regions

Administrative areas of towns,
rural communes

Commuting distance

Everyday commuting distance
to work in a city (e.g. Opole,
Cracow, Warsaw)

Zone of impact or influence

Zone of action of public
institutions (e.g. Opole division
of the National Health Fund,
attorney districts)

Protected areas, areas with
restricted access (closed)

Tatra National Park, areas
of protected landscape i.e.
Stobrawskie Forests

Restrictions in social
communication

The range of cable, TV,
telephone, internet network,
censorship

The range of the Polish TV
Channel 1, cellular phone reach

Restrictions related to
knowledge of languages

Language barriers

Poor knowledge of
neighbouring countries
languages (e.g. Polish and
German in the Odra Region,
Hungarian and German in
Burgenland)

Restrictions related to time

Time zones

Greenwich mean time zone,
Central European time zone

Planning areas borders

Borders in social space
Borders of activity in space

Borders in social
communication space

Source: own compilation based on: M. Geiger (1977, p. 4–11).

Border regions adjacent to borders belong, generally speaking, to peripheral regions the characteristic feature of which is their spatial asymmetry. On
one hand, they are restricted by state border which constituted an
impregnable barrier quite often by a very long period of time. On the other,
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they are permanently opened and linked with the regional pattern of the
country through an often quite broad transitory zone (Rajman, 1993, p. 221–
229). The process of socio-economic and spatial changes in border regions is
generally related to changing functions of state border which may be equally
a spatial barrier of varied permeability or a factor integrating the whole area
adjacent to the state border. These types for state border functions have
already been analysed in their various aspects and first of all in their
economic, social and cultural aspects (Terlouw, 2001, p. 76–87).
In the process of evolution of state borders and of their impact on
functioning of borderland zones and regions, a strong dividing effect may
appear in the borderland economy that the development slows down on both
sides of the border. Barriers to growth are related also to the borderland
environment, which usually is the result of at least two different (dissimilar)
systems, languages and cultural and economic traditions. All these
differences hinder communication between areas on both sides of the border
to a greater or lesser extent. However, the increasing permeability of borderland regions reshapes them gradually into zones of contacts between neighbouring states with a high degree of everyday contacts, frequent migrations
and everyday meetings of various traditions, mentalities and orientations and
also with increasing effects in the sphere of economy (Przybyła, 1991;
Krätke, 1996, p. 647–669).

3. TERRITORIAL AND BORDER CHANGES
OF SILESIA IN HISTORY

Today, we do not know for sure what the origins of the name of Silesia
are. The German historical writings derive the name from the German tribe
of Silings, while Polish from the Slavic tribe of Ślężanie. There is also an
opinion, being the result of a kind of consensus between these two opinions,
according to which the name of Silesia has an Indo-European origin and may
be derived from the Celts, whose presence was confirmed by excavations in
the vicinity of Głubczyce (Leobschutz), Koźle (Cosel) and Prudnik (Neustadt
OS).
There is no doubt, however, that the whole of Silesia constitutes
a territory the internal and external borders of which, changed many times in
history. The first mention of the people living there comes from the middle
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of the 9th century and can be found in the, so-called, Bavarian Geographer3.
It most probably describes the situation at the turn of the 8th and the 9th
centuries, when Silesia temporarily and for the first time found itself within
the structure of a bigger state – the Great Moravia and after its disintegration
was conquered by the Bohemian Prumysl dynasty. By 990 the whole
territory of Silesia was included into the state formed by Mieszko I. Among
the territories occupied by central and lower Silesian tribes, the territory of
Opolans with the town of Opole played an important role as it was crossed
by salt and amber trade routes. During the next period, the Bohemians once
again took over Silesia thanks to political and military achievements of
Bretislaus I. The following decades brought a number of Bohemian-Polish
conflicts aimed at occupying this territory and, at the same time, causing its
deterioration. This situation caused that Silesia was not able to achieve
a more significant political independence and to gain an independent position
in the Central and Eastern Europe. After 1202 and expiration of seniority
principle, thanks to which Silesia became an independent Duchy, a chance
appeared to conduct an independent policy. The conclusion of the agreement
abolishing the right of inheritance between the Wrocław and the Racibórz
lines of dukes, caused, at the same time, that both regions and their dukes
acted to an increasing extent separately as Ducatus Opoloniensis and
Ducatus Silesiae (Linek, 2005, p. 16–17).
The period of the division of Poland into duchies and the increasing
Bohemian orientation of Silesian dukes led to acceptance of Bohemian
sovereignty, which assured Silesia a greater security and an economic
advantage. In 1335 Casimir the Great resigned from sovereignty over Silesia
in favour of the Luxemburg monarchy which confirmed the political partition
of Silesia and became the basis for the Polish Silesian border which existed
till the first half of the 20th century (Bahlcke, 2001, p. 30). From this moment
on, Silesia belonged to the Bohemian crown for nearly two centuries and
became its peripheral territory. Political transformations were accompanied
by considerable civilisation changes (including life in monasteries and
formation of parishes), economic progress and cultural development. Intense
settlement activity and establishment of new localities were conducted
according to the German law. Around the year 1300, this activity embraced
practically the whole of Silesia with the exception of a few borderland areas
3

It is an inscription found in Regensburg and is one of the oldest descriptions of
tribes living north of the Danube. Among 57 tribes it enumerates, there are four Silesian
tribes: Ślężanie, Dziadoszanie, Opolanie and Gołęszyce.
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in the east of Upper Silesia. Along with the planned rural settlements and the
far-reaching changes in agricultural technologies, mining towns and settlements, utilising progressive extraction methods emerged. During the 13th
century, 36 new towns were established and their number did not change
significantly during the following centuries. The settlement development was
accompanied by an increase of the population and the Polish and German
speaking inhabitants’ assimilation progressed.
As a result of various groups of population intermingling, the social
situation of Silesia started clearly to diversify beginning from the middle of
the 15th century. While Lower Silesia remained mainly German, the majority
of Upper Silesian towns within the German language zone became Slavic till
1500, which was not the result of an inflow of new inhabitants but of
a change of the language used by the former inhabitants (Bahlcke, 2001,
p. 44–45). The first political and military organisation, covering the whole
region, was established about that time and in the middle of the 15th century
the conducted integration policy brought about significant changes of the
internal structure of the formerly divided Silesia. However, a common policy
was developed at a very slow rate.
After passing under the rule of the Habsburg monarch in 1526, Silesia
remained considerably diversified territorially. The Habsburgs encountered
such a chaos in vassal and sovereign rights that their ability to influence
financial policy and legislature was initially restricted. However, the
Habsburg rule meant a strong royal power which was decisive for the fate of
Silesia during the following two centuries.
The hard times of the Thirty Years War (1648) caused enormous
destruction of Silesia. The population was diminished and the economy was
in ruins. The population of the region decreased as a result of military
activities and emigration for religious reasons. Various sources estimate that
from one fifth to one third of the Upper Silesia inhabitants were killed
(Linek, 2005, p. 21). Among the emigrants from Silesia, there were
numerous specialists, artisans and miners. These losses, particularly painful
for towns and the economy, were hardly compensated by the inflow of the
Catholic population and were still felt even in the 19th century. The war and
Counter-Reformation influenced also the ethnic composition of the society
because the existing gaps were often filled by Catholics coming from Poland.
This applied mainly to Lower Silesia as the share of depopulation in Upper
Silesia did not exceed 10–12 percent (Bahlcke, 2001, p. 68).
The takeover of the rule of Silesia by Prussia in the middle of the 18th
century led to a division of the region into Prussian and Austrian parts. The
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border established between the two states lasted till the end of World War I
and in the section between Opava (Troppau) and Zawidów (Seidenberg) it is
still present4. Nearly the whole Silesia was annexed by the Prussian state
with the exception of the Duchies of Cieszyn (Tesin, Teschen) and Opava
and parts of Krnov (Karniow, Jaegernsdorf) and Nysa (Neisse). From then
on, both parts of Silesia (Prussian and Austrian) developed in a completely
different way. In particular, the transfer of a major part of the region to the
Protestant Prussia produced a basic change of the systemic structure,
administration organisation and military system through an adjustment to the
Prussian pattern. The Prussian state was divided into provinces and these, in
turn, into regencies dealing with all administrative matters. Initially, there
were four regencies: Wrocław (Breslau), Legnica (Liegnitz), Opole (Oppeln)
and Dzierżoniów (Reichenbach). The latter was dissolved in 1820 for
financial reasons. The Opole regency consisting of 16 districts embraced also
Bishopric Duchy with Nysa (Neisse) and Hradec (Grätz, Grodziec nad
Morawicą) districts apart from the historical Upper Silesia. Later the
Kluczbork (Kreutzburg) district was also included.
Far-reaching social, economic and political changes were taking place in
the region. There were military reforms, industrial development, establishment of new industrial settlements, self-government reform, development of
political groupings, a considerable increase of city population, commodity
production changes in agriculture and development of technical infrastructure. The industrial development took place principally in the eastern
part of Silesia where the Upper Silesian Industrial Centre was established in
the triangle of Gliwice (Gleiwitz) – Tarnowskie Góry – Mysłowice, which
was later enlarged by the Pszczyna and Rybnik districts. The establishment
of Gliwice steelworks with the first blast furnace in Germany in 1796 meant
the birth of heavy industry in Upper Silesia. In the course of several decades
this region became the second largest economic centre in Germany next to
the Ruhr region. In the western part of the Opole regency, apart from
industrial changes (cement plants in the Opole Region), far-reaching changes
took place in agriculture (development of mills, distilleries, breweries, sugar
plants, modern methods of agriculture and animal husbandry). Apart from
Upper Silesia, another smaller industrial centre emerged in Wałbrzych
(Waldenburg) – Nowa Ruda (Neurode) coal basin, while Wrocław became
a leading administrative, economic and cultural centre in eastern Germany
(Kramer, 2001, p. 278).
4

After World War II, it was the border between Poland and Czechoslovakia till 1992
and between Poland and the Czech Republic after 1992.
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3 – Territory of Upper Lusatia
(Oberlausitz, Hornja Łužica)
incorporated into Prussian
Silesia Province after Congress
of Vienna (1815)
4 – Territory of Prussian Silesia
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24,33
15,16
20,05
20,15
464 178
852 862
142 941
459 981
1

Population
Protestants
(%)
1817
26,56
368 204
91,01
38 848
45,23
254 550
13,78
429 245
44,43
1090 847
1849
39,52
698 436
88,30
96 372
15,52
774 440
47,69
1569 248
59,46
9,98
84,09
51,23

72,11
7,52
54,67
85,89
54,74

(%)

12 059
16 622
3 618
32 339

6 771
7 608
448
1 649
16 476

1,03
1,73
0,39
1,06

1,33
1,47
0,10
0,33
0,83

91,09
63,30
89,17
76,55

86,00
58,45
92,63
99,51
74,82

Population Population In cities
(%)
Jews
(%)

Source: S. Jersch-Wenzel, Die Juden als Bestandteil der oberschlesischen Bevölkerung in der ersten Hälfte
des 19. Jahrhunderts [in:] Deutsche Polen Juden. Ihre Beziehungen von den Anfängen bis 20. Jahrhundert,
Berlin 1987, p.. 191209. After: J. Bahlcke (2001).

1 174 679
965 912
921 002
3 061 593

Wrocław Regency
Opole Regency
Legnica Regency
Silesian Province

135 642
470 162
210 577
68 894
885 275

In cities
Catholics
(%)
28,62
14,71
17,74
19,03
20,07

Population

Wrocław Regency
510 617
Opole Regency
516 618
Reichenbach Regency 465 575
499 788
Legnica Regency
Silesian Province
1 992 598

Specification

Table 5. Population, inhabitants and denominations in Silesia
(1817 and 1849)
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The economic development was accompanied by a rapid growth of the
population. From the beginning to the middle of the 19th century, the
population nearly doubled (see: Tab. 5). The population of Opole exceeded 8
thousand inhabitants, of Racibórz – 9.6 thousand, of Gliwice – 9.1 thousand,
of Nysa 16.6 thousand. Early in the 20th century, there were already 61
thousand inhabitants in Gliwice and 50 thousand in Zabrze (3.4 thousand in
the middle of the 19th century).
The Prussian and German rule in Silesia lasted till 1945 with the exception of the eastern part of Upper Silesia, which as a result of the plebiscite of
1821, became a part of the reborn Polish state as an autonomous Silesian
Province, which existed till 1939 (Heffner, Lesiuk, 1995, p. 43–67).
After World War II the whole former Prussian Silesia was attached to
Poland. Administratively Upper Silesia (Opole regency) became Silesian
Province (Śląsko-Dąbrowskie), which embraced also some fragments of
historical Lower Silesia (region of Nysa) and territories not belonging to
Silesia (Dąbrowskie Basin and the region of Bielsko-Biała). Lower Silesia
(Wrocław and Legnica Regencies with the exception of northern regions
(Zielona Góra (Grunberg) and Świebodzin (Schwiebus)) constituted Wrocław Province.
In 1950, Silesian Province was divided into industrial part (Katowice
Province) and agricultural part (Opole Province with Brzeg (Brieg) and
Namysłów (Namslau) which formerly belonged to Wrocław regency). In
1975, as a result of an administrative reform increasing the number of
provinces, the historical Lower Silesia was divided among 7 provinces
(Jelenia Góra (Hirschberg), Legnica, Leszno, Kalisz, Opole, Wałbrzych,
Wrocław and Zielona Góra) while Upper Silesia among 4 (Bielsko-Biała,
Częstochowa, Katowice and Opole). The Opole Province again covered
territories belonging to Upper and Lower Silesia. During the last administrative reform in 1999 the number of provinces was decreased. Nearly entire
Lower Silesia remained in Lower Silesian Province with capital in Wrocław
and only small fragments in Opole Province (the border of 1950 remained
unchanged) while Zielona Góra became the capital of the new Lubuskie
Province, which embraced also several other Silesian towns – Żagań
(Sagan), Szprotawa (Schprottau) and Nowa Sól. The former Opole Province
was enlarged by attachment of the Olesno (Rosenberg) district (coming from
the liquidated Częstochowa Province, while contrarily to expectations of
some inhabitants the Racibórz district was not attached to the province. The
former Katowice Province changed its borders and the name to Silesia
Province although the historical Upper Silesia constitutes only 48 percent of
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its territory (the rest are historical lands of Little Poland and fragments of
Great Poland).

4. SILESIAN REGIONS – CHARACTERISTICS OF PRESENT
CONDITIONS AND PROBLEMS OF DEVELOPMENT
The history of a certain area, complicated from the point of view of
territorial changes, may exert an impact on this area development to a degree
the consecutive territorial reforms and new borders reflect the territory
identified from historical, social or economic points of view. Whenever new
territorial, administrative or social units bring together territories not fully
uniform from social and economic points of view, development and cultural
differences may be revealed or there may be a lack of conformity of interest
and aims. Actions aimed at uniformization of the territory, elimination of
differences and equalisation of development chances gain in importance.
Silesian provinces situated in the territory of the historical Lower and
Upper Silesia are nowadays regions with diversified conditions and prospects
of development. Developing in a uniform but dynamically changing
international environment, they are strongly diversified internally and
economic, infrastructural, demographic, social, cultural and ethnic points of
view. Lower and Uppers Silesian Regions are characterised by a dynamic and
lasting economic development, they are linked to big agglomerations and, as
many socio-economic development indicators confirm, they are among the
highest in the country. Opole Province belongs to regional structures at an
intermediate level of economic development and struggles with numerous
social problems becoming more and more acute. Although all of the regions
selected a higher competitiveness and a more rapid growth, as well as
a stronger social, economic and spatial cohesion and equalisation of development chances as their strategic aims (see: Tab. 6), their achievement is
determined by differences in resources at their disposal and development
possibilities (Murphy, 1991, p. 22–35).
The Lower Silesia Province is favourably situated and having a dense
road network and relatively well developed air transport and can be easily
reached. It is characterised by a high urbanisation index (71 p.c.) as
compared to the average for Poland (60.0 p.c.). It is a highly industrialised
region. The existing industrial centres with branches of a long-standing
tradition and diversification of industry mean a chance for a stable and
balanced development. The Legnica–Głogów (Glogau) mining centre is of
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particular importance. It is a world potentate in copper extraction and the
biggest employer in Lower Silesia. At the same time, the number of
industrial employees is decreasing, which is the result of a slump in many
industrial branches and also of mostly outdated technologies and production
equipment. The developed mining and industrial activity also cause problems
of pollution and degradation of natural environment.
Table 6. Visions and priorities of Silesian provinces’ development
Province

Lower Silesian

Opole

Silesian
(Upper Silesia)

Vision

Lower Silesia
European Nodal
Region

Word opened,
multicultural region of
neighbourly residence
and competitive
economy, participating
in international
cooperation, with well
educated and active
society

Silesia will be a region
ensured access to high
standard public
services, with modern
and technologically
advanced economy and
crucial partner in the
development process of
Europe

Priorities of
Development

I. Build up of
competitive and
innovative economy
of Lower Silesia,
II. Increase of spatial
and infrastructural
cohesion of the
region and
integration to
European economic
increase areas,
III. Development of
social solidarity and
civic attitudes,
creative and open to
the world

I. Strengthening of the
Opole Silesia
competitiveness,
II. Leveling of social
and economic
development In Opole
Silesia.

I. Silesia Province as
a region of new
economy, creating and
effectively absorbing
new technologies
II. Silesia Province as
a region of common
access to regional high
standard public services
III. Silesian Province as
an important partner in
creation of culture,
science and European
space

Source: own compilation based on: Strategia Rozwoju Województwa Dolnośląskiego...
(2005), Strategia Rozwoju Województwa Opolskiego (2005), Strategia Rozwoju Województwa Śląskiego... (2010).

The Lower Silesia Region owes its relatively high position to the
Wrocław Metropolitan Area and the Legnica sub-region. The relatively high
investment attractiveness of this area (the fourth place in the country) causes,
from the beginning of the transformation period, a significant inflow of
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foreign capital which shapes the modern structure of production and
commerce. In order to make the economic development more dynamic, the
Wałbrzych, Kamienna Góra (Landeshut) and Legnica special economic
zones were created. Their existence caused that the entrepreneurship
indicator is much higher than the average for the whole country.
Development dynamics of GDP (%)
70
DOLNOŚLĄSKIE

MAZOWIECKIE

ŁÓDZKIE

60

Poland average

ŚWIĘTOKRZYSKIE
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MAŁOPOLSKIE
ŚLĄSKIE
LUBELSKIE
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WIELKOPOLSKIE
LUBELSKIE
PODKARPACKIE
KUJAWSKOPOMORSKIE

50

Poland average

WARMIŃSKOMAZURSKIE

40
ZACHODNIOPOMORSKIE

30
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40 000
GDP per capita in 2007 (zł)
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Fig. 3. Development dynamics and potential of Silesian provinces
as compared to other regions
Source: Strategia Rozwoju Województwa Śląskiego... (2010, p. 21)

Although the Lower Silesia Province is characterised by a high share of
persons possessing higher education, their distribution is noticeably
territorially diversified. The Wrocław agglomeration occupies a particularly
high position while the situation develops unfavourably in rural areas.
Moreover, there is a high unemployment rate in these areas, resulting to
a considerable extent from the economic structure of the region, i.e. a relatively low employment in agriculture and the downfall of the mining sector
in the Wałbrzych basin. The structure of the rural area is, therefore, poorly
developed which causes depopulation and a decrease of the professional
activity of the rural population. The forecasted intensification of the depo-
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pulation process in these areas, and in Jelenia Góra and Wałbrzych Regions
in particular, will weaken growth abilities of peripheral communes, strengthening, at the same time, the centralised character of the Lower Silesia
regional development (see: Hoekveld and Hoekveld Meijer, 1995, p. 159–
176).
The clearly visible phenomenon of suburbanisation and an increased
settlement activity in the Wrocław sub-region are a chance for rural localities
around Wrocław. Moreover, due to the geographic configuration, conditions
prevailing in the natural environment, as well as cultural resources and the
history of the region, tourism will prove an important factor. The area is
relatively well developed and possesses tourist infrastructure. For example,
there are 11 out of 41 health resorts functioning in the country. Moreover,
foreign tourists manifest an increased interest in the region. However, the
phenomenon of a decrease in health resort facilities and of the number of
patients causes concern.
The Opole Province belongs to the group of small European regions. The
little area and the small number of inhabitants are decisive for its
development potential determining, at the same time, scope and possibility of
attracting growth factors. The Opole Region, considered to belong to the
group of regions at a high level of development and a relatively well
developed infrastructure before the systemic transformation, gradually
started to lose this position during the nineties. Due to a lower dynamics of
economic changes and the rate of growth lower than in other provinces, it
shifted towards structures at a medium level of economic development and
with increasing social problems. Processes of modernisation and structural
changes of the region’s economy did not contribute to any significant
improvement of its competitiveness and investment attractiveness in spite of
a number of favourable changes. Due to deep and sometimes very specific
changes related not only to transformation, the Opole Province requires,
therefore, a regional policy taking into consideration its specific conditions.
A favourable spatial structure of the region, assuring good connection
with domestic and international transportation systems draws the attention.
The standard of road and rail connections requires, however, a significant
improvement and the lack of air connections gradually strengthens symptoms
of a peripheral character of the region. Unfavourable domination of
traditional branches of production dominates in the industrial structure of the
region, although their diversification may prove to be a factor inducing
investments in industry. The situation in the field of factors favouring
attraction of investments is not favourable, although the relatively intense
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activity of regional and local authorities, aimed at establishing contacts and
promoting the region, may constitute an additional factor attracting investors
and contribute to the economic growth of the region. Moreover, the
maintaining low level of R&D outlays may result in difficulties in creating
innovative and enterprising circles.
The demographic situation is particularly unfavourable for development.
Also forecasts of population changes and the increasing regional imbalance
between labour resources and the number of people employed, destabilising
the local labour market, cause concern. The permanently negative external
migration balance weakens the demographic and socio-economic structure of
the province, significantly diminishing development possibilities of the
region. The relatively low level of education of the society of the region (8
p.c. with higher education) may become a serious barrier for growth in the
medium-term perspective. Without intense remedies, this will become
a factor slowing down development of the region. Among favourable
conditions in the region, the following ones can be mentioned: an increasing
activity of local communities and an increase of social organisational
initiatives in rural areas, in particular those, which favour creation of
a positive image of the society and may facilitate establishment of
international cooperation (see discussion: Hülsemeyer, 1996, p. 167–175).
Additionally, the high living standard in Opole villages distinguishes the
region among the Silesian provinces.
The Silesia Province is the most industrialised and the most urbanised
region of Poland. It belongs to the group of economically strongest regions
of Poland. Raw material deposits, labour costs, vast sales market, economic
and social infrastructure, good transportation links, highly qualified labour
force, its culture and labour discipline and the activity of self governments
towards investors are decisive for investment attractiveness of the region.
A considerable industrial potential of the country is concentrated in the
Silesia Province. There are 38 coal mines, 25 steelworks, 21 power and heat
plants catering for industry and 22 power plants catering for general public.
The region has numerous possibilities permitting development of innovative
and advanced technologies, which is related to industrial culture and
educational and R&D background offered by universities and scientific
institutes.
The Silesia Province is a specific region and among the most problemprone areas of the country. The structural adjustment of the Silesia Province,
resulting from socio-economic changes, caused a number of various social
problems. The most important ones include unemployment, poverty, social
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marginalisation and poverty inheritance. The health of the society is much
worse than the average for the whole country. The disturbance of the
ecological balance lasting for decades exerted an impact on the health of the
inhabitants of the region, who now pay the price in the form of a shorter life
span and an increased sickness rate in comparison to other regions of the
country. The high concentration level of industry and urbanisation caused
a permanent transformation of the area. It is manifested in the pollution of
waters, air and soils deformation of the land, disturbances of hydrological
situation, nearly a complete lack of forests in the central part of the province
and a poor condition of the remaining forests. The quantities of substances
causing deterioration of the environment and refuse produced in the region
are incomparable to any other region in Poland. The share of recultivated
post-industrial areas is small. The inefficient transportation system and
incompatible transportation routes are a major difficulty. Moreover, the
degradation of old industrial districts is progressing and city centres also
need revitalisation.
The region represents a considerable demographic potential, characterised
by high culture and ethics of labour. At the same time, the regional society is
culturally diversified, which strengthens its regional identification and
tolerance towards other cultures. The level of education of the Silesia
Province inhabitants remains unfavourable in comparison to other urbanised
provinces. The number of people with higher education reaches 9.2 p.c.,
which is one of the lowest in the country.

5. CONCLUSION
As it was indicated, the history of a certain area, complicated from the
point of view of territorial changes, may exert an impact on its development
to a degree in which the consecutive territorial border changes reflect the
territory identified historically, socially, culturally and economically. When
new territorial, administrative and social units unite territories not fully
uniform socially and economically, certain development and cultural
differences may be revealed or there may be a lack of common interests or
aims. In such a situation, actions aimed at unification of the territory,
elimination of differences and equalisation of development chances may
prove to be a strong region-creating factor. Districts (and regions) once
established through any procedure (democratic vote, authoritarian decree,
etc.) develop by themselves. As a result, inhabitants become affiliated with
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the region with time and any further changes of borders are not necessary or
even undesirable (Behrenberg, Kuhm, 1999). Therefore, the three regions of
Silesia – Lower Silesia, Opole and Upper Silesia, created during the period
of economic transformation, achieved the stage of developed regional
structures.
1. The division into a much bigger German part increased later by
addition of a part of the Upper Lusatia (Lausitz, Łužica, Łužyca (Sorbian),
Łużyce, Lužice) region and the smaller Austrian part, which remained in the
Habsburg Empire, which was the result of the Prussian Austrian wars, is
characterised by its lasting character in the pattern of lands of the historical
Silesia.
2. A considerable part of the border, dividing the two parts, was
delineated as a result of and agreed without consideration to natural
environmental elements of the geographical space. This applies to the section
east of the Kłodzko (Glatz) Valley.
3. After World War I, there were small changes of this border (Hlucin
Land was annexed to Czechoslovakia) and the eastern part of Austrian
Silesia was divided between Poland and Czechoslovakia.
4. Political and socio-economic changes resulting from World War II
caused disappearance of historical pattern, represented by historical Silesia.
The southern border, prior to 1938, remained unchanged and became the
border between Poland and Czechoslovakia.
5. The Nysa Łużycka (Lausitzer Neisse) River was selected as the
western border which meant that a part of historical Silesia remained in
Germany (later the German Democratic Republic).
6. Historical Silesia functioned as one region (land) in the Prussian state.
Later it was divided into two regencies Lower and Upper Silesia – Wrocław
and Opole) and later into three (Legnica, Wrocław, Opole). After World War
I Upper Silesia was divided between Poland and Germany. In Poland, Silesia
Province (Katowice) was established, while in the German part it remained
unchanged. During World War II Lower and Upper Silesia (Wrocław and
Katowice) were established and their areas were enlarged.
7. After World War II, the Polish state continued with two administrative
units – Wrocław and Katowice (1945–1950) and later the third (Opole) was
established while north-western part of the historical Silesia was included in
the fourth (Zielona Góra).
8. The regional pattern, established during the 1950s, lasted (in spite of
important changed that took place in 1975–1998) until accession to the EU.
9. The three units of regional type (Lower Silesia, Opole Silesia and
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Upper Silesia) embrace practically all of historical Silesia and are
characterised by a high degree of internal cohesion and their socio-economic
structure enables conducting an active European regional policy.
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UPPER SILESIA AS A HISTORICAL REGION
OF CULTURAL BORDERLAND
1. INTRODUCTION
Upper Silesia is a historical region, which was territorially separated in
the 13th century as a consequence of the partitions of Poland and further
partition of the Silesian province. This region covers the territories, which in
1173 fell to Mieszko Plątonogi, thus the Duchies of Opole and Raciborz. The
name Upper Silesia appeared later, most likely only in the 15th century. The
capital of this region is Opole (Zgorzeliska, 1994; Mizia, 1997).
The history of Upper Silesia was turbulent and the region changed its
borders’ layout and national status many times. Frequently, it was also
separated by administrative and national borders. Nowadays, this region
belongs neither to one administrative unit nor even to one state. Namely, it
covers the area situated within Opole and Silesia Provinces, as well as in
Czech Republic.
The purpose of this paper is to show, how Upper Silesia became a region
of cultural borderland and what the consequences of that are. Lastly, the aim
is to answer the question: Is this region today only a relict, or a living socialterritorial structure?

2. CULTURAL BORDERLAND
Borderland may be compared to the neighbourhood of cultures, which can
be described as a mutual relationship between two cultures, in which the
range of common creations or cultural facts is relatively wide (Rembowska,
1998). Cultural borderland is a territory with clear awareness of social
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distinctness and its regional cultural pattern is the result of long years of
infusion of numerous cultures and traditions of different origin. It is usually
located peripherally in relation to political and administrative centres. Such
regions changed their state allegiance in the course of history and were
influenced by various political, administrative and economic systems. As
a result, the population of cultural borderlands takes up equivocal and
differentiated national options (Heffner and Solga, 2003).
National autoidentification of a “border type man” is scattered and
divided. Such man belongs to several “cultural worlds”. It is similar to R.E.
Park’s concept of “marginal man” (1928), who is a person unassimilated
with culture of a group, to which he/she aspires and simultaneously, no
longer connected with the community he/she comes from. Cultural borderland’s population usually chooses one of three options:
1) not declare any national affiliation and call themselves as “the locals”,
2) choose one of the neighbouring nations’ affiliation,
3) opt for recognition of a nationality of their own (Koter ,2003).
According to J. Chlebowczyk (1980), the choice of homeland and nationality depends on the attractiveness of different political and civil options.
Furthermore, A. Kłoskowska (1996) says, that this national identification can
change during one’s lifespan and calls it “nationality conversion”. This is the
conversion of citizen’s loyalty. It is not expressed in a change of individual’s
nationality option, but in loyal attitude of an individual towards institutions
and duties assigned by particular national governments.

3. FACTORS FORMING THE CULTURAL
BORDERLAND IN UPPER SILESIA
Very important factor which influenced the character of Upper Silesia is
its geographic location. This region, compared to the corner by E. Szramek
(1934), has always been a borderland located peripherally. Therefore, it had
constant contact with cultures of neighbouring countries. It also had the
possibility to know other, more remote cultures as during the Middle Ages
two trade routes were crossing its territory: the first one connected Kiev and
the Black Sea in the east with Prague and Nürnberg in the west, and the
second one, the so-called “Amber Route”, led from Italy via Kłodzko Valley
or the Moravian Gate towards the Baltic Sea (Drabina, 1994).
Due to its geographical location, Upper Silesia has always been of interest
to neighbouring countries. Because of that, this region has changed its state
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allegiance about 10 times and it was therefore politically, economically and
culturally influenced by Moravia, Poland, Bohemia, Austria and Germany
(Prussia) (Tab. 1).
Table 1. Changes of state allegiance of Upper Silesia
Period of time

Country

625–660

Salomon Country

870–894

Great Moravia

906/7–990

Bohemia

990–1335

Poland

1335–1526

Bohemia

1526–1740 (1918 – Duchy of Cieszyn)

Austria

1740–1922 (1945 – a part)

Prussia (Germany since 1871)

1922–1939

Poland

1939–1945

Germany

Since 1945

Poland (some parts in Czech Republic)

Source: Based on S. Mizia (1997).

These changes of national status of Upper Silesia were fruitful in consequences, especially for its indigenous population which had to clash with
people of other cultures, languages and religions. It was the main factor
which led to the creation of cultural borderland in Upper Silesia.

4. UPPER SILESIA AS THE CULTURAL
BORDERLAND – AFTERMATH
Upper Silesia is a historical region of cultural borderland. Its autochthonous inhabitants are mostly characterised by: labile feeling of national
affiliation, dialect, cultural separateness (customs and habits) and feeling of
both, territorial and group identity (Jałowiecki, 1996). M. Szczepański
(1998) said, that they had a unique type of soul – a “mosaic” soul, and
according to the concept of a “marginal man” (Park, 1928) they belong to
several “cultural worlds”, namely Polish, German and Czech.
One of the typical features of a border person is a divided national self-identity. Similarly, in Upper Silesia, due to long-lasting national mixture,
double nationality of inhabitants was formed. According to W. Świątkiewicz
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(1993), they are similar to border stones, which are Polish on one side and
German on the other side. With time, the Upper Silesians changed their
national affiliation, they felt more Polish as they were oppressed by the
Germans and they felt more German when the Polish formed a majority
(Jałowiecki, 1996). There is also a part of native population with unidentified
national attitude. They deny relations with both, the Polish and the German
nations and describe themselves as the Silesians (Szmeja, 1994, Szczepański
1998). All these people are more attached to Upper Silesia than to the
country they live in and they believe in “Heimat” – the local homeland.
The idea of territorial identity, in this case Upper Silesian identity, is
strongly connected with the concept of “Heimat”. This subject is widely
covered, among others, by D. Simonides (2004), J. Rzymełka (1995),
V. Ruszczewska (1993), M. Wanatowicz (1995), K. Łęcki, J. Wódz, K.
Wódz, P. Wróblewski (1995) and many others. Other ethnic problems of
Upper Silesia are widely discussed by A. Szajnowska-Wysocka (2003, 2006)
and by T. Kamusella (2005).

5. FACTORS OF UPPER SILESIA’S
DISINTEGRATION
Throughout the history, Upper Silesia was repeatedly subject to the
factors disintegrating the region. Two most important ones can be distinguished among them: 1) all internal partitions of the region and 2) actions of
the immigrant population.
Internal partitions of Upper Silesia had started very early, not long after
its territorial separation. During the Middle Ages, the area which after the
partition of the Silesian province fell to Mieszko Plątonogi, was systematically divided into smaller and smaller duchies. However, they were all
located within one state – first Bohemia and then Austria. The first division
of Upper Silesia by a state border took place in the 18th century. Duchy of
Cieszyn stayed under Austrian rule (the so-called Austrian Silesia) and the
remaining part was belonged to Prussia (German Silesia). The succeeding
partition of the region between the neighbourhood countries took place after
World War I. After the plebiscite and Silesian Uprisings, the German and
Polish parts were separated, and moreover Cieszyn Silesia was separated by
the Polish-Czech border. After World War II, Upper Silesia (except the part
of Cieszyn Silesia) was entirely within the Polish state borders, but in this
case it also did not avoid partitions – this time by province administrative
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borders. Even today it remains situated within two administrative units:
Opole and Silesia provinces.
Apart from internal partitions of Upper Silesia’s territory, which significantly hindered region’s integration, the incoming population had a fundamental effect on this process. Many Germans arrived along with industrialization in the 19th century. Then, after World War II people from other
regions of Poland were brought here as a labour force. Arrival of new inhabitants, together with the decline of some part of the native population (of
their own free will or under duress) brought about conflicts between the
“natives” and the “strangers”. This only deepened region’s disintegration.

6. CONTEMPORARY PROBLEMS
OF UPPER SILESIA
Regionalist movement appeared in Upper Silesia together with political
system transformation. Regionalist expansion was supported by the
government where part of its liberal wing tended to transform Poland, if not
to a federal country, to at least a country divided into autonomic regions.
Nowadays, the regional trend is emphasised by globalisation, which results
in ‘softening’ state borders and the development of regions.
There are two biggest regional associations in Upper Silesia (Rykiel,
1995; Szajnowska-Wysocka 2003, 2006):
1) Upper Silesian Union – gathers people connected with the civilization
and cultural values of Upper Silesian Region but not necessarily having the
Upper Silesian origin. It created the concept of the so-called “Great Silesia”,
covering all historically Upper Silesians territories, including the ones
currently belonging to Czech Republic;
2) Silesian Autonomy Movement – plans to influence local population,
regardless of their citizenship or place of residence. It opts for the autonomy
of Upper Silesia and expects it to remain a region of Poland.
The pressure towards wider autonomy is particularly strong in Upper
Silesia as it was already witnessed in this region in the past. The problem of
regions will become more and more visible, as national countries are too
“big” to fulfil the needs of varied societies and on the other hand too “small”
to solve economic problems and to cope with geopolitical challenges.
Moreover, the above presented associations play an important role in the
promotion of Upper Silesian culture. They promote it in numerous publica-
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tions, and also encourage its cultivation by organising regional, occasional
events.
The next issue, which surfaced a few years ago in Upper Silesia, is the
problem of “Silesian nationality”. This idea appeared in the general census in
2002, when a few percent of the Opole and Silesia provinces population
declared Silesian nationality. Not so far ago, a dispute on assent to “Silesian
language” also started. These both questions are still far from final settlement, which results mainly from difficulties to define such ideas as “nation”
and “language” (vide Faruga, 2004; Nijałkowski, 2004; Kamusella, 2006).
The question of Upper Silesians abroad remains open. Many inhabitants
of this region left it – of their own free will or under duress – but they still
remember about their roots. The longing for Upper Silesian “small homeland” appears, among other things, in literature. For example the plot of the
novel “Cholonek, czyli dobry Pan Bóg z gliny” (“Cholonek, the good God
made from clay”), written by Janosch, takes place just before World War II
in the district of Zabrze – Zaborze. The writer describes the world as he
remembers from his childhood. Janosch belongs to the group of Upper
Silesians, who were forced to move just after the end of World War II. He
spent most of his life in Germany, where he is a well-known author of
children’s books. Nowadays he lives in Tenerife.

7. CONCLUSIONS
Upper Silesia is the typical historical region of cultural borderland. In
spite of strong disintegrating factors, it still remains the living socialterritorial structure. The following arguments confirm this fact:
1. There is a specific territory, which Upper Silesians, both living in and
out of the region, identify themselves with.
2. Upper Silesian tradition is still alive and cultivated in many Silesian
families.
3. Upper Silesians communicate each other using a dialect – their
specific, individual language.
4. Moreover, Upper Silesian cultural activities are led by local associations and the media.
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HYPOTHESIS OF CHANGES IN THE ETHNIC
AND RELIGIOUS STRUCTURE OF THE CZECH
REPUBLIC AFTER THE NEXT CENSUS 2011
This paper deals with the methods used for censuses and the impact of
these methods on their results. The case study is the Czech Republic (or its
predecessor Czechoslovakia) in the perspective of the forthcoming census in
2011. The Czech Republic seems to be a very homogeneous country where
the enumeration of different identities of the Czech population is marginal
and not necessary. However, a more detailed analysis confirms that it is an
interesting problem for the human geographers.
There are different approaches to the enumeration of ethnic origin of
population (Rallu, Piché and Simon 2006):
1) enumeration for political control (if government wants to know the
number of minorities members),
2) non-enumeration because of the national integration (if government is
not interested in it),
3) discourse of national hybridity (if government wants to know the
structure of population),
4) enumeration for anti-discrimination (if government needs the number
of minorities for care of their rights).
Because religion is also an important marker of classification of human
groups, it can be classified similarly as above. The topic of this paper is the
case of the present-day Czech Republic. Religious structure was checked in
the modern censuses earlier than ethnical structure. Religious affiliation was
counted during the first census in Austrian-Hungarian Empire (territory of
the Czech Republic belonged to this state from 1526 to 1918) in 1869.
Austria (from 1867 Austria-Hungary) under the Habsuburg dynasty was
a multi-ethnic state, so this ethnic structure was an interesting question. The
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ethnic origin of Austrian-Hungarian population was enumerated for the first
time in the census of 1880. Principal marker of the ethnic origin was the
usual language (German: Umganssprache – Brix, 1982). Such language is
used in public communication and cannot be the same as mother tongue
spoken privately. This method of counting favours the dominant ethnic
groups – in Austria-Hungary there were predominantly the German-speaking
Austrians and the Hungarian-speaking Hungarians in both parts of the
Danube federation (Häufler, 1970).
The consequent Austrian censuses in the years 1890, 1900, 1910 were
carried out using the same method. The aim of the Austrian government was
mainly to control, but gaining a base for a discussion with the minorities
about their rights was probably also important (Luft, 1997).
Results of the Austrian method of counting of ethnic origin was enumerating more Germans and Hungarians than there actually were, because many
minority members spoke German and Hungarians in public and many of
them declared these languages as their “usual language”.
Law of population censuses was changed after establishing of Czechoslovakia in 1918. It was adapted on 8th April 1920 by the new Czechoslovakian
parliament and the first Czechoslovakian census was held in February 1921.
Nationality was defined as “racial belonging, whose principal external
marker is mother tongue” (King, 2002). The Austrian “usual language” was
replaced by the mother language (spoken at home, in private environment).
However, declaration of the ethnic belonging was not strictly connected with
language. Many people, who could not speak Czech but who claimed to be
loyal citizens of the new state, could declare themselves to be Czechs.
Declaration of historical lands identities (Moravian and Silesian) was not
allowed. The intentions of the Czechoslovakian government were mixed.
The government needed to know the ethnic structure of population for
control as well as anti-discrimination reasons.
Czechoslovakia inherited very complicated ethnic situation from AustriaHungary (Tab. 1).
Consequence of the new method was enumerating of more Czechs
(Czechoslovakians) than there actually were. New cultural characteristic of
the Czech population was found the growing number of people who declared
themselves as non-denominational. Belonging to Roman Catholic Church
seemed to be old-fashioned and “Austrian”.
During the period of communism, 1948–1989, only the permanent
residents were counted during censuses organized by the communist regime.
The ethnic structure was enumerating at that time as a declaration without
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a connection of language – but the language was at that time more closely
connected with real ethnicity. The religious affiliation was abandoned after
the census of 1950.
Table 1. Ethnic structure of Czechoslovakia (1930)
Population

Number

%

Czechoslovakians (Czechs and Slovakians)

8,759.701

64.37

Germans

3,123.305

22.95

Hungarians

744.621

5.47

Ruthenians

461.449

3.39

Jews

180.534

1.33

Poles

75.852

0.56

Others

23.139

0.17

238.784

1.75

13,607.385

100,00

Foreigners (citizens of other states,
predominantly Austria, Poland, etc.)
Total
Source: Czechoslovakian Statistical Office.

After the fall of communism, nationality as the ethnic origin is not
emphasized as much as in the past. In spite of this, the regional identities –
Moravian and Silesian – were allowed. It is more important nowadays to
enumerate immigrants. It is more similar to the situation in the most
developed western countries.
The Czech historical lands consist of Bohemia (52,052 sq km; 66.0% of
state territory, 6.4 mil. inhabitants – 62.0% of state population), Moravia
(22,231 sq km; 28.2% of state territory, 3.0 mil. inhabitants – 29.2% of state
population) and Silesia (4,423 sq km; 5.6% of state territory, 0.9 mil.
inhabitants – 8.8% of state population). Some Moravians and Silesians have
a certain regional identity similar to nationality. In both of the last censuses
this identity was possible to declare as a nationality. The results are shown in
the table 2.
Table 2. Moravian and Silesian “nationalities”
Specification
Moravians
Silesians
Source: Czech Statistical Office.

1991

2001

1,362.313

380.474

44. 446

10.878
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In the census of 2001, declaring of nationality (as ethnic origin) was not
obligatory for the first time since 1880. 1.7% of the Czech population used
this possibility and they did not declare any nationality. It is expected that
this number will be larger during the next census at 2011. This census also
checked the mother tongue (Srb and Růžková, 2003) and it is interesting to
look at the small, but sometimes important differences between the declared
nationality as ethnic origin and the mother tongue of some representatives of
the Czech population. It is most interesting especially in the ethnically mixed
areas (borderlands and big cities as capital Prague).
Czech census held at 2001 was the first one which also enumerated the
temporary present population – not only the permanent residents as before.
The consequence of this method of counting was bigger number of the
minorities, because most of the foreigners are not the permanent residents of
the Czech Republic. It is similar to most of the others states all over the
world. Temporary present foreigners were added to the permanent residents
and ethnic non-Czechs with the Czech nationality – from political sense, the
Polish population in the Czech Republic. Census in 2001 multiplied the
number of the Poles because of the foreign workers living in Czechia only
for a short time.
The next census in Czechia will be carried out in March 2011. Its method
has some new elements which can change its results especially in the
question of nationality (as ethnic origin) and religious affiliation.
1. Nationality is still not obligatory, as in the census of 2001. However,
last time it was a quite new decision, and the Czechs were forced to declare
some nationality until then. Therefore only 1.7% used this freedom and did
not declare anything. We expect the number of such people to be growing in
forthcoming census, from 1.7% in 2001 to probably 3%.
2. The possibility to declare two or more nationalities (as ethnic origin) is
quite a new thing. We can expect that mostly people in the ethnic borders
with an unclear identity will decide to use this possibility. The number of
people with a double identity (for example Czech-Slovakian, Czech-Polish
etc.) will show the level of assimilation of the minority communities in
Czechia. There is an expectation that these cases will not be so numerous
(about 1–2% of all Czech population), but this will be a very interesting
aspect of the results of the next census especially in the Czech regions.
Regional identities, Moravian and Silesian “nationality”, which diminished
radically between the censuses in years 1991–2001, will have a chance to be
back as a secondary nationality. Moravians and Silesians can describe
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themselves as Czech-Moravian, or Moravian-Czech respectively Czech-Silesian or Silesian-Czech.
3. An interesting change is prepared also in case of religious affiliation.
This is also not an obligatory item, similar like at the census 2001. People
can either declare a Church from a list of 32 officially registered Churches in
Czechia or they can declare themselves as an adherent of any other Church
not mentioned at this official list. Quite new element of the forthcoming
census is the possibility to declare “being believers but not a member of any
Church“ (Vysvětlivky: Sčítací..., 2011). Because of the generally weak position of Churches in the Czech society (Havlíček and Hupková, 2008), this
new method can reduce number of adherents of the official Churches in
Czechia. Some people declaring themselves as adherents of some official
Church but not taking part in life of a religious community can declare
themselves now as believers not connected with any Church. Observations of
the Czech society seem to confirm that this opinion is not uncommon
especially among intellectuals and young people. On the other hand, this new
element in the Czech census can multiply a number of Czechs declared
themselves as believers. Some of these Czechs who declared themselves as
non-believers because of their objection to official Churches can use this
possibility and label themselves as believers.
Would it be true? We will find after 26th March 2011.
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NINIETY YEARS AFTER TRIANON:
HUNGARIANS OUT OF HUNGARY
1. INTRODUCTION
Hungarian government just learns its new geopolitical situation. Hungary’s international strategy bases on “three pillars” of its foreign policy:
integration with the Western structures, protecting Hungarian minorities
abroad and developing good relations with Hungary’s neighbours1.
The web pages of Hungarian Foreign Ministry states, that „Hungary
enjoys fundamentally settled relations with its neighbours, the majority of
whom are members of the EU and NATO. Most of the ethnic Hungarians
living beyond the borders are now within the European integration
framework and its system of values, and the situation of those who remain
outside for the time being has become more predictable. The ongoing tasks
of building co-operation with the neighbours, and of supporting Hungarians
beyond the borders also strengthen the economic and social competitiveness
of Hungary, of its neighbours and, therefore, of all Hungarians.”2.
All the pillars of Hungarian foreign policy are related to each other. So
far, after joining EU and NATO, integration with the western structures is
very advanced, but implementing two other pillars seems somewhat
problematic. The manner in which Hungary “protects” its minorities often
results with effects opposite to those that might have been expected. It also
often disturbs the third pillar: relations with the neighbours.

1
2

http://www.mfa.gov.hu/kum/en/bal/foreign_policy/external_relations_strategy/.
Ibidem.
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2. HISTORY
The Treaty of Trianon, signed 4th June 1920, deprived the Kingdom of
Hungary of 72 percent of its territory and 64 percent of population (31
percent of ethnic Hungarians: 3.4 million out of 10.7 million). Romania
alone gained a larger territory than the one that constituted the post-Trianon
Hungary.
Hungary was shocked by the decision. Places important to Hungarian
culture and history such as the university city of Kolozsvár (Cluj) or royal
capital Pozsony (Bratislava) found themselves outside the borders of
Hungary.
Ethnic relations were reversed: Romanian, Slavic or German neighbours
of Hungary became citizens of their own national states, and Hungarians –
a hitherto ruling majority – became a minority.
After the Treaty of Trianon, all flags in Hungary were lowered half-mast.
400,000 Hungarians were resettled in a truncated country (Korvig, 2000,
p. 26). Revision of the borders became the priority of Horthy’s regime.
Hungarian society supported that policy. Anti-Trianon slogans such as “nem,
nem, soha” (no, no, never) came into everyday use.
Hungary achieved the above mentioned goals by cooperating with the
Axis powers – only temporarily and partially. Hungarian flags, lowered on
the day of the announcement of the Treaty of Trianon, were raised again in
1938, after the First Vienna Award returning Southern Slovakia to the
administration of Budapest.
After the Second Vienna Award Transylvania was returned to Hungary
and after the German invasion on Yugoslavia the same happened to parts of
Vojvodina along with Subotica and Novi Sad. After the end of the World
War II and the capitulation of the Axis powers, Hungary was forced to return
to their Trianon borders.
Hungarian irredentism was almost invisible in the times of Soviet hegemony in Central Europe. The situation of Hungarian minority was different
in each post-Trianon state. The Gheorgiu-Dej regime in Romania gradually
reduced Hungarian autonomy in the Magyar Autonomous Region. The
Region itself was liquidated by Nicolae Ceaucescu. The lands inhabited by
the Szeklers were a region of a planned Romanian colonization.
Hungarians constituted the second largest ethnic group in the Yugoslavian
province of Vojvodina. Wide autonomy of the province allowed Hungarians
to maintain their culture, language and heritage.
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Hungarians living in Czechoslovakia were persecuted after the war as an
effect of the Beneš decrees, but after pro-Moscow socialists took over the
power in Prague, the situation of Hungarian minority improved: Hungarianlanguage education and cultural life was once again available for the
Slovakian Magyars.
Irredentism was almost non-existent, although there were some incidents
like the one that happened in 1964 during the historic conference in
Budapest, when Romanian historians raised the issue or Romanian rights to
Soviet Bessarabia and Bukovina. Soviet and Hungarian scientists responded
with Hungarian claims to Transylvania (Weaver, 2006, p. 92).
The fall of socialist regimes awoke post-Trianon demons. The autonomy
of Vojvodina ended when Milosevic came to power along with his
nationalistic rhetoric. Many Yugoslavian Hungarians fled the country in the
1990s. There were two main reasons for their emigration: the ongoing war in
Yugoslavia and harsh economic conditions.
Slovakia started to introduce laws that were unfavourable to the
Hungarian minority. In Ukraine Hungarians were rather not persecuted, but
they shared post-Soviet poverty with the citizens of this country.
3. HUNGARY REJECTS HORTHY-LIKE IRREDENTISM
Nationalist and irredentist slogans reappeared in Hungary after the
collapse of the Iron Curtain. Nevertheless, Hungary did not decide to
continue Horthy-like irredentist policy, even though after the fall of Warsaw
Pact security system Central Europe found itself in a geopolitical “gray
zone”: beyond all international guarantees and pacts.
Thomas Ambrosio, in an article “Preventing Hungarian Irredentism
through Western Integration”, tries to find reasons for which Hungary did not
follow that way.
According to Ambrosio, “firstly, it is the process of national learning from
the failure of irredentism during the interwar period” (Ambrosio, 2002,
p. 40). Hungarian nationalism was a catastrophe for both, their neighbours
and Hungarians themselves. It undermined the trust towards Hungary in the
region, while it was crucial to Hungary not to be treated as a potential threat
to the neighbours in the situation in which there is no security system.
Secondly, Hungary’s ability to regain the territories inhabited by their
population is limited if not impossible. Thirdly, existing borders of Hungary
are relatively long-standing and rooted in the popular consciousness.
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Fourthly, “Hungarian national identity may be moving away from an ethno-territorial concept […], and toward more civic, liberal and post-national
nationalism” (Ambrosio, 2002, p. 40).
One should also remember that questioning the existing European borders
would be also a disaster for Hungary’s relations with the western world. The
UE and NATO gave clear warnings to candidate countries that settling their
border issues is absolutely necessary, and Euro-Atlantic integration was
absolute priority for Hungary in the early 1990s, since Budapest – just like
other Central European capitals – planned to base its stability on the western
structures.
There are three basic pillars of Hungarian foreign policy as designed by
the late József Antall, the first non-communist prime minister of Hungary.
These pillars are, as one may read on the web pages of the Hungarian
Ministry of Foreign Affairs, “Hungarian Euro-Atlantic integration, namely
the accession to the European Union and NATO”, maintaining good neighbourly relations with neighbouring countries “in the interest of Hungary’s
security and economy”, and “supporting Hungarian minorities living beyond
the border and providing the best possible conditions for them in their place
of residence”3. The last pillar “had a close connection with the success of
Euro-Atlantic integration and creating good neighbourly relations”4.
Hungary, in fact, felt so insecure in the post-Cold War chaotic situation
that they strongly insisted on close co-operation of the countries of Central
Europe: Hungary, Poland and Czechoslovakia (later independent Czech and
Slovakian republics). This policy resulted in the establishment of the Visegrad Group and CEFTA, as well as simultaneous accession of the Visegrad
countries to EU and NATO (excluding Slovakia that joined NATO in 2004).
Assuring the neighbours that Hungary is not an irredentist state was
extremely important for Hungary, there are some premises that Hungary did
not resign absolutely from retaining some kind of influence within the
Carpathian Basin regions inhabited by the post-Trianon Hungarian minority.
Mainstream Hungarian politicians ensure the region that Hungary does not
want to change the borders, but there were some statements that disquieted
their neighbours. Such statements strain Hungary’s image among the postTrianon states.
József Antall from Hungarian Democratic Forum (MDF), the creator of
the “three pillars” himself, while taking the office of the Prime Minister said
3
4

http://www.mfa.gov.hu/kum/en/bal/foreign_policy/hungary_in_the_world/.
Ibidem.
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that he will represent the rights of all 15 million Hungarians, thus adding
Hungarians from abroad to over 10 million citizens of his country. His
declaration raised protests not only among the neighbouring states but also in
Hungary itself, especially his statement that the treaty of Trianon was signed
by the Kingdom of Serbs, Croats and Slovenes and not by Serbia or Yugoslavia (Weaver, 2006, p. 160).
In 1992 Lajos Für, Minister of Defence in Antall’s government and the
then head of MDF, stated that “the Hungarian nation in the Carpathian Basin
does not mean only the Republic of Hungary”, but one should rather talk
about the “language nation”. Für stated that the treaty of Trianon “unfortunately turned one third of Hungary’s population into minorities” and that the
extremely important element of the safety of the Hungarian nation is the
safety of Hungarians within the Carpathian Basin (Ambrosio, 2001, p. 120).
MSzP (Hungarian Socialist Party) came to power in the state after 1994
elections. Gyula Horn, the leader of the party, became the Prime Minister.
The next head of the party, Imre Szekeres, stated that Horn will be the Prime
Minister of “only 10,5 million Hungarians”, and he will represent 3,5 million
Hungarians living abroad only “in some way” (symbolical). Horn’s government started to work on the agreements with Slovakia and Romania,
knowing that the faster it settles the issues with the neighbours, the sooner
Hungary will be ready to integrate into EU and NATO (Ambrosio, 2002,
p. 49).
The bilateral treaty with Slovakia (Bajda, 2010) was signed under
pressure from the West. The treaty raised protests in the parliament and on
the streets. Viktor Orbán, leader of the Fidesz party, accused Horn of
“surrendering to Meciar”. Horn’s determination in integrating with the West
may be proven by signing similar treaty with Romania shortly afterwards –
in spite all the attacks.
This shows how Hungary tried to balance between two of Antall’s “three
pillars”: close cooperation with its neighbours and protecting the national
issues. It is possible that the abovementioned statements that alarmed the
governments hosting post-Trianon Hungarian minorities were aimed to the
public opinion within Hungary, where the nationalist mood was widespread.
4. “POP” NATIONALISM
Nostalgia for pre-Trianon, “Greater Hungary” is common in this country.
Slogans such as nem, nem, soha (“no, no, never”) or Csonka Magyarország
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nem ország, egész Magyarország mennyország (A piece of Hungary is not
a state, whole Hungary is a paradise) actually became pieces of Hungarian
popular culture. The same may be said about the maps of pre-Trianon
Hungary, used as bumper stickers, printed on posters, t-shirts, computer
mouse pads and so on.
Post-Trianon neighbours of Hungary are the objects of negative stereotypes. It is commonly believed that Hungary’s neighbours persecute their
Hungarian minorities.
Other prejudices against Ukraine, Romania and Serbia are the same
prejudices that wealthier countries (Burakowski, 2010) share against poorer
ones. But all the opinions that make Hungarians perceive Romanians, Serbs
or Ukrainians as “backward” or “less civilized” reffer also to Hungarians
who live in the abovementioned countries (Weaver, 2006, p. 97).
Many Hungarians from poorer countries immigrated to the Republic of
Hungary after the fall of the Iron Curtain. Persecution by the Serb
nationalists might have been another reason to emigrate for the Hungarians
from Voivodina. Eric Beckett Weaver notices in “National Narcissism. The
Intersection of the Nationalist Cult and Gender in Hungary” that many of
such émigrés from the lands that Hungary lost, face discrimination even in
Hungary. Weaver refers to the research conducted in 1996 that proves that
only 68 percent of Hungarians perceive their compatriots from abroad as the
part of the nation. Some Hungarians from Transylvania that move to the
Republic of Hungary are perceived as “traitors” who allow Romanians to
Romanize the country by leaving the land of their ancestors (Weaver, 2006,
p. 97)5.
Hungarians from outside of Hungary are often an object of discrimination
in the country that claims that their protection is one of its priorities. They
often share the fate of the persecuted immigrants with other, non-Hungarian
immigrants. Thus, one may observe the Hungarians’ solidarity with their
compatriots from abroad as well as perceiving Hungarian immigrants as
“poor cousins”, less civilized, resourceless.
In Hungarian referendum held on 5th December 2004, Hungarian citizens
had to decide if they support granting Hungarian citizenship to Hungarians
from abroad. Those who favoured that solution slightly prevailed (51%
against 49%), but the referendum was declared invalid due to insufficient
amount of voters (inhabitants of poorer Eastern regions of Hungary, traditio5

Judit Toth, Pulling the Wool over Hungarian’s Eyes, Regio, 2002:
http://epa.oszk.hu/00400/00476/00002/pdf/07.pdf.
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nally voting for the nationalist right, voted in the referendum against the
citizenship for Hungarians from abroad)6.
All these facts may prove how shallow and unrealistic is this everyday
“pop” nationalism of Hungarians.

5. TRUE NATIONALISM IS OUT OF THE MAINSTREAM,
BUT NOT TOO FAR AWAY
Eric Beckett Weaver states that only the extremists in Hungary call for
recreating “Greater Hungary”. Mainstream politicians rather avoid nationalistic rhetoric, due to the fact that it always causes reaction in countries
hosting a Hungarian minority. The nationalist movement in Hungary
certainly exists, and it is relatively strong. It is not the part of political
mainstream, but it is not too far from it.
In 1992, István Csurka, a playwright and one of the leaders of the then
governing MDF, published an article in “Magyar Forum”: an essay in which
Csurka, inter alia, called for changing the state borders of Hungary in order
to create Hungarian lebensraum (Ambrosio, 2001, p. 126 ).
Antall, the Prime Minister at that time and the head of MDF, separated
himself from Csurka’s thesis. Geza Jeszensky, the Minister of Foreign
Affairs in Antall’s government claimed that Csurka’s article is destructive for
the international image of Hungary: the country that in the beginning of the
1990s was associated with fight against Soviet system is now becoming
connected to aggressive nationalism (Ambrosio, 2001, p. 134).
Csurka was finally expelled from the party in 1993, after he criticized the
good neighbourhood relations treaty between Hungary and the Ukraine:
Csurka stated that the agreement “legalizes” the Trianon borders. After this
episode Csurka established the MIÉP: Hungarian Justice and Life Party.
MIÉP made it into parliament in 1998. In 2006 Csurka’s party unified with
Gábor Vona’s ultranationalist party Jobbik. The coalition did not manage to
enter the parliament, but in the elections to the European Parliament Jobbik
gained 14,77% votes7, which made it an important player in Hungary’s
political scene.
Gábor Vona, Jobbik’s leader, stated that Trianon was a “dictate” of “the
6

http://www.valasztas.hu/en/ovi/197/197_0.html (data from Hungarian National
Election Bureau).
7
http://www.valasztas.hu/hu/onkval2010/343/343_0.html.
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enemies of Hungary”8. According to Vona, each post-Trianon country tries
to assimilate Hungarians9.
Jobbik’s vision of foreign policy is clearly explained on the party’s web
pages: “Jobbik’s objectives are: the reincorporation into the national body of
both Western and Carpathian-Basin Hungarians”, because Jobbik “considers
its most important task to be the reunification of a Hungarian nation unjustly
torn apart during the course of the 20th century”. Jobbik will struggle for “the
collective rights of the Hungarians of the Carpathian Basin and for the
realization of their territorial, economic and cultural self-determination”10.
Jobbiks’s followers do not differ from the supporters of other populist and
extremist parties in Europe. Publicus institute research conducted after the
elections to the European Parliament proved that a huge percent of those who
voted for Jobbik are uneducated, often unemployed people. Majority of them
lives in the eastern, rural part of Hungary, traditionally poorer than the
western part11.
Nationalist Magyar Gárda was also established in 2007 by Gábor Vona,
the founder of Jobbik. It is a uniformed organization that frequently uses
anti-Semitic and irredentist slogans.
Árpád stripes, used inter alia by Hungarian pre-war and wartime fascists –
the Arrow Cross Party – functions as one of the Magyar Gárda’s emblems.
Magyar Gárda was outlawed as a party in 2009 but reformed as an
association. Csanád Szegedi, Magyar Gárda’s ideologist, became a representative in the European Parliament from Jobbik’s party list (comical
accident – when Szegedi arrived on PE meeting wearing his Magyar Gárda
uniform, he was mistaken for a technician). He openly states that his goal is
to revoke the treaty of Trianon12.
6. HOW MUCH NATIONALISM IS THERE IN FIDESZ?
Viktora Orbán’s Fidesz for the first time won parliamentary elections in
1998 and currently is also running the government. The party is being
8

http://www.jobbik.com/hungary/3180.html.
http://www.jobbik.com/europe/3179.html.
10
http://jobbik.com/en_pol_foreign.html
11
http://www.politics.hu/20090710/survey-finds-average-jobbik-supportersuneducated-unemployed
12
http://wyborcza.pl/dziennikarze/1,84228,6874512,Wegierski_hydraulik_z_wizyta_
w_Strasburgu.html
9
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accused with charges of populism and nationalism, although it needs to
remembered that Hungary entered NATO being under Fidesz’s administration.
Fidesz was one of the parties that strongly criticized the good neighbourhood treaty between Hungary and Slovakia in 1995, accusing the then
prime minister Horn of “capitulation” (Ambrosio, 2001, p. 130). In 2006,
during anti- Gyurcsány protests, Fidesz did not hesitate to play the populist
tune and indirectly supporting the protesters, although this rapprochement
was calculated and aimed against governing MSzP.
After the 2010 elections Fidesz started to distance itself from the nationalists. The party became one of the nationalists’ main enemies13, although
the Publicus institute’s research proves that a large portion of Jobbik’s voters
in EP elections are made up of those who voted for Fidesz in the last
Hungarian parliamentary elections14.
In 2010 Fidesz passed a law making the anniversary of the treaty of
Trianon a state holiday: “The Day of Unity”. The law was also supported by
Jobbik. During the official Hungarian celebrations, Slovak nationalists
celebrated the date as well, but praising the treaty of Trianon as the act that
allowed Czechoslovakia to be established15.
Viktor Orbán creates a new image of Fidesz as a pro-European, antiextremist party of dialogue, but also claims about the will to protect its
compatriots from abroad. Journalists noted the presence of Slovak Hungarians with the banner saying “Victor, Felvidék trusts you” during one of the
party rallies (Felvidék is a pre-Trianon Hungarian name for Slovakia)16.
Nevertheless, Hungary’s current methods of “protecting” Hungarians outside of the country may be harmful for the Hungarian minorities in the post-Trainon countries. This especially applies to Slovakia, where Hungarians
constitute around 10 percent of the population, inhabiting southern regions
close to the Hungarian border. The Hungarian minority raises Slovakian
fears against Hungarian irredentism and are the main reason why Bratislava
has never recognized an independent Kosovo.

13

http://www.jobbik.com/hungary/3176.html.
http://www.politics.hu/20090710/survey-finds-average-jobbik-supportersuneducated-unemployed.
15
http://www.budapesttimes.hu/index.php?option=com_content&task=view&id=146
64&Itemid=220.
16
http://www.wprost.pl/ar/194677/Orbn-wszechmocny-przywodca-wszystkichWegrow/.
14
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7. RELATIONS WITH HUNGARY’S NEIGHBOURS
AND HUNGARIAN CITIZENSHIP LAW
7.1. Slovakia
After the fall of the Iron Curtain the Hungarian minority in Slovakia
(600,000 people) was the object of a policy that may be perceived as
assimilative. Education in Hungarian was restricted as well as the possibility
to register Hungarian names in their original spelling. Some of these laws
were abolished in 1994. The signing of a bilateral good neighbourhood
agreement in 1995 was a temporary success but a necessary step for the
European integration of both countries (Moravcikova, 2007, p. 10). Both
countries faced social protests after the signing the treaty.
The authoritarian rule of Vladimir Meciar was not favourable for good
Slovakian-Hungarian relations. In 1995 Slovakia enacted a language law
stating that the Slovakian language is the sole official language in the
country. The act raised protests in Hungary. The next administration, led by
Prime Minister Mikuláš Dzurinda, acted in more conciliatory way than
Meciar’s. This government allowed minorities to use their language officially
(under some conditions).
In 2001 Fidesz’s administration issued special Hungarian’s ID cards.
Such document allowed Hungarians living abroad to benefit from Republic
of Hungary’s educational, health care and cultural system. This issue raised
protests among Hungary’s neighbours, who feared that Hungary is granting
“quasi-citizenship” to their compatriots.
In 2006 ultra-nationalist Slovakian National Party entered the coalition
led by Robert Fico’s Smer. The anti-Hungarian rhetoric of some of the party
members inflamed Hungarian-Slovakian relations. In 2008 fans of Dunaszerdahely DAC football team from Dunajska Streda (town inhabited mostly
by Hungarians) clashed several times with Slovakian police. The ordinary
hooligans’ riots turned into a nationalist clash17. Budapest was the scene of
anti-Slovakian demonstrations. Prime Minister Fico stated that Hungary
“exports fascism and nationalism”18, which caused another wave of protests
in Hungary.
17

http://www.politics.hu/20081103/hungarian-police-query-slovak-counterparts-onresponse-to-football-riot.
18
http://wiadomosci.gazeta.pl/Wiadomosci/1,80629,7973208,Premier_Slowacji_
oskarza_Wegry_o_eksport__brunatnej.html.
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The Centre for Eastern Studies (Ośrodek Studiów Wschodnich) analysis
says that “[…] populist government of Slovakia accuses the political
representation of the Hungarian minority that it aims at very wide territorial
autonomy of the territories inhabited by Hungarians, which is supported by
Budapest and radical nationalist organizations, whereas minority organizations and Hungarian politicians accuse Bratislava of restricting their rights
and discrimination, inter alia by unfavourable distribution of European funds
and changes in school textbooks”19.
In June 2009 Slovakian parliament enacted another official language law
that imposes financial fines for “improper use” of the minority languages and
Slovak language. This law met with Hungarian protests20. In 2009 Slovakian
authorities did not let Hungarian president László Sólyom enter Komarno –
Slovakian part of Komarom, Hungarian city divided by the two countries as
a result of the treaty of Trianon21. In May 2010 Hungarian parliament
abolished the requirement of registering in the Republic of Hungary in order
to gain Hungarian citizenship. According to the new law, “Hungarian roots”
and knowledge of the Hungarian language are sufficient to become the
citizen of Hungary. This would allow all Hungarians from the Carpathian
Basin to own a Hungarian passport22. Zsolt Semjén, deputy Prime Minister
of Hungary from Christian Democratic People’s Party said in the parliament
that “there is only one Hungarian nation and there is only one Hungarian
citizenship”23.
Such an act could not have been perceived as friendly by the neighbours.
Slovakia feared that hitherto Hungarian citizens would become the loyal
citizens of the Republic of Hungary. On the very same day (26th May) the
Slovakian parliament enacted a law depriving Slovakian citizenship of those
who choose to apply for a foreign one24. Observers noted that Slovakian law
is unconstitutional: the Slovakian constitution states that no one can be
deprived of the citizenship against their will25. Ján Slota, the leader of the
19

http://www.osw.waw.pl/pl/publikacje/best/2009-08-26/slowacko-wegierskazimna-wojna
20
http://news.bbc.co.uk/2/hi/8232878.stm.
21
http://news.bbc.co.uk/2/hi/europe/8215220.stm.
22
http://www.osw.waw.pl/pl/publikacje/best/2010-05-19/slowacko-wegierski-sporo-podwojne-obywatelstwo.
23
http//:www.sme.sk/c/5394275/Orban-zvolal-nas-parlament.html.
24
http://eudo-citizenship.eu/citizenship-news/306-hungarian-government-proposesaccess-to-citizenship-for-ethnic-hungarians-in-neighbouring-countries
25
Ibidem.
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Slovakian National Party insisted on “deportation” of “the enemies” of the
state.
Edward Lucas in “Pandora’s Passports” notes that “it is also odd to see
ethnicity taking such precedence over more modern forms of political
identity. The term «ethnic Hungarian» is convenient journalistic shorthand
but a poor basis for legislation. There are people who speak excellent
Hungarian but have no Hungarian ancestry, and others with pure Magyar
blood (nasty term) who happen not to speak the language. It would take
a new Nuremberg Law to determine exactly what level of Hungarian
ancestry counts as sufficient one26”.

7.2. Romania
Transylvania was always a region that is somewhat distinct from central
Hungary. Controversy whether Magyar Szeklers inhabiting Transylvania are
Hungarians or not lasts to this day, though nowadays they are commonly
perceived as Hungarians – and they perceive themselves as Hungarians as
well. Hungarians differ from Romanians not only because of language and
historical memory but also because of religion. Transylvanian Hungarians
are Catholics or Protestants belonging to the western Christianity while
Romanians are mostly Orthodox.
After the collapse of the Ceausescu regime, the Hungarians who took part
in the Romanian Revolution of 1989 hoped that democratic Romania would
at least return the Hungarian minority the rights taken away by the socialist
dictatorship. This hope was short-lived for in 1990 the city of Tirgu Mureş
became a scene of Hungarian-Romanian clashes that resulted in several
fatalities. Such incidents had a negative effect to the relations between
Budapest and Bucharest.
However, under Western pressure, both countries signed the good neighbourhood treaty in 199627. In the same year Democratic Union of Hungarians
in Romania (UDMR) entered the Romanian governing coalition. This party
plays relatively important role in Romanian politics: it tips the balance
between major political parties. This may be the reason that Bucharest did
not decide to condemn Hungary’s citizenship law as severely as Bratislava

26

http://www.economist.com/blogs/easternapproaches/2010/05/slovakia_and_
hungary
27
www.rferl.org/content/article/1081535.html.
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did28. UDMR leader Marko Bella stated that the law has “more symbolical
than practical value” and supported the idea29.
The Szekler National Council, established in 2003, demands relatively
wide autonomy for Hungarians. It refers, i.a., to the very treaty of Trianon,
which obliges Romanians to grant autonomy to the Szeklers. Hungarian
government, as Szekler National Council claims, supports this idea30.
Romanians, like Slovakians, did not allow Hungarian president László
Sólyom into their territory31. The Romanian government feared that
Sólyom’s visit during Hungarian national holiday would increase Romanian
Hungarians’ support for territorial autonomy, and this is what Bucharest
“would never agree to”, as was stated by the Romanian president Traian
Basescu32.

7.3. Ukraine
Ukraine did not refer directly to Hungarian citizenship act. EUDO report33
notices that Ukraine has similar, but much more fundamental problem with
Russia issuing passports to ethnic Russians residing in Ukraine. Transcarpathia (Zakarpattia oblast’), the region with the greatest Hungarian
minority, is not politically dominated by any political party and thus
Ukrainian politicians restrain themselves from unpopular opinions in this
matter. Besides, Hungarian regionalism in Ukraine is practically non-existent
and Hungarian citizenship may be interesting for Ukrainian Hungarians more
for the economical than political reasons: a Hungarian passport makes an EU
citizen and allows travelling to the USA without a need for applying for
a visa.

28

Ibidem.
http://eudo-citizneship.eu/citizenship-news/306-hungarian-government-proposesaccess-to-citizenship-for-ethnic-hungarians-in-neighbouring-countries.
30
http://www.sznt.eu/en/index.php?option=com_content&view=article&id=214%3
Ahungarian-government-supports-szekler-county-autonomy&catid=18%3Acikkektanulmanyok&Itemid=24&lang=en.
31
http://www.osw.waw.pl/pl/publikacje/best/2009-03-18/prezydent-wegier-niemilewidzianym-gosciem-w-rumunii.
32
http://www.osw.waw.pl/pl/publikacje/best/2009-03-18/prezydent-wegier-niemilewidzianym-gosciem-w-rumunii.
33
http://eudo-citizenship.eu/citizenship-news/306-hungarian-government-proposesaccess-to-citizenship-for-ethnic-hungarians-in-neighbouring-countries.
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7.4. Serbia
Hungarians in Serbia do not constitute any important percent of the
population. They reside mostly in the Hungarian-Serbian borderland in the
province of Vojvodina. The authors of the EUDO report34 notice that
whoever wanted or needed to emigrate left the country during the war in
Yugoslavia – those who stayed are relatively well integrated into the local
population. Irredentist rhetoric is almost non-existent. Since Serbia has an
almost identical legal construction concerning the citizenship law that raises
so many controversies in the case of Hungary, there are almost no condemning voices in Belgrade regarding the Hungarian language act.

8. PROTECTING OR “PROTECTING”:
THE NATIONALISM THAT
DOES NOT PAY OFF
Generally healthy neighbourhood relations between Slovakian Hungarians
and Slovakians worsen every time Hungarian nationalist politicians start to
“protect” their compatriots from Slovakia. Judit Hamberger in an article
titled “On the Causes of the Tense Slovakian-Hungarian Relations” notes
that international Hungarian-Slovakian relations are much worse than
relations between the Slovakians and Hungarians in Slovakia (Hamberger,
2008, p. 60). Ján Čarnogurský, former Slovakian Prime Minister and Foreign
Minister notes that there are no fundamental conflicts between minorities in
Central Europe (Moravcikova, 2007, p. 20), unlike the Balkans. Every time
international relations become tense, Hungarian minorities abroad suffer
from distrust from the side of their neighbours (Becket Weaver, 2004, p. 91).
Slovakian Hungarians proved their aversion to the policy of conflict, by
transferring their votes from Party of the Hungarian Coalition (SMK –
traditionally representing Hungarians in Slovakian parliament) to conciliatory Most-Híd35. Most-Híd aims at creating dialogue between Slovakians and
Hungarians as well as developing civil society, respecting human rights (with
a strong emphasis on minority rights) and consolidating the democracy. In
the 2010 elections Most-Híd won 8.12 percent of the votes, and SMK – only
34

Ibidem.
http://www.osw.waw.pl/pl/publikacje/best/2010-06-16/perspektywy-koalicjicentroprawicowej-na-slowacji.
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4.33 percent (in 2006 elections SMK won 11.68 percent votes). Most-Híd
was established by former, more liberal members of SMK who left the party
recognizing it as too nationalist36.
Most-Híd, unlike SMK, does not push on territorial autonomy on which
Slovakians are not willing to allow, fearing that drawing the official border
of Hungarian administration would facilitate tearing this region off Slovakia.
Budapest, by “protecting” its minorities by conducting hard-line policy
does not only not fulfil its tasks resulting from Antall’s second pillar (good
relations with neighbours), but also fails in the third pillar (protecting
Hungarians abroad).
The crucial question – how to protect Hungarian minorities without
turning their Slavic or Romanian neighbours against them – is answered all
too rarely in Budapest. In the current geopolitical situation, Hungarians
simply do not have other means to achieve the well-being of their minorities
in post-Trianon states but to build proper relations with these states. There is
no possibility that Budapest would force granting more rights to Hungarian
minorities and good will of post-Trianon states’ administration toward them.
Budapest also needs to remember about certain and obvious touchiness that
Hungary’s Carpathian Basin neighbours share against Hungary. Hungarian
policy absolutely should not be emotional in this matter.
Ján Čarnogurský in “Geopolitics of Central Europe (Geopolityka Europy
Środkowej)”37 notes that position of Hungarian national minority in neighbouring countries hampers to define geopolitical goals of Hungary. Čarnogurský states that Hungarian (especially Fidesz’s) slogans at the least cause
suspicions among its neighbours.
Hungary and Slovakia remain in a nationalist deadlock, but the new
Slovakian government (with Mikuláš Dzurinda as a Foreign Minister, a conciliatory politician, but having a strong position in Slovakian political life)
and Slovakian Hungarians’ credential given to Most-Híd may be very helpful
in getting out of this deadlock.
Referring to common heritage of these two countries may be a huge step
forward to tie Slovakian Hungarians with the Slovakian state. Pavol
Hrušovský from Christian-Democratic Movement (KDH) appealed for
recognizing the history of Hungary as the part of history of Slovakia. He
argued that Hungarian rulers, like Saint Stephen of Hungary, Charles Robert
of Anjou, Matthias Corvinus or Maria Theresa were also the rulers of
36
37

Ibidem.
http://www.mpp.org.pl/15/15_2.html.
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Slovakia, and “Slovakia flourished” under their reign. Istvan Kafer, Hungarian historian of literature states that “symbiosis is a natural state of relations
between Hungarians and Slovakians” (Moravcikova, 2007, p. 13).
Slovakian state, that is not founded on rejecting Hungary but enters
common symbols in its historical memory, would be a country within which
Slovakian Hungarians would more likely identify themselves with. Frightening them with stripping them of their Slovakian nationality is absolutely
an irrational move.
Ján Čarnogurský, as he claims, understands Budapest’s care for its
minorities, but “the best scenario for Hungary” is, according to him,
tightening cooperation within the framework of the Visegrad Group, possibly
expanded with some other European Union countries38.
Edward Lucas notes in “Pandora’s Passports” that “the fact that both
countries belong to the European Union should mean that passports are
largely irrelevant. Hungarian passport-holders have the right to work and live
in Slovakia just like any other EU citizens. But these sort of ethnic-historical
squabbles are just the sort of thing that EU enlargement was meant to settle.
It is troubling to see them bubbling up”39.
Besides, Hungarian Foreign Office, theoretically, knows that very well.
As one may read on their web pages, “the reunification of the Hungarian
nation in the European framework, with the disappearance of the borders at
the same time offers a historic possibility to renew the essence of national
solidarity. This is a further opportunity of key importance for minority
communities to play a positive role in bilateral relations and for states
themselves to create a strategy to harmonise parallel and common regional
development conceptions in the interest of the minorities.”40
So what is causing the current “little cold war” between Hungary and
Slovakia and the tense relations with Romania then? Is it only the lack of
abilities of Fidesz’s leaders to lead the policy of Antall’s “three pillars”? One
should hope that Fidesz really cuts itself off from the nationalist Jobbik-style
way of thinking, although there are some voices that both parties have
common goals, but different methods41. Fortunately, such voices are rather
sparse.
38

http://www.mpp.org.pl/15/15_2.html.
http://www.economist.com/blogs/easternapproaches/2010/05/slovakia_and_
hungary.
40
http://www.mfa.gov.hu/kum/en/bal/foreign_policy/hungary_in_the_world/.
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http://www.politics.hu/20100308/fidesz-jobbik-have-shared-aims-tarlos-says.
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Former president Laszlo Solyom, who finally made it to Komarno in
2010, understands the need to change the manner of dialogue as well.
“Without changing the values of neighbouring peoples concerning Hungarians there is no permanent and reassuring resolution. Similarly, we need
to adopt a new approach to our neighbours”, he said during a wreath-laying
ceremony at a monument to St. Stephen42.
But even if Hungary’s relations with Romania and Slovakia will be goodnatured in the future, one cannot rule out that one day Hungarians living in
civic, wealthy and more stable Slovakia will call for a “velvet”, “European”
divorce with Bratislava, which – as we can observe – may soon happen in
Belgium (Flanders), Great Britain (Scotland) or Spain (Catalonia, etc.).
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VILNIUS REGION AS A HISTORICAL REGION
1. INTRODUCTION
In relation to the area of the Vilnius Region, it was a territory inhabited by
the ethnic Baltic tribes and after that it was under the influence of the Polish
and the East Slavic. After the Polish and Lithuanian unions this region
became as multicultural territory which was a disputable area of Polish and
Lithuanian influences and also territorial affiliation in 20th century.
Nowadays, the Vilnius Region is a territory divided between Lithuania
and Belarus. Many changes in political affiliation during last ten centuries
caused that now it is still a region inhabited by many different nations:
Lithuanian, Polish, Russian, Belarusian, Jewish etc. An existence of so many
nations in this area caused lot of conflicts but also resulted in some forms of
cooperation. During many years Lithuania and Poland were one country and
lots of mutual historical facts are perceived in a totally different way by both
sides. In 2004 Lithuania became a member of European Union which caused
that part of historical Vilnius Region to come under UE law. It has changed
a situation of national minorities in this territory.

2. WHAT IS A HISTORICAL REGION?
Many concepts of regions, which were also created by geographers, result
from the size of the Earth. Its surface is a large area and scientists tried to
break it into smaller parts which are known as regions (Koter and Suliborski,
1994). Region is a spatial concept which refers to a separate territory; it is
a relatively uniform area with many features and internal connections which
distinguish it from surrounding areas (Rykiel, 2001; Baczwarow and Suli-
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borski, 2002). As Koter noticed, none of the bigger or medium-sized states is
homogeneous. States consist of different territorial components which have
several combinations of geographical, historical, cultural, economic and
organizational features. In literature which is connected with regions, it is
possible to find some factors which stimulate creations of different divisions,
for example: the physico-geographical, historical, ethnic, religious, other
cultural factors, the settlement-communicational factor with a particular
regard to a focal centre, socio-economic and administrative factor (Koter,
1995).
Historical region is a territory with inhabitants of the area who are
connected by collective memory which refers to the past of the region. The
historical community of this area is a basic standard of identification of
historical regions. The origin of this kind of regions can be found in
historical divisions of the territory, from the beginning of primary structures
of tribal organizations. Nowadays historical regions are parts of bigger
territories, for example part of the country which emerged during unification
process (Baczwarow and Suliborski, 2002). Historical regions refer to
traditional spatial systems – former political divisions. Inhabitants of the
region feel some kind of separation from the rest of the area and considered
the region as their motherland (Rykiel, 2001).
In some countries, regions were distinguished by early historical
traditions, divisions into separate, autonomous, territorial entities with their
centers of power. In early Medieval Europe, areas of modern countries
possessed visible diversity. Low density of population, poor opportunity to
contact other groups caused isolation of culture and social life. Some groups
were shaped autonomously in closed territorial communities (Koter, 1995).

3. LOCATION OF VILNIUS REGION
Nowadays Vilnius Region (lit. Vilniaus kraštas) is a part of south-eastern
Lithuania and north-western Belarus. Vilnius Region is divided into two
parts by the European Union border. In the past this region was inhabited by
the ethnic Baltic tribes and was a part of Lithuania but it came under East
Slavic and Polish cultural influences (Kiaupa et al., 2008).
Definition of territorial extent of Vilnius Region is quite difficult. It is
possible to say that Vilnius Region is a historical Central Lithuania (Fig. 1)
which became a part of Poland in 1922 (Kiaupa, 2002; Kowalski, 2008). It
should be noted that this area was connected with settlement of the Catholic
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population which declared Polish nationality in 20th century (with a few
Lithuanian enclaves: Varėna, Švenčionys, Gierviaty and also Vilnius).

Fig. 1 Vilnius Voivodeship in 1922
Source: http://rzecz-pospolita.com/

However, the range of influence of Vilnius was much wider (Fig. 2).
When this area belonged to the Russian Empire, it was a territory of the
Vilnius Province which was much bigger than Central Lithuania. During
the interwar period, Vilnius District was divided into 2 voivodeships:
Novahrudak and Vilnius which was much stronger and became as a capital
for both administrative units. After World War II large part of the Vilnius
Region became a part of Grodno District. All these territories were connected
by similarity of historical events and cultural conditions. Throughout history
this region comprised 4 territorial areas: Vilnius Voivodeship, Novahrudak
Voivodeship, Vilnius Province and Grodno District (Kowalski, 2008).
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Fig. 2. Vilnius Region against the contemporary state borders
A – narrowest version, B – widest version
Source: authors’ own elaboration based on: M. Kowalski (2008)

Historical Lithuania was divided into (Fig. 3):
− Aukštaitija (Literally Highlands) – area in northeastern Lithuania
which also comprised some territories of southwestern Latvia and northwestern Belarus, with the biggest city Panevėžys,
− Samogitia (Žemaitija, Literally Lowlands) – territory in western
Lithuania, with capital city in Telšiai, but the largest city was Šiauliai,
− Suvalkija (Sūduva or Suvalkija) – the smallest ethnographic region in
the southwest of Lithuania, with capital city in Marijampolė, but the largest
city was Kaunas,
− Mažoji Lietuva (Lithuania Minor) – region at the Baltic sea coast
which included territories in Kaliningrad Oblast, with the largest city
Klaipėda.
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Fig. 3. Historical regions in the current territory of Lithuania
Source: authors’ own elaboration based on http://www.wiw.pl/

− Dzūkija (Dzūkija or Dainava) – historical region in the southeast of
Lithuania and also included territories of Belarus with capital city in Alytus,
but the largest city was Vilnius (Kiaupa et al., 2008).

4. SHORT HISTORY OF THE VILNIUS REGION
Historians supposed that first settlers appeared in the Vilnius Region as
early as in the 1st century BC. It was caused by very beneficial natural factors
– location in river’s valleys, forest areas, etc. (Kłos, 1923; Remer, 1990).
First primitive wooden settlements existed in this area in the 5th century. In
the Middle Ages, with the beginning of Lithuania’s statehood, the Vilnius
Region became a part of some kind of tribal association (Ochmański, 1982).
This region was inhabited by the ethnic, pagan, Baltic tribes which were
connected with pagan cult of nature and celestial bodies (Kiaupa et al.,
2008). At the beginning of the 13th century, when Teutonic Order was
established, Lithuania started an expansion in the south and east, which
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means that Vilnius Region became as a part of the Lithuanian state during
the unification of the Lithuanian tribes. Slavic agronomical culture of the
Vilnius Region was on much higher level than Lithuanian hunting culture
and Slavic population had an unquestionable superiority (Kłos, 1923). Since
the 14th century this region was under permanent East Slavic and Polish
cultural influences. Polish merchants and craftsmen were arriving to Vilnius
and others cities (Krajewski, 2007).
In 1385 in Kreva, Poland and Lithuania established a union, which
resulted from the threat of Teutonic Knights. Władysław Jagiełło, Grand
Duke of Lithuania, took the Polish crown, married Polish Queen – Jadwiga,
and became a King of Poland. Incorporated union which connected both
countries allowed Lithuania to keep national separateness but Lithuanian
authorities had to accept Polish monarchs as their rulers (Sobczyński, 2005).
Jagiełło contributed to the Baptism of Lithuania which took place in 1387.
One of the consequences of the Polish-Lithuanian union was the beginning
of massive migration of Poles especially to the Vilnius Region, which was
the most developed area in Lithuania at that time. In 1413, the union was
confirmed in Horodło and Vilnius Voivodeship was created. It was a time
when Polish and Lithuanian cultures started to infiltrate each other without
any obstacles (Ochmański, 1982). The 15th century was the time, when
Vilnius was established as real Lithuanian capital city of the extensive
territory of Lithuania. The Jagaila dynasty, which was attached with the
Vilnius Region as a motherland, promoted Vilnius in rivalry with Cracow –
the capital city of Poland at that time (Kłos, 1923).
The 16th century was a time of fast growth of Vilnius and development of
the whole region. King Sigismund I the Old supported trade and industry. In
Vilnius and also in the whole region, there were many hospitals, schools,
churches and industrial institutions created (Sawicz, 2003, Remer 1990). The
second part of the 16th century was called the “Golden Age” for this region
because kings Sigismund Augustus and Stefan Batory with their entourages
stayed in Vilnius many times. It caused that Vilnius city became one of the
largest cities in Europe at that time (it had more than 100,000 people).
Development of the city was accompanied by a very conducive location –
trails leading to Klaipeda, Kiev, Moscow and Cracow crossed in this area. In
addition to this, many families like: Sapiecha, Pac, Chodkiewicz and
Radziwiłł competed in this area, which led to building many beautiful
palaces and temples (Kiaupa et al., 2007).
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Fig. 4. Polish-Lithuanian Commonwealth after real union in Lublin in 1569

However, in 1569 Poland and Lithuania initiated a real union in Lublin
and established the Coat of Arms of the Polish-Lithuanian Commonwealth
with the capital city in Warsaw – it means that Vilnius Region started losing
its importance in a country (Kłos, 1923).
The 17th century was for Vilnius Region, as well as for the whole territory
of the Polish-Lithuanian Commonwealth, a time of misfortunes and disasters.
In the mid-17th century, during Swedish invasion many people lost their lives
and almost all settlements were burnt. Only in Vilnius 20,000 people were
killed and fire, which lasted for 8 days, destroyed almost all buildings. After
these events famine and pestilence started in the Vilnius Region, which
changed the city into cemetery (Remer, 1990).
In the 18th century the North War also took place in this region. It caused
a lot of devastation. In the 18th century government gave a lot of special laws
to Jews, which resulted in massive migration movements. Vilnius was even
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called “Jerusalem of the North” at that time (Chlebowski et al., 1882). In
1775 after the 3rd partition of Poland, the Vilnius Region became part of
Russia, which initiated Russification of Poles and Lithuanians (Sawicz,
2003).
In 1812, Napoleon's army marched through the Vilnius Region. Napoleon
even created Temporary Commission of the Grand Duchy of Lithuania but
this was only short term liberation of the region. In December 1812, Russian
army entered the city again (Chlebowski et al., 1882; Wisner 1999; Sawicz,
2003). During the 19th century, many patriotic movements, which were
connected with both communities – Polish and Lithuanian, were born in
Vilnius Region. In 1863, the January Uprising started in the Vilnius Region.
Both Polish and Lithuanian sides took part in the fighting but the uprising
was brutally crushed by the Tsar's governor Mikhail Muraviov, who in
consequence initiated repressions for inhabitants of the whole region
(Łossowski, 2001).
After the beginning of World War I, the Lithuanian activists passed
a declaration of loyalty to Russia in Vilnius. During the World War I, Vilnius
Region was under the occupation –- first German and then Russian. In 1919
Polish army liberated Vilnius Region but not for long. During Polish-Bolshevik war Vilnius Region was again under Russian occupation (Sawicz
2003). K. Górski describes this period: “persecution of Poles in Lithuania in
1918-21 was a short-term violence, but in later years it became as systematic,
deliberate and tenacious action, which was subordinated to legislation and
administrative practice” (Kurcz, 2005).
Polish army liberated almost the whole region except Vilnius which
belonged to Lithuania. Poles could not accept that they lost the Vilnius
Region which was an important part of Polish policy (Kowalski, 2008).
Marshal Piłsudski wanted to negotiate with the Lithuanians about creating
a federal state. However, the Lithuanian side did not want to negotiate with
the Poles. Piłsudski did not want to act against the League of Nations so he
had the rebellion in Vilnius initiated by General Lucjan Żeligowski. In
October 1920 Żeligowski started the rebellion and created a new country –
Central Lithuania with capital city in Vilnius. Two years later Polish
government adopted an act which incorporated the Vilnius Region to Poland
(Eberhardt, 1998; Sawicz, 2003). The Lithuanian side never agreed with this
fact and considered this area as occupied by the Poles (Kurcz, 2005).
During the interwar period Lithuanians who lived in the Vilnius Region
blamed Polish authorities for closing schools with Lithuanian language and
persecuting the Lithuanian language in the liturgy in churches (Stręk, 2006).
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During the World War II Vilnius Region was under the occupation
sequentially: Russian, German. It was also a time when Polish Home Army
(Armia Krajowa) operated in this region, which led to liberation of that
region but with cooperation with Russians. As a result, Vilnius Region
became a part of USSR until 1991, when Lithuania proclaimed independence
(Łossowski, 2001).
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Fig. 5. Vilnius in the Polish administrative structure in 1930

After World War II, Poland and Soviet Union signed a special repatriation
agreement which caused the Poles who inhabited Vilnius Region to be
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displaced into Poland in 1945–1946 (Sawicz, 2006). It means that ethnic
composition of this region was completely changed.
In the 1950s Russians wanted to weaken importance of the Church in the
Vilnius Region. From the 1970s the Lithuanian national movement started
developing. This began aspirations of independence for the Lithuanian State.
The 1980s were a period, when the manifestation of Lithuanian dissatisfaction with Russian politics escalated. In 1988 the Lithuanian national
symbols were restored (Jackiewicz, 2005). It should be noted that the Poles
who inhabited the Vilnius Region wanted only autonomy, which caused
conflict with the Lithuanians. The Poles supported USSR and even in 1990
they declared Polish Autonomy in Sołeczniki, which aspired to function as
part of USSR. Lithuanian authorities still cannot forgive Polish minority this
fact. After declaration of Lithuanian independence the Vilnius Region
became divided by the border between Belarus and Lithuania (Kurcz, 2005).
In 2004 Lithuania became a member of the European Union and NATO.

5. VILNIUS REGION – NOWADAYS
Vilnius Region is an area where many cultures have always coexisted:
Lithuanian, Polish, Russian, Belarusian, Ukrainian, Jewish, Karaite etc.
Multicultural history made this region an unusual mixture of different
religions and cultural heritage. Local community uses more than one
language in communication, which causes many conflicts, even in daily life.
One of the biggest problems in this region is the neighborhood of Poles and
Lithuanians. In the past it was one country and people did not recognize their
nationality for many years because the nationalistic movements did not exist
(Leśniewska, 2009).
The history of mutual relations between the Polish, Belarusian and
Lithuanian nations is still full of interethnic relations in the Vilnius Region.
Local Poles arouse suspicion and Lithuanian authorities discriminate Polish
national minority in comparison with other minorities. A similar policy of
Belarusian authorities, perhaps not so apparent from historical point of view,
but is still conducted (Żołędowski, 2003).
The situation of Poles in the Belarusian part of the Vilnius Region is
completely different. It is an area which still exists outside of European
Union. Belarus is a country, which does not function as a constitutional state
of law. Situation of Poles in the Vilnius Region in Belarus is used for many
political games. Both, Lithuanian and Belarusian sides of the Vilnius Region
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are inhabited by more than 500 thousands Poles (Tab. 1). In the Lithuanian
part of this region it is possible to notice some kind of national movements.
Despite many disputes, Polish organizations and institutions can exert an
impact on Polish community. In Lithuania a Polish political party exists
(AWPL – Electoral Action of Poles in Lithuania). It usually wins
approximately 3% of the votes (Kowalski, 2008).
Table 1. The ethnic composition of present administrative districts
of the Vilnius Region in 1999 and 2001
Nation

Vilnius District (2001)
thousands

Grodno District (1999)

%

thousands

%

Together
thousands

%

Belarusian

30,5

3,6

738,2

62,3

768,7

37,8

Lithuanian

466,3

54,9

3,0

0,3

469,3

23,1

Polish

216

25,4

294,1

24,8

510,1

25,1

Russian

98,8

11,6

119,2

10,1

218

10,7

Others

38,5

4,5

30,1

2,5

68,6

3,4

Total

850,1

100

1184,6

100

2034,7

100

Source: M. Kowalski (2008).

Nowadays, many historical facts are interpreted completely different by
the Poles and the Lithuanians. For the Polish, a union with Lithuania was
a great period of history, but for the Lithuanians it more like an occupation.
Many Poles regarded Lithuania as their motherland, despite the fact that they
felt Polish. The greatest Polish poet A. Mickiewicz began one of his books
with the words: “Oh Lithuania, thou art my motherland (...)”. In the Vilnius
Region Józef Piłsudski, one of the biggest Polish patriots and the chief
commander of Polish army was born. These are only a few examples of this
kind of behavior. In Lithuania people still remember and cannot accept the
rebellion of General Żeligowski, whose operation caused an annexation of
Vilnius Region into Poland during the interwar period.
W. Meysztowicz says, that “We were all Lithuanians: in the palaces, in
the manors, and cottages, no one bothered to be a Pole. Belonging to one of
two nations which were in the Commonwealth, was widely accepted. It was
not prohibited for a Lithuanian to be a Pole, or for a Pole to be a Lithuanian.
Languages were mixed, but did not divide people” (Brodowski 2000).
Many great Poles were connected with the Vilnius Region, including
poets Adam Mickiewicz, Juliusz Słowacki, Józef Ignacy Krasicki, Czesław
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Miłosz, Konstanty Ildefons Gałczyński, composer Stanisław Moniuszko,
politicians Józef Piłsudski and Joahim Lelewel, painter Ferdynand Ruszyc or
photographer Jan Bułhak. All of them defined themselves as Poles but they
felt the connection with Vilnius and considered Vilnius Region as their
homeland (Kudirko, 2007).
Nowadays Poles are considered as a national minority in Lithuania and
after 2004 Lithuania became a member of the European Union. This fact
caused that Lithuania had to sign a lot of international laws which protect
national minorities. This should improve the situation of national minorities
in the western part of the Vilnius Region. Nowadays, the biggest problems of
Polish minority in the Vilnius Region include: spelling of Polish names,
which must be spelled in Lithuanian language without Polish letters,
recovery of lands (which is almost impossible because of Lithuanian
bureaucracy), Polish names of streets and places and education in Polish
schools.

6. CONCLUSION
1. Wider range of Vilnius Region means that this region is an ethnic and
religious borderland divided by the Lithuanian and Belarusian border (which
is also an external border of the European Union).
2. Location on the borderland of Lithuania and Belarus and proximity of
Poland and Russia causes infiltration of many cultures.
3. Cultural separateness is caused by existence of Belarusian and
Lithuanian ethnic borderland and also Catholic and Orthodox religious
borderland.
4. In history Vilnius Region played a special role for Poland and
Lithuania (for Lithuania, Vilnius was always a historical capital city but for
Poland it was a special area where Polish University existed).
5. Position of Polish national minority is still strong and is best described
by the phrase: “We have never left anywhere, Poland has left us” (Winnicki,
2005).
6. Vilnius Region has a rich history, which shows a lot of conflicts
between nations inhabiting this area (the most spectacular example is the
Żeligowski rebellion).
7. Inhabitants of this region have a strong awareness of belonging.
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DEPOPULATION – A NEW STAGE
OF A DEMOGRAPHIC CHANGE?
1. INTRODUCTION
Analysis of the European demographic trends at the turn of the 20th
century prompts the following issue: perhaps it is high time the traditional
model of demographic evolution was revised and the new, fifth stage of
demographic development – depopulation – was recognized? For quite
a while, population ageing, low and falling birth rates, low population growth
rate and even natural depopulation have been the main demographic trends in
many European states. This is especially true about the Central and Eastern
Europe, where demographic crisis has become evident. It is strengthened
even more by increasing migration mobility of populations in the last ten
years. Due to immigration, the population size in richer countries has
changed, but little or even slightly increased, whereas emigration from other
countries worsens the demographic situation even more.
The present article reviews the changes of population size in some
European countries in the last twenty years, focussing on Central and Eastern
Europe including Lithuania. In the mentioned region, dramatic political,
economic and social transformations have taken place, which, though indirectly, have entailed demographic changes. In about 1990, many countries
reached a critical point when depopulation processes set in, the natural
process of metagenesis was deranged, and the demographic equilibrium was
lost and mass emigration to the advanced countries started. The demographic
prospects are also very bleak. The prospects of global and regional demographic development force to change the model of demographic development
and recognize the stage of depopulation. This is the aim of the present study.
However, it should be pointed out that the issue remains open.
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2. SOURCES OF INFORMATION AND METHODS
The statistical data about the demographic development of European
countries was taken from the Lithuanian Department of Statistics (Statistical
data…, 1996; db1.stat.gov.lt), European (epp.eurostat.ec.europa.eu,), UN
(World population..., 2004) and other directories (en.wikipedia.org). The
article is also based on the data collected and published by other authors
(Stanaitis, 2002; Beržinskienė, Kairienė, Virbickaitė, 2009). The article
contains a survey of the dynamics of major demographic indices and a comparative analysis of individual European countries and their groups.
The comparative analysis includes three groups of countries, distinguished according to similarity of geographical position and historical, social
and economic development:
1. Western and Northern Europe (1.1 – Spain, France and Italy; 1.2 –
Austria, Germany and the UK; 1.3 – Norway, Sweden and Finland).
2. Central and Eastern Europe (2.1 – Bulgaria, Romania, Poland,
Hungary, Czech Republic and Slovakia; 2.2 – Byelorussia, Russia and
Ukraine; 2.3 – Estonia, Latvia and Lithuania).
3. Other countries (USA, Japan and China).
The demographic development of these groups of countries slightly
differs, yet it has many similarities. Comparison of these countries reveals
some similarities and differences of demographic development and allows
prognostication of future trends and prospects. Large and very different
countries – USA, Japan and China – were included into the control group.
3. DYNAMICS OF POPULATION SIZE IN EUROPE
IN YEARS 1990–2009
In the last 20 years, the population size in the European countries has
changed very unevenly. In the chosen advanced Western European countries,
the population size was growing at lower or higher rates. Presumably, both
the higher living standards as well as the phase of demographic development
were not the only decisive factors. This trend was also predetermined by
immigration, which allowed preserving the potential of demographic growth.
The differences between the Western countries were rather marked. For
example in Spain, the population growth amounted to almost 18% (as in
China), France 14% and Norway 13%. Meanwhile, in Italy the population
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growth amounted only to 4% and in Germany to less than 3% (as in Japan)
(Fig. 1). The growth of 15–18% is marked whereas the slight growth in some
countries “hides” the decrease, which started at the end of the period under
consideration. The population dynamics in Germany has been strongly
affected by the population decrease in East Germany, which started in 1970
and still continues (Tab. 1).
Spain
France
Norway
Sweden
Austria
Finland
UK
Italy
Germany
Slovakia
Czech Republic
Poland
Hungary
Russia
Belarus
Lithuania
Ukraine
Estonia
Bulgaria
Latvia
-15

-10

-5
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Fig. 1. Increase of population in Western and Eastern–Central Europe 1990–2009
Sources: Statistical data... (1996, p. 514–517); http://epp.eurostat.ec.europa.eu;
http://db1.stat.gov.lt

According to UN and Eurostat prognoses (World population..., 2004;
epp.eurostat. ec.europa.eu), in the coming 50 years, the population number in
the Western countries will slowly grow, yet the rates of growth will slow
down. The population of Norway and UK will presumably increase by one
fourth. The population growth in Sweden and Spain also will be marked. The
population growth in Finland will be negligible and in Italy, it will start to
decrease. In Germany, the population decrease will be rather marked (almost
by 14%; as in Japan). Contrary to the common opinion, the population
growth in China is likely to slow down considerably: it will amount to
slightly more than 4% in 50 years. The size of European population has been
decreasing since 2000. The rates of population growth in other regions of the
world have also been falling (World population…, 2004; Tab. 1).
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Table 1. Population dynamics in 1990–2009 and in the future
Population change in 1990–2009

Country

1

Total
population in
1990,
mill.

Change
(yearly), %

3

4

Forecasted
total
population
in 2060,
mill.
5

Change (yearly), %
1990–2060

2009–2060

6

7

Spain

38.99

45.83 17.54 (0.92)

51.91

33.14 (0.47)

13.27 (0.26)

France

56.54

64.35 13.81 (0.73)

71.80

26.99 (0.39)

11.58 (0.23)

Italy

57.74

60.05

4.00 (0.21)

59.39

2.86 (0.04)

-1.10 (-0.02)

7.79

8.36

7.32 (0.39)

9.04

16.05 (0.23)

8.13 (0.16)

UK

57.53

61.60

7.08 (0.37)

76.68

33.29 (0.48)

24.48 (0.48)

Germany

79.89

82.00

2.64 (0.14)

70.76

-11.43
(-0.16)

-13.71
(-0.27)

Norway

4.25

4.80 12.94 (0.68)

6.04

42.12 (0.60)

25.83 (0.51)

Sweden

8.59

9.26

7.80 (0.41)

10.88

26.66 (0.38)

17.50 (0.34)

Finland

5.00

5.33

6.60 (0.35)

5.40

8.00 (0.11)

1.31 (0.03)

5.41

1.88 (0.11)

4.55

-14.31 (0.20)

-15.90 (-0.31)

10.47

1.45 (0.09)

9.51

-7.85 (-0.11)

-9.17 (-0.18)

38.14

-0.11
(-0.01)

31.14

-18.44
(-0.26)

-18.35 (-0.36)

21.50

-0.83
(-0.05)

16.92

-21.96
(-0.31)

-21.30 (-0.42)

Austria

2

Total
population in
2009,
mill.

Total population forecast

Slovakia

5.31

a

Czech
Republic

10.32

a

Poland

38.18

Romania

21.68

Hungary

10.35

10.03

-3.09
(-0.16)

8.72

-15.75 (0.23)

-13.06 (-0.26)

Bulgaria

8.99

7.61

-15.35
(-0.81)

5.49

-38.93 (0.56)

-27.86 (-0.55)

148.54

141.90

-4.47
(-0.24)

101.46

b

-31.70
b
(-0.53)

-28.50
b
(-0.56)

Byelorussia

10.26

9.67

-5.75
(-0.30)

7.54

b

-26.51
b
(-0.44)

-22.03
b
(-0.43)

Ukraine

51.94

45.96

-11.51 (0.61)

31.75

b

-38.87
b
(-0.65)

-30.92
b
(-0.61)

Lithuania

3.74

3.35

-10.43 (0.55)

2.55

-31.82
(-0.46)

-23.88
(-0.47)

Estonia

1.58

1.34

-15.19
(-0.80)

1.13

-28.48
(-0.41)

-15.67
(-0.31)

Russia

a
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2

3

Latvia

1

2.68

2.26

USA

250.00

306.87 22.75 (1.20)

408.70

China

1139.00

1338.61 17.53 (0.92)

Japan

124.00

127.59

4
-15.67
(-0.83)

2.90 (0.15)

5

6

7

-37.31
(-0.53)

-25.66
(-0.50)

b

63.48
b
(1.06)

33.18
b
(0.65)

1395.18

b

22.49
b
(0.38)

4.23
b
(0.08)

109.72

b

-11.52
b
(-0.19)

-14.01
b
(-0.28)

1.68

a

1992.
2050.
Sources: World population... (2004), Statistical data... (1996, p. 514–517),
http://epp.eurostat.ec.europa.eu; http://db1.stat.gov.lt
b

The demographic trends will remain non-consoling for some time in
Europe (World population…2004; Tab. 1). According to the moderate
scenario, the population decrease will continue until 2060. While in 2000, the
population size in Europe amounted to 728 million; in 2050 it will amount to
632 million. The depopulation trend will be especially strong in East Europe
where the population may decrease from 305 to 222 million. Rates of
depopulation will be slower in Southern Europe. Western Europe will
preserve its population whereas slight growth of population is expected in
Northern Europe. The forecasters expect that in the far future the European
population will stop decreasing and remain stable.
In 1950–2000, even seven of the chosen states (Latvia, Germany, UK,
Austria, Czech Republic, Bulgaria and Hungary) were among the 10 lowest
annual rates of population growth. In 2000–2050, the number of such states
will be the same, yet the list will be different. It will include the three Baltic
states, Estonia and Latvia being in the last positions in the world
(Byelorussia, Lithuania, Russia, Bulgaria, Ukraine, Latvia and Estonia).
Differently from the last fifty years, in 2000–2050, the population size in the
bottom ten of the countries will decrease whereas in Estonia it will decrease
even by 1.46% every year. In the far future (2050–2100), only Byelorussia,
Ukraine, Bulgaria and Italy will remain among the ten countries of highest
depopulation and population decrease in Europe will slow down.
It is natural that immigration is a factor, which strongly affects the
demographic changes. The role of immigration in different countries varies.
It becomes evident that since 2002, the considerable population growth in the
EU has been predetermined by immigration: it accounts for 70–80% of the
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population growth (Beržinskienė, Kairienė, Virbickaitė, 2009). Immigration
has compensated for slow rates of growth or even decrease of population
(Germany, Italy, Sweden, Spain, Czech Republic, etc.). Moreover, it is
important that the wave of immigration induced the increase of the number
of births and population growth. Thus, in some countries, the population
growth resulting from immigration is not as important as its growth resulting
from natural increment (the UK and France). In the UK, one fourth of
children are born in immigrant families: the leading positions here belong to
the Pakistani, the Polish and the Lithuanian (Pakistanietės…, 2010). It is
natural that mass immigration is responsible for the rapid population growth
in the USA. Meanwhile, mass immigration into Russia fails to compensate
for depopulation rates.
The results are different in Eastern and Central Europe: in 20 years,
Latvia, Bulgaria and Estonia have lost more than 15% of their populations
and Ukraine and Lithuania – 12%. A slight increase of population was
observed in Czech Republic and Slovakia (by up to 2%). Before 1990, only
in Hungary, among the European countries, population was decreasing
(Statistical data…, 1996; Stanaitis, 2002).
The Baltic countries have found themselves in the worst situation. Such
indirect factors as the size of states and populations, rapid growth of living
standards and post-occupational repatriation at the beginning of the period
under consideration might have predetermined the high rates of depopulation. Yet it should be pointed out that manifestations of the “post-colonialist
syndrome” were somewhat different in the Baltic countries and Lithuania in
particular: emigration flows were directed not to the former metropolis but to
the richer Western countries. The emigration accounted for more than 90%
of the population loss.
In terms of birth rates and population growth, even the Western countries
cannot comfort themselves. In all of them, these indices have been
decreasing in the last few tens of years already. The differences between the
East and the West are minute: in Northern Europe, the decrease of birth rates
is slower than in the Eastern European countries and Baltic states. Moreover,
population ageing is a common process in all countries.
In the last 20 years, the population growth rate in Western Europe was
low or ranged around zero. Germany stands out in this context because the
natural increment in it has been negative for a long while. In Eastern and
Central Europe, there has been no population growth rate at all: the number
of births has decreased and the number of deaths has increased. Natural
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processes of depopulation have taken place: in Bulgaria, Hungary, Latvia,
Lithuania and Russia in particular. The indices of birth and population
growth rate in this region have become the lowest in the world (Statistical
data…, 1996; Stanaitis, 2002; epp.eurostat.ec.europa.eu). Emigration of
young people and lack of social-economic optimism were the main decisive
factors.
The indices of birth rates or fertility of the last years are telling. The
families grow smaller, the family model changes and marriages and births
are postponed. This is a global trend yet most strong in Europe. As is known,
the natural metagenesis is ensured when the general birth rate index is 2.1
and the population growth, when it is 2.3–2.4. Yet today even in Western
Europe, this index does not reach 2 (France 1.9, Germany 1.36, USA 2.1,
China 1.73 and Japan 1.27). In Eastern and Central Europe, this index is very
low: often it does not reach 1.3. The countries of this region are in the
“leading positions” of the list: Estonia 1.5 (which is a lot) and Byelorussia
1.2 (the last place in the world’s list). In Ukraine, Poland and Czech
Republic, the values are similar (en.wikipedia.org; Fig. 2). Although in the
future (differently from other regions of the world), the total birth rate in
Europe is expected to continue to increase it will never reach the level
ensuring the growth of population. In 2060, the fertility index is expected to
be similar all over the world and will not exceed 2.1 (World population…,
2004).
3.0
2.5
2.0
1.5
1.0

Fig. 2. Fertility levels in the European countries 2009
Sources: en.wikipedia.org
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4. DEPOPULATION TRENDS IN LITHUANIA
As was already mentioned, in the last twenty years, the welfare in
Lithuania has been growing rapidly. Since 1992 until 2008, the GDP per
capita in Lithuania increased by 36 times (Staniulytė, 2010). Here we can
once more recall the demographic rule: the higher are the living standards the
stronger is the wish to have fewer children and to live even better. Besides,
the number of Lithuanian people who wanted to live better in other countries
has been increasing. As a result, the demographic situation in Lithuania has
been deteriorating throughout the mentioned period and the dynamic curve of
Lithuania’s population unfortunately seams logical (Fig. 3).
Population in millions
3.7

3.5
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2.6
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Fig. 3. Dynamic curve of Lithuania’s population
Sources: http://db1.stat.gov.lt/

No gleam of hope can be seen in the future. It was pointed out that the
indices of reproduction in Lithuania are among the lowest in the world. In 20
years, the number of marriages has decreased twofold. Population ageing
rates are very high: from 2005 until 2010, the demographic senility rate
increased from 118 to 140! (db1.stat.gov.lt). The Lithuanian demographic
pyramid also is not promising (Fig. 4).
Yet in its form, it is comparable with the demographic pyramids of most
of the European countries. Even the demographic pyramid of China has
obtained the classical form of an urn. In spite that the total number of births
and the index of population growth rate lately have slightly increased (Fig.
5), they only are manifestations of post-war and national rebirth effect and
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a small wave of postponed births cut away by high rates of emigration (Fig.
6). It is expected that in this year emigration from Lithuania will reach its
record: according to official data, by the middle of the current year, about 50
thousand people had emigrated which accounts for about 1.5% of the total
population. Yet Lithuania is not an exception in the region. Latvia, Poland
and Bulgaria are also countries with the highest depopulation rates. According to the data of Eurostat, in 2009, the highest depopulation rates among
the EU member states were observed in Lithuania (0.62%), Latvia, (0.57%),
Bulgaria (0.56%) and Germany (0.25%) (Lietuvos gyventojų…, 2010).
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The study carried out by researchers of our institute shows that dying out
rural areas and sparsely populated territories, where population density does
not reach 15 persons per 1 sq km, account for one third of the country’s
territory (Daugirdas, 2002; Daugirdas, Baubinas, 2007, 2008). The number
of population in the sparsely populated areas annually reduces by 1.5–2%, in
some places, by 4%.

5. GENERALIZATION
The demographic forecasts show that in 2170, Lithuania will be completely depopulated (Dėl migracijos…, 2005). It is likely that Lithuania will
have a small population, which, most likely, will not be composed of Lithuanians.
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This implies that in Lithuania, Europe and on a global scale, a new stage
of demographic development sets in: depopulation. Not only China but also
Africa will not be able to withstand this demographic trend. Therefore, it is
worth considering the replacement of the classical demographic development
model for the next 200 years suggested by W.S. Thompson in 1929 with
a five-stage model including a new stage of depopulation (Fig. 7).
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1. INTRODUCTION
The evolution of the European political area, and especially that of the EU
and NATO, have given birth in his turn to a variety of bordering territorial
subsystems whose cross border functioning is conditioned by the category of
the integrated interstate border field. The extension of NATO in 2004 and
that of EU in 2007 has situated Romania at the periphery of these military-territorial and political territorial super-state structures and at the same time
it has changed the position of the border state’s role and functions.
In the present, after the accession of Romania to EU, the biggest part of
the border had specially (re)gained the control function of the human flow,
but also the military one (identical situation in the communist period), and
the 2,172.9 km of border (66.9% of the entire Romanian state border)
represent a sector of the Eastern external border of EU and NATO,
corresponding to the sectors with Ukraine, Moldavian Republic, Serbia and
the Black Sea. A geographical management (Ilieş et al., 2009) may contribute to the defining of the main elements that underlay the mechanisms’
building which are capable to provide the connection of the contiguous
border areas and to generate cross-border areas of higher functionality degree
(Prescott, 1987; Bufon, 1998; Hall, 2000; Ilieş, 2003; Ilieş and Grama, 2006;
Leimgruber, 2006). Within this scientific approach we propose to determine
a typology of the border areas in order to correspond practically to the
necessities generated by the state position as external border of EU. We also
propose to define the status of border actors of the administrative-territorial
units of the lowest rank (equivalent to the NUTS V) through the accessibility
at the cross-border interconnection bridges, all these in order to facilitate the
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territorial, social and economical cohesion between these units on one side,
and with the contiguous ones, within cross-border system on the other side.
Therefore we can define categories of cross-border actors hierarchically
ordered in relation to the cross-border accessibility, and not only by
geographic position on the outskirts of one administrative-territorial unit.

2. METHODS
In order to achieve the proposed goals within such a scientific approach, it
is very important to know the territorial realities through field activities
correlated to the use of a diverse and correct database specific to an
interdisciplinary research. There are analyzed the administrative-territorial
units whose sector limits coincide with the border state (with border
characteristic), from the point of view of the accessibility to the existing (and
potential) nodal points that can provide the connections between the
contiguous territorial border systems. The typology and the hierarchy “of the
cross-border accessibility” underlies on: the morphometric particularities of
the border, the morphology of the natural background (Ilieş et al., 2007; Ilieş
and Grama, 2010), the support type of the border line (Ilieş et al., 2007), and
especially the configuration of the communication and transport system with
cross-border connection potential. We can add to these elements, from the
point of view of “the importance” of the local actors, the human and
economic potential, and the unit’s role and rank within the national, regional
and local hierarchy. By combining these elements, it results in a series of
indices capable to contribute to the hierarchy of the administrative-territorial
units, of the same rank (NUTS 3-5), regarding the actual cross-border
accessibility.
These indices may have a major importance on one hand in developing
strategies for cross-border cooperation and for defining the main
interconnection poles; and on the other hand the method may be also applied
in the case of developing strategies for inter-county or inter-commune
cooperation. In the case of a border with complex role and functions, as for
example the case of the external border of EU and NATO, the cross-border
interconnection strategies require the creation of a methodology capable of
identifying and ordering the local and regional actors from the cross-border
accessibility’s point of view. In defining the border areas’ typology close to
the administrative criteria is also taken into account the variant (experienced
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within the geopolitical literature) of extending them inward to a width of 25–
30 km (Bufon, 1998, 2004, 2006; Lichtenberger, 2000; Ilieş and Grama,
2010).

3. BORDER COMPONENTS AND STRUCTURES
The freedom of the population’s mobility and the easiness of state border
barriers’ penetration underlay the systems of cross-border relationships with
a high functionality degree. In order to identify the functionality degree of
a territorial border system, the first step is that of decipher its internal
structure by identifying the main components and the role in defining its
status (Ianoş, 2000, p. 21). In this case the border system may be limited ‘to
the interior’ on several criteria, among which: the border county extension;
the strip included by the parallel line border at a distance of 25–30 km away
from it (Lichtenberger, 2000; Bufon, 2004); the contiguous rings formed of
the administrative territorial units of local rank (municipalities, cities and
communes; equivalent to NUTS 5). In structuring a territorial system, the
natural environment and the anthropogenic one interfere, overlap and condition each other in defining some relationships systems which underlay its
functionality. Using principles, methods and instruments verified within the
geopolitical literature (Martinez, 1994; Ianoş, 2000; Bufon, 2004; Cocean,
2005, etc), our approach represents the scheme of a scientific research, which
is seeking to base answers on the triplet of questions: where? why? and how?
Other important indices in analyzing the cross-border areas are: the
density of the border crossing points (Ilieş et al., 2009) the support of the
state border trajectory (Foucher, 1991; Kleinschmager, 1993; Ilieş and
Grama, 2006), the average distance from the capital and the decision centres
of inferior rank, the ethnical and the confessional component (Kocsis, 2007),
etc. The administrative-territorial organization way and the human resource
under the qualitative and quantitative aspects, combined with an efficient
communication and transport system, are the basic pillars in outlining some
systems, whose functionality directly derives from a geographical management (Ilieş et al., 2009) efficiently applied. The typology of the cross-border
systems, corroborated to the status of “state-border” (Bufon, 1996, 2002), in
relation to the EU external border also plays a remarkable role in defining the
functionalities of the determined cross-border areas.
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4. ROMANIA’S POSITION IN RELATION TO THE STATUS
OF BORDER-STATE OR STATE-BORDER
The status of state-border is an index which results from the proportion
between the state’s area (or of an administrative-territorial unit of inferior
rank) and the length of the border state (or of the administrative limit).
Through such a comparative analysis within the European area Romania’s
status as a state-border marked by the relative position of the European area
within the political architecture can be determined. For example, similar
studies were conducted for Slovenia (Bufon, 2004, p. 23), resulting an
average of 5.7 km of international border for each 100 sqkm area, 3.1
km/100 sqkm for Austria (Lichtenberger, 2000, p. 406), 2.4 km/100 sqkm for
Hungary, 1.8 km/100 sqkm for Bulgaria and so on, while the highest value
within the European area was registered by Luxemburg with 9 km/100 sqkm.
Romania has 1.3 km/100 sq km, compared to the abovementioned examples
but also to other European states, it does not belong to the category of stateborder status.
The compactness of the country’s territory (expressed in sqkm of territory
per one km of border) is an average of 74.4 sqkm/km compared with
Hungary’s 41.5 sqkm/km, Bulgaria’s 55.4 sqkm/km or Slovenia 12.3
sqkm/km.

4.1. The status of state-border on the EU periphery
In the same context, an extremely important aspect for a certain category
of European states derives from the peripheral position in the EU and
implicitly of the proportion of the EU external border sector within the entire
length of the political border state. Depending on this sector the border area
of the EU periphery status can also be determined. In this case we can
calculate a series of indices whose value can substantially contribute to:
defining “the importance” of the peripheral state from the point of view of
the security of the EU external border; defining the cross-border cooperation
strategies and the proportion of the peripheral states within their structure;
defining the importance of the state border sector corresponding to the EU
periphery within the political territorial architecture for each state
individually.
The states which are able to be taken into account in such analysis are
those which include the terrestrial external borders of the EU in the East
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(Estonia, Latvia, Lithuania, Poland, Slovakia, Hungary, Romania, Bulgaria
and Greece) and in the Balkan ones (Slovenia, Hungary, Romania, Bulgaria
and Greece). Among these, Hungary, Romania and Bulgaria are in the most
complex position through managing two different sectors of the EU external
border. As a support for this approach, regarding the hierarchy of peripheral
states depending on their role in managing the border and the external border
areas of the EU, we propose a series of indices as follows:
a) the share of the external border sector of the EU within the total length
of the border state: Romania 66.7%, Hungary 29.2 %, Bulgaria 45.3%;
b) the dependency ratio of the state border on the external border sector of
the EU expressed in sqkm per one km of external EU border: Romania
112.0, Hungary 141.8, Bulgaria 122.4, etc.
c) the proportion between the determined border area according to
diverse criteria and the total area of the state:
– extension NUTS 3: Romania 50.3%, Hungary 75.0%, etc;
– extension NUTS 3 to the EU border: Romania 32.4%, Hungary 35.3%,
etc;
– the parallel line to the border at 30 km: Romania 38.1%, Hungary
72.0%, Bulgaria 54.0%;
– legally, through the action area of the border police of each state, etc.
Each of the proposed indices emphasizes the importance of the external
border sector of the EU, the border area determined at the level of the state
placed on the periphery of the EU or of the EU state-border respectively.

4.2. The typology of the border areas
In order to determine a certain hierarchy or typology of the border areas,
using models and practices attested by the geopolitical literature within other
states as Austria (Lichtenberger, 2000), Slovenia (Bufon, 2004), Romania an
Balkan Countries (Ilieş and Grama, 2010), eastern EU countries (Topaloglou
et al., 2010), our approach aims at obtaining a response concerning the
optimum dimension of a border area with high degree of cross-border
systemic interconnection.
Within this context, we will analyze the counties (NUTS 3) and the
municipalities, the cities and the communes (NUTS 5 or LAU 2) of
Romania, these being the main administrative-territorial units, which offer
analysis and report framework based on the law of the local public
administration. This law emphasizes the importance of these structures in
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developing the cross-border cooperation strategies, stressing the fact that
“The local councils and the county councils of the administrative territorial
units limitary to the border areas may conclude agreements of cross-border
cooperation with the homologous authorities of the neighbouring countries,
in accordance with the law” (1st paragraph, article no.13, Law 215/2001).
The extension of the border area on counties also represents the official
variant according to which Romania’s border police functions and acts.
These variants may be combined with the one determined by a parallel line
to the border at a distance of 30 km far from it. We intend to analyze three
variants:
a) The border area determined by the administrative-territorial units
equivalent to NUTS 3 – it is formed of 19 border counties (Ilieş, 2003), 12
of these being placed at the external border of the EU (Figure 1). The total
area of the border area thus determined totals 119,885.34 sqkm, which
represents 50.27% of Romania’s area. This is divided (NUTS 5) at its turn
into 114 municipalities and cities (42.7% of total in Romania), 1,315
communes (48.7%) composed of 5,627 villages (41.8%). From the point of
view of the human resources, 39.6% of the urban population and 48.96% of
the rural population of Romania live within the determined border area.
Taking into account these two elements (the area and the population) and the
share of those with border status, we can consider that Romania is above the
limit of the border state status.
In the same context, the proportion between the border area and the length
of the border state plays an outstanding role, through a reported value of 100
sqkm. Depending on this index value we can determine, at the general (along
the entire border sector) and sector level (on inter-state sectors; on counties),
the role of each unit in managing the cross-border relationships and within
the architecture of the determined border areas. The value of this index
within the entire border is 2.71 km of border/100 sqkm, and within the level
of the external border sector of the EU it is 2.81 km/100 sqkm. If the length
of the EU external border corresponding to Romania represents 65.8% of the
entire Romanian border state, the border area composed of counties
represents 64.4%, which means that about 2/3 of the Romanian border area is
also a border area specific to the EU. It must be also mentioned in this case
that the state border of EU external border status is composed of two
different sectors:
1) the Eastern one of 1,626.2 km in length and with an area of 55,091.74
sqkm generates a border index of 2.92 km/100 sqkm;
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2) the Balkan one of 546.7 km in length corresponding to the Serbian
border and having an area of 22,149.8 sqkm generates a border index of 2.46
km/100 sqkm.

Fig. 1. Typology and structures of Romanian borderland (2010)
Source: author’s own elaboration

In both cases the form of the border counties and their position related to
the border are very important. For example (Tab. 1), the triangular shape of
Timiş County, having one side overlapped on a border sector with Serbia
(221.1 km) will generate a more realistic index (2.54) as compared to Satu
Mare County (4.3), whose border sector (190.066 km) represents a little side
of a rectangle (Fig. 1), or Botoşani county (4.88) which has two sides of a
rectangle overlapped on the border state (243.362). Some differences appear
also within the same sector, as for example the case of Timiş County (2.54)
and Caraş Severin County (1.88), with relative equal areas, but with different
lengths of the border sectors.
So, at the level of the county border belt in Romania (NUTS 3), the values
obtained from calculating the county border index contribute substantially to
their order by the border determination degree and reversely, within the
cross-border cooperation strategies, within the territorial planning related to
the border and cross-border system. Taking into account the role and the
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functions of the border we can approximate the existence of: an internal border
area of the EU (Bulgarian sector); internal EU-external Schengen (with
Hungary); external EU with two sectors; Eastern and Balkan one (Fig. 1).
Table 1. Romanian Borderland. County border index
County

Area

State Border
sector (km)

County border
index (km/sqkm)

Arad

7,754.09

128.587

1.65

Bihor

7,544.27

172.045

2.28

Botoşani

4,985.69

243.362

4.88

Caraş-Severin

8,519.76

160.100

1.88

Călăraşi

5,087.85

77.000

1.51

Constanţa
Dolj

7,071.29
7,414.01

354.825
152.000

5.02
2.05

Galaţi

4,466.32

119.014

2.66

Giurgiu

3,526.02

74.000

2.10

Iaşi

5,475.58

216.015

3.94

Maramureş

6,305.36

164.400

2.61

Mehedinţi

4,932.89

193.200

3.92

Olt

5,498.28

50.000

0.91

Satu-Mare

4,417.85

190.066

4.30

Suceava

8,553.50

112.032

1.31

Teleorman

5,789.78

89.000

1.54

Timiş

8.696.65

271.039

3.12

Tulcea

8,498.75

309.900

3.65

Vaslui

5,318.40

175.053

3.29

119,855.34

2,172.900

1.81

Romania (Borderland)

Source: www.insse.ro; www.politiadefrontiera.ro (2010).

From the point of view of the border type, the border counties may be
grouped as it follows:
– border counties on the EU external border: Maramureş, Suceava,
Botoşani, Iaşi, Vaslui, Galaţi, Tulcea, Constanţa for the Eastern sector;
Caraş-Severin for the Balkan sector;
– border counties on the EU internal border: Arad, Bihor along the sector
with Hungary; Dolj, Olt, Teleorman, Giurgiu and Călăraşi along the sector
with Bulgaria;
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– mixed border counties (external and internal to the EU): Satu Mare,
Constanţa, Mehedinţi and Timiş;
– internal border counties: Brăila and Ialomiţa with a width of 10 km
including the right and the left bank rivers of the Danube (4,371 sqkm),
generated by the Danube’s international regime.
b) The border area determined by the border and the parallel line to
it placed at 30 km inside (Fig. 1). This is a variant applied in other studies
for Slovenia (Bufon, 2002), Austria (Lichtenberger, 2000). There are states
smaller than Slovenia, Switzerland, Belgium, Austria and so on, where the so
determined border area covers between 75-100% of their territory (Bufon,
1996). Regarding Romania, the area of the so determined border area is of
93,858 sqkm, being included between border line 3,248.6 km long and the
inside parallel line of 3,008.6 km. Proportional to Romania’s area, the border
area represents 39.4%, which shows that only one third of the state’s area has
border status. Proportional to the EU external border sector, this border area
totals, along its two sectors, 65,187 sqkm (27.3% from the state area and
69.4% from the entire border area), of which 16,401 sq km on the Balkan
sector and 48,786 sqkm on the Eastern sector. In this case, it is necessary to
emphasize the important share (68.4%) of the border and the EU external
border area determined in Romania and implicitly the important role of this
state within the management of the EU external border with its two sectors.
Comparing the two determined border areas it needs to be remarked about
the generated differences regarding this matter, the one determined by the 30
km parallel line being less larger with 28,671 sqkm (69.4% of the a) variant).
If the first variant (a), which remarkably depends on the counties’ configuration and position on the border, extends the border area to the inside
divided in counties, in the second case (b), the 30 km parallel line separates
administrative units inferior in rank to the counties (NUTS 4 and 5),
including them only partially within the activity field of the border police for
example, this could have juridical implications in case of border law-breaking.
c) The border area determined by the administrative-territorial units
of the lowest rank (local actor; NUTS 5). In case of Romania, the
municipalities, the cities and the communes are included in this category.
There are cases when a territorial unit, from the geographical position point
of view, has border status, but very far from the border regarding the border
accessibility. In order to replace this shortcoming, there are 3 rings, enrolled
to the border and formed from administrative-territorial units taken into
account, as follows:
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1. The first ring composed of 236 administrative-territorial units (ATU)
directly connected to the border line, which include municipalities and
important cities as: Iaşi, Constanţa, Drobeta Turnu Severin, Giurgiu, SighetuMarmaţiei etc. Among these, 40 ATU (16.9%) are placed on the external
Balkan sector of the EU and 103 ATU (43.6%) on external Eastern sector of
the EU, the rest of 93 (39.5%) are placed on the two internal sectors of the
EU (Fig. 1).
2. The second ring composed of 263 ATU of which 17 municipalities and
cities of great importance as Oradea, Arad, Satu Mare, Baia Mare, Carei and
so on. Depending on the shape and position, on the relief’s morphology,
these are placed, in many cases, at short or very long distances (under the
connectivity aspect) away from the border.
3. The third ring formed of contiguous ATU to the second ring and
which, from the point of view of the width of the border area determined by
the three rings, measures about 30–35 km inward.
We can appreciate that this variant is more practical and efficient from the
point of view of the border territorial planning with perspectives of outlining
some functional cross-border systems. Concerning this type of border area,
by correlating the ATU with the road and the railway network (position
potential), the density of the border crossing points, one can obtain a much
more realistic image of the border status of the ATU, from the point of view
of the functionality and the perspective of territorial, economical and social
cohesion.

5. BORDER PERMEABILITY
Another important element for managing the border area results from the
density of the border crossing points with differentiations from the point of
view of the crossing regime for the Romanian citizens within the two internal
and external sectors of the EU. This element correlated with the road and
railway infrastructure amplifies the importance of a border sector and of the
ATU border state implicitly under the aspect of the cross-border connecting
potential, which usually generates economic development and population
density. At the same time, especially within the external sectors of the EU,
the cost of border security, for controlling the illegal trade and the population
flow is significantly increased.
In 2010 there were 102 border crossing points in Romania, among which
70 are placed on the border state, 17 for airports, 8 for internal harbours (on
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the Danube and the Danube-Black Sea Channel) and 7 within the Free Zone.
Taken into account for this study are the 78 road, railway and maritime
crossing points placed on the border state within the international system
(57) and local traffic (21), the latter being open only within the external
sector of the EU with Serbia and Ukraine. If one takes into account those
ATUs, which possess such border crossing points within their territory (there
are cases when one ATU includes all the four types of border crossing
points: road, pedestrian, railway and maritime), the result is one crossing
point per each 40.3 km of border, a density of 2.5 crossing points/100 km of
border respectively, and if we refer only to the international ones, the value
would be of one crossing point per each 55.2 km of border, that means a
density of 1.1/100 km (compared to Slovenia which has a density of 7.8).
Within the external border of the EU, there are 53 crossing points (21 of
which for the low traffic) for 2,173 km, with a linear distribution of 1 local or
international crossing point per 68 km of border (1.5 points/100 km). The
values are among the lowest within the European area, this fact reflecting the
low cross-border interconnection potential on the EU external border. There
are also differences within the two external sectors of the EU, with a higher
value on the Balkan sector of 2.9 points/100 km on its entire length and of
1.5 points/100 km regarding the international system, compared to the
Eastern internal one (along the Danube) of 2.4 points/100 km on its entire
length and of 1.6 points/100 km regarding the international system. In
comparison, on the Slovenian/Croatian border the density is 4.8 points/100
km (Bufon, 2004, p. 24), and on the Hungarian-Ukrainian one it is 2.9
points/100 km regarding the international system.
These analyses may be extended to the counties and border sectors level
in order to grade the border areas from the point of view of the cross-border
interconnection potential and to develop the territorial planning strategies of
the border areas implicitly.

6. CONCLUSIONS
If during the communism period the borders and border areas were having
divergent and dividing character, since 1990, we can assert that the new
political direction within the European context had favoured the changing of
their role within contiguous areas and demarcation limits of the political
territory. The border administrative-territorial units may be considered the
epidermis of a “Ratzel organism”, the first one that interconnects with the
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outside flows of information and energy. Depending on the border’s role and
functions, on its position “inside” or at the periphery of the EU, on the
morphological particularities of the included environment system, on the
natural support of the state order line, on the density of the border crossing
points, on the human resources of the border localities, the border areas,
determined both by the administrative criterion or by the 30 km distance far
from the border, are the first one that interconnect and react to the external
influences and to the constrictive or favourable measures of cooperation and
building cross-border territorial systems with a higher functionality degree.
Among the 21 border counties, those whose limit partially overlap over the
EU and NATO external border (correlated to the connectivity potential
generated by the transport communication network and the density of the
border crossing points) play an important role, which results from Romania’s
peripheral position in relation to the EU.
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LEMKO REGION – HISTORICAL REGION IN
THE POLISH-SLOVAKIAN BORDERLAND
1. THE ORIGIN OF THE LEMKO PEOPLE
AND THE TERM “LEMKO”
The term “Lemko” appeared in the early 19th century. It is a local, folk
nickname, introduced to the scientific literature by the Boikos to describe
their western, Ruthenian neighbours. It was promoted in the 19th century by
the Slovakian and Polish ethnographers, but has not been recognized among
the Ruthenian people for a long time. It was not until the interwar period,
when it was commonly accepted by the Ruthenians, on the northern side of
the Carpathian Mountains (Reinfuss, 1990; Czajkowski, 1992). However, on
the Slovakian side, the term “Lemko” is actually not recognized by the
Ruthenians, who call themselves “Rusyns” or “Rusnaks”. This does not
change the fact, that ethnically, culturally and religiously, the Ruthenian
people living on both sides of the Carpathian Mountains, both the Polish
Lemkos and the Slovakian Rusnaks constitute the same group (Sapoliga,
1992). The Ruthenian people, living in the northern Carpathians, are also
described as the Carpatho-Ruthenians (Magocsi, 2002; Michna, 2004).
The historians and ethnographers, basing on the scientific research,
consider Lemkos (Rusnaks) as immigrants, who arrived among the Polish
and the Slovakian people in the northern Carpathians. According to this
theory, the ancestors of the Lemkos came to this area relatively late, along
with the Vlach-Ruthenian settlement movement between the late 14th and
early 15th century. The colonization progressed along the main Carpathian
mountain range, from the area of today’s Romania, to the north and to the
west (Reinfuss, 1990; Czajkowski, 1992).
The modern Lemko (Ruthenian) people are an ethnic group, which was
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shaped in a long, historical process, accepting and assimilating different
national elements. It was influenced by both, Polish and Slovakian settlers, as
well as Vlach shepherds. The most influence, however, came from the
Ruthenian settlement, which in the 15th and 16th centuries dominated the
abovementioned ethnic groups, assimilating them with language and, to
a large extent, with culture, at the same time adopting some features from
them, e.g. local geographical names or highland herding type. A separate
language1, religion and culture distinguished the Lemko (Ruthenian) people
from the neighbouring Polish, Slovakian and Hungarian people. The
Lemkos, although internally divided into a number of local groups, have
always had the sense of separateness (Reinfuss, 1990).

2. HISTORICAL, ETHNIC, ECONOMIC AND POLITICAL
DETERMINANTS OF THE SHAPING
OF THE LEMKO REGION
Most of the villages in the northern Carpathians were founded before the
end of the 16th century. It was then, when the ethnic and cultural border
between the Polish and the Ruthenian people appeared and lived on until the
mid-1940s. The Lemkos inhabited the compact area of the Low Beskids
(Beskid Niski) and the Krynica Beskids (Beskid Krynicki), from the Poprad
River in the west to the source of the Solinka River in the east. This
westernmost area inhabited by the Ruthenians has been later named Lemko
Region. This name was only adopted in the Polish part of the Carpathian
Mountains. Lemko Region had all the features of the historically shaped,
separate anthropogenic region, distinguished from the surroundings
ethnically, culturally and economically. It was a region, ethnically dominated
by the Lemkos for hundreds of years. The scarce Polish, Slovakian, German
and Jewish population inhabited only a few towns of the region (Fig. 1)
(Reinfuss, 1990; Czajkowski, 1992).
In Slovakia, the difference between the Ruthenians and the Slovakians
was not as visible as in Poland. Vast transition areas were present in this
1

The Lemko language is a dialect of Ukrainian language. It is distinguished by
numerous archaic expressions and a large number of foreign influences, mainly Polish
and Slovakian. The most important feature of the Lemko dialect, distinguishing it from
other Ukrainian dialects, is the fixed accent on the penultimate syllable, just like in
Polish and Slovakian languages, while the accent in Ukrainian language is flexible
(Reinfuss, 1990).
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area, where ethnically Slovakian, Ruthenian and mixed villages coexisted. It
can be assumed, that the area of Ruthenian settlement in the Slovakian part
of the Carpathians stretched in a belt, 30 kilometres long, along the Polish
border (with the exception of the Slovakian “wedge” near Bardejov),
between the rivers Cirocha and Laborec in the east and the village of Velki
Lipnik in the west. The southern border was zonal, with Ruthenian and
Slovakian settlement movement infiltrating each other (Fig. 1) (Sapoliga,
1992; Magosci, 2002).
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borderland (as per 1944)
Source: R. Reinfuss (1990, p. 14)

Lemko Region, as a separate region, started to shape in the period of the
partitions of Poland, between the 18th and 19th centuries. It resulted from the
cancelation of the historical state borders between the Republic of Poland
and the Habsburg Monarchy, shaped in the medieval times and replacing
them with the internal border of the Austro-Hungarian Monarchy (Nowakowski, 1992).
However, even earlier, in the 15th–18th centuries, the mountain ranges and
the border between Poland and Hungary were not an obstacle for mutual
contacts between Ruthenian people from both, the Polish and the Slovakian
part of the Carpathian Mountains. The shepherds from the south tended their
flocks of sheep and built shelters in the northern forests and the groups of
villains consisted of brigands from both, the south and the north. In the 18th
century, after the Cossack wars in Poland, many peasants fled Poland,
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fearing retribution from the nobility, and settled in Hungary (Reinfuss, 1987,
1992).
Seeking better living conditions in the southern part of the Carpathians
was a phenomenon also known in the years to come. Climatic differences
resulted in the Lemkos working in farming in the lowland areas. Before
World War I, they worked in agriculture for the nobles almost exclusively
from Slovakia, where working conditions and pay were much better than in
Galicia, being under the Austrian partition (Reinfuss, 1987, 1992; Sapoliga,
1992).
The northern Carpathians were crossed by trade routes connecting
mountain Galician towns (Biecz, Dukle, Grybów, Gorlice) with Slovakian
towns, especially Bardejov and Košice. The transport of goods was mostly
handled by the local, Lemko peasantry. They developed wandering trade,
which largely influenced the mutual contacts among the inhabitants from
both sides of the Carpathians. Before World War I, they even reached
Budapest and further, beyond the Danube River, together with their wares.
However, it was the barter trade that was more significant than wandering
trade. The barter took place in mountain towns, mainly in Slovakia, where
the Lemko people traded agricultural goods in exchange for craft wares. The
main trade centres south of the Carpathian Mountains included Stará
L’ubovna, Bardejov, Stropkov and Svidnik.
The southern Lemkos (Rusnaks) did not visit their northern neighbours so
frequently. Apart from wood and masonry goods, the purchased wares
included wooden houses, which were disassembled and built anew in
Slovakia. Such houses, the so called poloks, can still be found nowadays in
some of the borderland villages in Slovakia (Reinfuss, 1992).
The religious life was also an important factor, influencing the shaping of
folk culture. After Greek Catholic Church was introduced – which happened
relatively late in Lemko Region, at the end of the 17th c. and with great
reluctance – the entire Lemko (Ruthenian) population was Greek Catholic.
The most important cultural centre was located in the Krásny Brod
monastery in Slovakia. Another important pilgrimage centre was located in
Bokovska Horka (near Stropkov) with its monastery. The church fairs in
these localities were frequented by Greek Catholic people from both sides of
the Carpathian Mountains.
Family and social contacts were also very important and influenced
largely the mutual diffusion of customs and traditions on both sides of the
Carpathian range. All the events, related to family life, such as weddings,
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baptisms and even funerals, gave the excuse for trips and visits to the
neighbours from across the mountains.
The large variety of mutual contacts among the Lemko people before the
World War I gave the opportunity for getting to know each other and the
comparison, which clearly showed the superiority of the southern Lemkos
(Rusnaks). They impressed the northern Lemkos with their wealth and
culture and this resulted in adopting various patterns. The rank of the
Galician Lemkos was not high enough in the eyes of their southern
counterparts, which created a barrier for the infiltration of the northern
cultural patterns to the south (Reinfuss, 1992).
The 19th c. and the early 20th century were the most favourable period for
the mutual contacts of the northern and the southern Lemkos. Living within
one state, the Austro-Hungarian Monarchy, and being separated only by an
internal, administrative border did not cause any major limitations for mutual
contacts. Such favourable conditions have never occurred after 1918.
The outcome of World War I foreshadowed the end of free contacts
between the northern and the southern Lemkos. This resulted in negative
consequences, especially for the northern Lemkos, who were economically
linked with Slovakia and Hungary, mainly through seasonal farming work
and barter trade. That is why after the end of the war the Lemkos became
politically active, striving to protect their future in economic, social and
national terms (Kwilecki, 1970).
On 5th December 1918, during a political rally organized by the Lemko
political activists of the Russophile option, in the village of Florynka, in the
Polish part of the Carpathians, the birth of the Ruthenian National Republic
of the Lemko People (Ruska Narodowa Republika Łemków) was proclaimed.
The Republic’s influence was limited only to the western part of the Lemko
Region. The Ruthenian Councils (Russkie Rady) were established in
Gładyszów, Śnietnica and Krynica. These councils established laws, issued
regulations and instructions, but their true power was not of major
significance (Nowakowski, 1992).
The Lemko activists, united within the Republic did not speak one voice,
as far as the future of the region was concerned. The only thing in common
was the drive to create the undivided Lemko Region, as an autonomous
social-political entity or as a whole, within one state. The concept of
connecting the entire Lemko Region to Czechoslovakia was the most popular
one. Another popular idea was to create “one great Ruthenian state”, which
would include the Lemkos. However, this could not be implemented due to
the outbreak of the Russian Revolution and inability to make contact with the
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authorities of the Soviet Russia (Kwilecki, 1970; Nowakowski, 1992;
Michna, 1995).
At the same time, the Ruthenian National Councils already operated in
Slovakia, in the towns of Prešov, Użhorod and Chust. Each of them had
different plans for its future. The Prešov council wanted to be annexed to
Slovakia, the Użhorod council wanted autonomy within Hungary and the
council in Chust wanted to be incorporated to Ukraine. On 21st December
1918, in Prešov, the Carpatho-Ruthenian National Council (Karpato-Russka
Narodowa Rada) was established, incorporating the Ruthenian National
Republic of the Lemko People from the Polish part of the Carpathians. In
May 1919, the president of the Carpatho-Ruthenian National Council issued
a request to President Masaryk for the incorporation of the so-called
“Galician Lemko Region” to Czechoslovakia. The authorities in Prague did
not take up this topic, fearing armed conflict with Poland.
The Polish government, anxious about the Carpathian events, decided to
counteract. The leaders of the Republika were arrested and the border was
manned by the Carpathian border guard in order to prevent smuggling and
the flow of people, including the Czech agitators. Finally, Ruska Narodowa
Republika Łemków was disestablished at the end of March 1920
(Nowakowski, 1992; Michna, 1995).
While in western Lemko Region, the Russophile Ruska Narodowa
Republika Łemków was being established, in the eastern Lemko Region the
pro-Ukrainian Komańcza Republic (Republika Komańczańska) was being
born. The republic was established during the Polish-Ukrainian fights for
Lvov and the proclamation of the Western-Ukrainian People’s Republic in
Lvov. It was disestablished by the Polish army in January 1919. The refugees
from the Republika found shelter in Slovakia and Ukraine (Reinfuss, 1990;
Nowakowski, 1992; Michna, 1995).
These events showed that the Lemkos have a strong need to decide about
their fate and a feeling of identity with their fellow Ruthenians from the
south and strive for the independence of the Lemko ethnic area. The
establishment of Lemko republics was a manifestation of the national
independence movements within the Lemko community.
After a truce treaty between Poland and the Soviet Russia in 1921, Polish
authorities started to get the internal affairs organized within the state
structures. In Lemko Region, it was decided that desertion will be put to an
end and the security at the Polish-Czechoslovakian border will be tightened.
Border security outposts were established, borderland area was delimited and
the strict residential rules for this zone were introduced. These actions
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significantly limited smuggling activities and illegal border crossings, but at
the same time, separated the northern Lemkos from their families and
professional contacts among the Ruthenians in Slovakia (Nowakowski,
1992). Since that moment the border along the Carpathian range became
a barrier for the interpersonal contacts and, with small exceptions, continued
so until the early 1990s.

3. THE CHANGES IN THE DISTRIBUTION AND QUANTITY
OF THE LEMKOS (RUTHENIANS) AFTER WORLD WAR II
AND THE SITUATION IN LEMKO REGION DURING
THE COMMUNIST PERIOD
During World War II, the northern Lemko Region was entirely under the
Nazi occupation, while the Prešov Region was incorporated into the newly
created, pro-fascist Slovakian state. For the Lemkos living in occupied
Poland it was the beginning of the three waves of displacements, which
outlived the settlement continuity of this region and completely and
irreversibly changed its ethnic-religious structure.
In November 1939, the then-allied authorities of Nazi Germany and
Soviet Union signed a treaty on the exchange of Ukrainian and Byelorussian
people, living in the General Government, with German people, willing to
relocate from the USSR into the German Reich. As a result of the Soviet
commissioners’ agitation in years 1940–1941, approximately 25 thousand
Lemkos voluntarily agreed to relocate. In fact, only about 5 thousand of them
left for the USSR, as the rest decided to stay after having heard about the
Soviet reality from the Ukrainian refugees (Nowakowski, 1992). Despite this
displacement and the frontline events, the World War II years did not bring
significant demographic changes in the Lemko Region. Paradoxically, the
most tragic events for the Lemko people came after this region had been
freed from the Nazi occupation.
In years 1944–1946, the Lemkos were once again dislocated, this time on
a much larger scale. The displacement movement was conducted, based on
the treaty between the Polish communist authorities and the authorities of the
Ukrainian Socialist Soviet Republic. As a consequence, approximately 480–
488 thousand Ukrainians (including approx. 70 thousand Lemkos2) were
2

R. Drozd (2007) estimates that 95 thousand Lemkos were displaced, but this
number is overestimated due to the included people from the Sanok District, totalling
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relocated from Poland to Soviet Ukraine. It was assumed that the relocation
is voluntary, but after a couple of months it took the form of a repressive
deportation, enforced by the Polish military. The communist authorities
wanted to convert Poland into a single-nationality state. That is why after
seizing power in 1944, they decided to “get rid” of the national minorities,
especially the Ukrainian minority. During this period, Polish authorities
treated the Ukrainians and the Lemkos as one group. Therefore, all the
restrictions concerning the Ukrainians had touched the Lemko people as
well. The displacement of the Lemkos to USSR brought a breakthrough for
their ethnic, political and territorial condition. A vast majority was placed
within the Ukrainian borders, while the minority of their population was in
Poland. Eventually, in the late 1946, as a result of post-war displacements,
the Northern Carpathians were populated by only 30–35 thousand Lemkos,
out of approx. 110 thousand, who had inhabited this area before World War
II (Kwilecki, 1970; Nyczanka, 1987; Reinfuss, 1990; Misiło, 1992; Pudło,
1992; Drozd, 2007; Dudra, 2008; Eberhardt, 2010).
The third and the last stage of the Lemkos’ displacement took place in
1947. It was a part of the military “Operation Wisła” (Vistula), which
involved the compulsory relocation of all the Ukrainian citizens inhabiting
Poland into the so-called “regained territories”, the northern and western
lands, annexed to Poland after the war. “Operation Wisła” had two main
goals: military and political. The military goal involved elimination of the
Ukrainian armed resistance. It covered the entire Lemko Region, despite the
fact that UPA (Ukrainian Insurgent Forces), were not actively operating in
this region, especially in the western part. However, the main goal was
political in its nature, which was “the ultimate solution of the Ukrainian
problem” in Poland, through displacement and intentional dispersion of the
Ukrainian population in northern and western Poland. This was supposed to
force Ukrainians to assimilate and “Polonize”, which actually meant the end
of Ukrainian minority3 (Drozd, 2007; Dudra, 2008).
The displacement involved all the “Ukrainian-speaking” people from
south-eastern Poland (Ukrainians, Lemkos, Boikos), all considered as
Ukrainians by the authorities, including the members of mixed families.
Approximately 140–150 thousand Ukrainians including about 30–35
thousand Lemkos were displaced, leading to a complete removal of these
approximately 42 thousand people, where Ukrainian nationality dominated.
3
This thesis is questioned, among others, by L. Olejnik (2003), with an emphasis on
the significance of destroying the base and the structures of the Ukrainian underground.
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minorities in south-eastern Poland (Nyczanka, 1987; Żurko, 1997; Drozd,
1998, 2007; Dudra, 2008; Reinfuss, 1990; Misiło, 1992; Eberhardt, 2010).
The 1947 displacement, as opposed to the ones from 1944–1946, did not
result in the decrease of the Lemko population in Poland, although it drastically influenced their spatial distribution. The 1944–1947 displacements
irreversibly destroyed the specific national, religious and cultural features of
Lemko Region. A complete change in the ethnic and religious relations,
which had lasted for hundreds of years within this region, took place. As
a result of displacements, during a few years, people who had lived in one
region for generations were allocated in two countries, covering the area
from the Dnieper River to the Odra River. The displacements also changed
the ethnic, religious, language and cultural structure of north-western Poland.
The presence of the Ukrainian and Lemko people in this region is just
a consequence of the political decisions of 1947 (Barwiński, 2002, 2008,
2009).
These events did not result in rapid repopulation of Lemko Region. It
remained depopulated for quite some time. In the area of approx. 4000 km2
(Beskid Niski and Bieszczady Mountains) over 320 villages became
deserted, some of them even ceased to exist. The territories abandoned by the
Lemkos were repopulated by the Polish settlers, mainly from nearby villages
and partly from the USSR territory. However, the resettlement movement
progressed very slowly. Even the incentives for the Polish settlers did not
manage to fill the “settlement emptiness” in the Carpathian Mountains.
According to the 1950 national census, Lemko Region was inhabited by only
31.1 thousand people. Comparing to the pre-war figures, the region lost 71%
of its entire population. Not only did the displacements break its
demographic continuity but also its economic dimension. The average
population density in the countryside decreased by 50% and almost 25% of
all the villages were uninhabited in 1950 (Soja, 2001).
After the political transformations of 1956, the Lemkos hoped that the
authorities would declare the 1947 displacement and “Operation Wisła”
illegal and cancel the 1949 decree, which deprived them of their possessions,
lands and forests in the Carpathian Mountains. They also hoped for
compensation money from the government and resettlement to their original
territories. Unfortunately, this did not happen, although a number of Lemkos
returned to their “ethnic motherland”. The number of returning Lemkos
would have probably been higher, if it had not been for the preventive
actions of the local administration and the fact that those, willing to return,
could not possible hope for regaining their houses and lands. The
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homecoming was the easiest for those, whose farms were not already
inhabited by the Polish settlers. The others had to repurchase their properties
(Pudło, 1992; Drozd, 1998). In the end, no more than approx. 2 thousand
Lemkos returned home in years 1956–198 (Reinfuss, 1990). In the following
years, the number increased gradually to the maximum of 5000 (Żurko,
1997).
During the entire communist period (1945–1989), Polish authorities
discriminated the Lemkos and did not acknowledge their separateness,
identifying them as Ukrainians. It was not even allowed to use the term
“Lemkos” as a name for a separate ethnic or minority group, thus forcing the
Lemkos to form their associations within the already established Ukrainian
organizations (Barwiński, 2008).
After 1947, the mutual contacts between Polish and Slovakian Lemkos
almost entirely stopped. The main reasons behind this phenomenon included
the displacements in the northern Carpathians, the restraints of Stalin’s
regime and strict administrative regulations, limiting the cross-border
movement, even between the communist sister-states.
On the Slovakian side of the Carpathian Mountains, the Ruthenian people
were not displaced after World War II and their number was estimated at 100
thousand. It happened only in 1946, by the power of the CzechoslovakianSoviet treaty, when Czechs and Slovaks from USSR were relocated to
Czechoslovakia in exchange for the Ruthenians, who were displaced from
Slovakia to Ukraine. This displacement, although influenced by strong propaganda, was only voluntary. Approximately 12,000 Slovakian Ruthenians
had used this opportunity. However, after disappointment with economic
situation in USSR, most of them managed to return to Czechoslovakia in the
1960s (Mušynka, 1993).
After the displacements in southern Poland, the term Lemko was almost
entirely forgotten in eastern Slovakia. It was largely related to the Slovakian
Lemkos’ fear of sharing the fate of the Polish Lemkos. In the southern
Carpathians the traditional terms, such as Rusin or Rusnak still dominated.
However, in the early 1950s, these terms were officially changed by the
communist Czechoslovakian authorities to the ethnonym Ukrainiec (Eng.
Ukrainian), which became the only official term for the Ruthenian people in
the Carpathians. Some Ruthenians declared Slovakian nationality in the
coming national censuses, as a protest against considering them as
Ukrainians. In 1930, in the Prešov Region the Ruthenian nationality was
declared by 91 thousand people, while in the 1961 census, when only
Slovakian or Ukrainian nationalities were allowed (declaring Ruthenian
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nationality was banned), the latter was declared by only 33,000 people. It
clearly shows the protest of the Ruthenians against the government-enforced
process of their “Ukrainisation”, as well as the progressing phenomenon of
assimilation with Slovakians. Both factors contributed to the decrease of
number of Ruthenians, living in the southern Carpathians. The 1968 events
of the so-called “Prague Spring” brought hope for more freedom for the
Slovakian Ruthenians. However, these hopes soon proved to be futile
(Mušynka, 1993; Magocsi, 2002).
In the 1970s, the administrative regulations became slightly more liberal.
However, it did not improve the mutual contact opportunities for both Lemko
groups in any significant way. The cross-border movement regulations were
still very strict in the European communist countries. It was hard to obtain a
passport and even when entering Poland or Slovakia, special invitations were
required. In the entire Lemko Region, which was approx. 150 km long, there
were only two road border crossings and one railway crossing. Both, Polish
and Slovakian authorities did not acknowledge the ethnic separateness of the
Lemko (Ruthenian) people, still identifying them as Ukrainian minority. This
hindered the attempts to establish any cultural cooperation. Moreover, the
number of the Lemkos in the northern Carpathians was marginal, due to
numerous displacements. All this significantly limited the mutual contacts
between the Lemko people living in Poland and Slovakia.
The political situation in Poland and Czechoslovakia in years 1945–1989,
especially displacements of the Lemkos and tightening the national border
security, resulted in division and isolation of the Ruthenian inhabitants in the
Carpathians, in terms of ethnicity as well as social, cultural and economic
life. This phenomenon has never occurred before on such a large scale.

4. THE LEMKO REGION AFTER 1989
In administrative terms, the situation improved after 1989, which is the
date, when central European countries regained their full independence. In
the early 1990s, the problems with crossing the Carpathian border have
ended. The passports became easily obtainable and citizens of Poland and
Slovakia (including the Lemkos) did not need any visas or invitations
anymore. New border crossings and fixed bus connections between Polish
and Slovakian towns were established. In the 1990s, these improvements
enhanced the trans-border trade, which in Lemko Region did not develop
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directly by the border crossings, but instead – in nearby larger towns. It
resulted from a relatively low population density in the border belt.
Another important change in political and administrative situation took
place in 2004 and was directly related to Poland’s and Slovakia’s accession
to European Union and three years later, also to the so-called Schengen
Zone. Since 21st December 2007, the border control between Poland and
Slovakia was completely removed, at the same time allowing free flow of
people across the Carpathian border. For the first time in many years, the
border stopped being a barrier and contact opportunities between the
southern and northern Lemkos became the easiest in history, at least from
administrative and communication perspective.
Nowadays, the Lemkos meet in large numbers during various Lemko
cultural festivals. Since many years, thousands of Ruthenians from Poland,
Slovakia and Ukraine meet at the annual Lemko Culture Fesival (Łemkowska
Watra) in Zdynia. The Rusnalia event in Zyndranowa is just as popular.
The fall of communism and political changes enabled the initiatives for
real trans-border cooperation. In 1993, the Union of Tourist-Health Resort
Communes in Krynica was established. This organization clustered Carpathian communes from both, Poland and Slovakia. Moreover, in 1993 the
south-eastern Polish provinces, along with their counterparts from Ukraine,
Slovakia and Hungary, formed the Carpathian Euroregion. Nowadays, the
entire area inhabited by the Lemkos (with the exception of western Lemko
Region), both in Poland and Slovakia, belongs to the Carpathian Euroregion.
However, it was the political and legal changes in the early 1990s that
proved to be more important than the administrative, communication and
economic transformations. The political changes, in Poland and Slovakia
alike, enabled freedom and self-determination to all ethnic minorities. After
so many years of administrative identification of all Ruthenians as
Ukrainians, the Lemkos and the Rusnaks could finally decide about their
national identity themselves. It resulted in creation of multiple, frequently
competitive, Ruthenian organisations and in clear distinction of the Lemkos
from Poles, Slovakians and Ukrainians.
The first, post-war Lemko organisation in Poland was the Lemko
Association (Stowarzyszenie Łemków), registered in 1989 in Legnica. It had
a pro-Lemko, national orientation. The main goals of this organisation
included the integration of the Lemkos, maintaining and developing Lemko
national identity, culture, tradition and language. In 1991, the first meeting of
the Lemko Union (Zjednoczenie Łemków) took place in Gorlice. This
organisation functioned with a pro-Ukrainian orientation. Although many
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other organisations were established in the coming years4, the two aforementioned ones are the largest Lemko organisations in Poland. The competition
between them is a reflection of a clear national dualism among the Lemkos,
which has been clearly visible since the late 19th century.
Since 20 years, the main postulates of the Lemko organisations in Poland
include correcting moral and material wrongs, resulting from “Operation
Wisła” and cancellation of its legal results. In most cases, these requirements
have not been met (Dudra, 2009).
In 1991, the Lemko Association was one of the initiators of the World
Ruthenian Congress in Medzilaborce (Slovakia). During the congress, the
World Ruthenian Council was elected. The council still functions nowadays
and consists of Ruthenian activists from Poland, Slovakia, Czech Republic,
Ukraine, Hungary, Romania, Serbia and USA. The World Ruthenian
Congress is held every two years, promoting the concept of the CarpathoRuthenian nation and Carpathian Ruthenia as a common motherland of all
the Ruthenians5.
In Slovakia, among the Rusnaks, the similar, Ruthenian-Ukrainian, national
dualism as in Poland can be observed. It is reflected in their organisational
structure and activities. After 1990, apart from pro-Ukrainian organisations,
such as “Slovakian Ukrainian Association” or “Slovakian Ruthenian-Ukrainian Union” (Zväz Rusínov-Ukrajincov Slovenskej Republiky), the pro-Ruthenian organisations started to emerge, among them “Ruthenian Revival” (Rusinska Obroda) and “Slovakian Ruthenian Intelligentsia Association”.
The main event of the Slovakian Ruthenians and the counterpart of the
Polish Łemkowska Watra, is the annual “Cultural Festival of the Ruthenian-Ukrainians in Slovakia” in Svidnik. The Aleksander Dukhnovich Ruthenian
National Theatre in Prešov (Divadlo Alexandra Duchnoviča) is another
important cultural institution for the Slovakian Ruthenians.
Currently, there are no common Polish-Slovakian Ruthenian organisations. The only cooperation platform for the Ruthenian activists is the World
Ruthenian Council. The Leaders of different Lemko, Ruthenian and
Ukrainian organisations from Poland and Slovakia meet during cultural
4

Other Lemko organizations, established after 1989, include: Ruthenian Democratic
Circle of Lemkos “Hospodar”, “Ruska Bursa” Association, Foundation for Support of
the Lemko Minority “Rutenika”, Association for Preservation of the Cultural Heritage of
the Lemkos “Terka”, Lemko Youth Association “Czucha” and many folk bands (Dudra,
2009).
5
Based on www.stowarzyszenielemkow.pl
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events, festivals and scientific conferences, but focus mainly on the minority
groups within their own countries.

5. THE NUMBER AND DISTRIBUTION OF THE LEMKOS
(RUTHENIANS) IN THE CARPATHIAN MOUNTAINS,
ACCORDING TO THE RESULTS OF NATIONAL
CENSUSES IN THE EARLY 21ST CENTURY
Despite the assimilation processes (Polonisation and Slovakisation),
which progressed during the last years among the Lemko (Ruthenian)
people, this was not reflected in various, unofficial estimations of the total
number of their population.
In the early 1990s, in Slovakia, the number of Ruthenians was estimated
at over 150 thousand people, inhabiting approx. 220 municipalities and
villages in 6 different districts: Humenné, Svidnik, Bardejov, Prešov,
Vranov, Stará L’ubovňa (Sapoliga, 1992). At the same time, the number of
Lemkos, living strongly dispersed both in western and northern Poland as
well as in Lemko Region, was estimated, according to different sources,
at 60–80 thousand people (Żurko, 1997; Chałupczak and Browarek, 1998;
Łodziński, 2005; Barwiński, 2006, 2009).
The estimations were “painfully” verified during the national censuses,
conducted in Poland and Slovakia in the early 21st century.
The area inhabited by the Ruthenians (Rusnaks) in Slovakia does not have
a specific name, related to its people as in case of Lemko Region, in the
Polish part of the Carpathians, nor does it have the exactly outlined borders.
The most frequent term used in scientific publications is “Prešov Region”. It
is an administrative unit, which has the rank of a Polish province.
According to the last national census in Slovakia, conducted in 2001, the
Ruthenian nationality was declared by 24,201 people, while Ukrainian – by
only 10814, which is much less than the previous estimations indicated. In
the Prešov Region, which entirely includes the area historically inhabited by
the Rusnaks, the Ruthenian nationality was declared by 21,150 people, while
Ukrainian – by 6781. This proves that the region is still the largest cluster of
Ruthenian community in Slovakia. The largest share of Ruthenian and
Ukrainian people – between 10 and 45% of the total population – was
reported in the border districts of Svidnik, Medzilaborce and Snina6 (Fig. 2).
6

Based on http://portal.statistics.sk
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Fig. 2. The percentage of Ruthenian and Ukrainian nationality among the people of
the Prešov Region, according to the results of the Slovakian national census in 2001
Source: authors’ own elaboration, based on http://portal.statistics.sk

It is interesting to compare the number of declarations of Ruthenian and
Ukrainian nationalities during the last two national censuses in Slovakia. In
1991, directly after the fall of communism in Czechoslovakia, during the first
national census since many years where Ruthenian nationality could legally
be declared, in the Prešov Region it was declared by 15,575 people, while
Ukrainian nationality – 10,447 people. Ten years later, in 2001, the
Ruthenian nationality declarations increased by 35% (5575 people). At the
same time, Ukrainian nationality was declared by 36667 less people than 10
years before. It shows the specific renaissance of the Ruthenian national
attitudes in Slovakia and the inability of the communist authorities, which
since the 1950s until the early 1990s, tried force Ukrainian nationality upon
the Slovakian Ruthenians. It can be assumed, that in the next national census
in Slovakia, in 2011, the “return to the roots”, from Ukrainian to Ruthenian
nationality will be still progressing.
During the Slovakian national census, the question about declared religion
was also asked. In 2001, in the Prešov Region, the Greek Catholic religion
was declared by 121,188 people, while Orthodox Christian – by 31,458
people8. It can be assumed, that most of these people are of Ruthenian or
Ukrainian origin. The comparison of data, related to religion and nationality
declarations, indicates that the total number of Eastern Christians in the
Prešov Region (152,646) is more than five times higher than the total amount
7
8

Based on http://portal.statistics.sk
Based on http://portal.statistics.sk
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of people, declaring Ruthenian or Ukrainian nationality (27,991). It shows
the scale of assimilation and Slovakisation of the Ruthenians during the last
decades. The religious identity of traditional, usually rural communities
undergoes assimilation in the slowest way. The assimilation processes in
terms of national identity or language are progressing more rapidly.
In Poland, the first national census since decades, which allowed the
question about national identity (there was no question about the confessed
religion), was conducted in 2002. Since the end of World War II, due to
political reasons, such question was never asked before.
During this census, the Lemko nationality was declared by only 5850
Polish citizens9, which is ten times less than previous estimations had
indicated and five times less than the total number of Lemko people
displaced in 1947 from Lemko Region into western and northern Poland.
Such a rapid drop in the number of Lemko people in Poland and such a huge
disproportion between the estimations and census results were caused by
multiple factors, such as: assimilation processes, displacement from the
“ethnic motherland”, strong territorial dispersion, migrations to urban areas,
negative historic background or simply the overestimation and the census
methodology. Surely, the results do not fully reflect the actual number of
people “of Lemko origin”. The national census also showed that the
distribution of the Lemkos, shaped during “Operation Wisła”, did not change
in any dramatic way during the last five decades. Over 70% of people, who
declared Lemko nationality, currently live in western Poland, mainly in the
Lower Silesian and Lubuskie provinces10.
In Lemko Region, during the 2002 census, the Lemko nationality was
declared by only 1642 people. Moreover, 789 people in the region declared
themselves as Ukrainians11 (Fig. 3). It can be assumed, that just like in
Slovakia, the majority of them were Lemkos, who nowadays identify
themselves with Ukrainian people rather than Lemko people, although
ethnically they are “of Lemko origin”. It gives a total of 2431 people, which
is only 4% of the inhabitants of the Lemko Region. Nowadays, both
9

Based on http://www.stat.gov.pl
The more detailed description of the census results, in relation to Lemko people,
can be found in M. Barwiński (2009, p. 15–28).
11
The declarations of the Lemkos and the Ukrainians, living in the communes
located within the borders of the historical Lemko Region were summed-up. These
communes included: Krynica-Zdrój, Muszyna, Uście Gorlickie, Sękowa, Ropa, Lipinki,
Osiek Jasielski, Krempna, Dukla, Komańcza and the nearby town and commune of
Gorlice.
10
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ethnically and religiously, the Polish, Roman Catholic population dominates
in this region, as opposed to the interwar period.

Fig. 3. Current distribution of the Lemkos and the Ukrainians in the Lemko Region
(according to the communes), based on the 2002 national census
Source: authors’ own elaboration, based on http://www.stat.gov.pl

Nowadays, the concentration of the Lemko people in the western part of
Lemko Region is clearly visible, especially in the Gorlice District, where
1354 inhabitants declared Lemko nationality. This means that the district is
home to as much as 82.5% of all the Lemkos in Lemko Region12 (Fig. 3).
The Uście Gorlickie Commune, located within its borders, is the largest
cluster of the Lemkos, both in the Carpathian Mountains and in Poland in
general (725 people). At the same time, it is the only commune in Poland,
where the Lemkos constitute over 10% of the total population (11.6%).
On the other hand, in the eastern Lemko Region, in the Komańcza
Commune, the Ukrainians are particularly active (521 people, 66% of all
Ukrainians in Lemko Region, over 10% of the commune’s population), with
a minimal number of people, declaring Lemko nationality (only 35 people).
12

It is noteworthy that the area of today’s Gorlice District in its northern part is
stretching beyond the historical borders of Lemko Region.
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In this case, the census results clearly confirmed the results of the social-geographical studies, both from the mid-1990s and the early 21st century,
which indicated the relation between the Lemkos’ inhabitancy in the
Carpathian Mountains and their national identity declarations. In western
Lemko Region, the Lemko nationality declarations clearly predominated,
while in the eastern part, it was the Ukrainian national identity that formed a
majority (Barwiński, 1999, Mazurek, 2005). It is a consequence of the
century-old, political-ideological divisions among the Lemko people and the
related conflicts between the Old Ruthenian and Ukrainian fractions as well
as the strong pro-Ukrainian sympathies in the eastern Lemko Region.
In 2011, both in Poland and Slovakia, new national censuses will be
conducted. Their results will bring data on the current nationality structure of
the people in the Carpathian Mountains. They will surely differ from the
ones from ten years ago, mainly due to the progressing processes of
assimilation and the transition of the Ruthenian people’s national identity
(both in Poland and Slovakia) as well as different methodology, planned in
the Polish census.
One of the most important legal aspects of the 2002 national census is the
fact that its results automatically became official statistical data, which had to
be taken into account by institutions and administrative units, especially in
the context of the National and ethnic minorities and regional language legal
act13. This legal act is one of the most important legal documents for ethnic
and national minorities in Poland. It defines the term of ethnic and national
minority and contains detailed list of laws and duties of the minorities in
democratic Poland. It is an unquestionable success for the Lemkos, who
officially became one of the four ethnic minorities in Poland, especially
when the only difference between ethnic and national minority, defined in
the legal act, is the existence of home country. It is the first, official, legal
distinction of the Lemkos as a separate group by the Polish authorities and at
the same time, a clear distinction from the Ukrainian people, who are
mentioned by the same document as one of the nine national minorities in
Poland14. Such distinction was demanded by part of the Lemko community
since the mid-nineteenth century.
This legal act creates the opportunity to maintain own cultural and
language identity for national and ethnic minorities and prohibits discrimi13

DzU 2005, nr 17 poz. 141 (The Official Journal of Law 2005, No. 17, item 141) .
In Slovakia, both the Ruthenians and the Ukrainians are considered as national
minority.
14
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nation and assimilation. It also guarantees the possibility of using the
minority language, as “auxiliary language” in official administrative business15. However, this can only enter into force, when there is a minimum of
20% of the national minority, declared during the census, among the total
inhabitants of a particular commune. This means that currently there is no
possibility of introducing the Lemko language as “auxiliary language” in any
of the Polish communes.
Moreover, the legal act requires introducing additional, “traditional”
names of towns and villages in the language of minority, next to the Polish
names. The bilingual names can be introduced at the proposal of the
commune council in all the communes, where the minority constitutes
a minimum of 20% of all inhabitants and, after prior “consultations” with all
members of local community, in any municipality inhabited even by a trace
amount of national minority representatives. The consultations are most
frequently conducted via voting (referendum), with no minimum attendance,
among the local community.
The bilingual geographical names have been the topic of heated discussions in Poland since the early 1990s, long since their official introduction. It
concerns mainly Polish-German names in the Opole Region and, since
recently, Polish-Lemko names, especially in case of the village of Bielanka,
which is the first Polish geographical name, written with Cyrillic alphabet.
From the national minorities’ point of view, the bilingual names are an
important way of expressing their distinctness and maintaining their own
identity and a testimony to the multinational history of a particular region,
which is especially vital in Lemko Region.
It was the Lemko Youth Association “Czucha”, that proposed the
bilingual geographical names in Lemko Region, in July 2007. It called for
the second, Lemko name to fourteen municipalities (Łosie, Bielanka, Bartne,
Bodaki, Wołowiec, Blechnarka, Hańczowa, Gładyszów, Konieczna, Kunkowa, Nowica, Regietów, Ropki, Zdynia). The first municipality, where
despite protests, conflicts and a clear division among the inhabitants, the
Lemko name was added, was Bielanka (Gorlice Commune) in 2008. Some of
the Lemko inhabitants of Bielanka treat the bilingual name as a symbolic
compensation for the wrongs experienced by the Lemkos during “Operation
Wisła” (Stachowiak, 2010).
In August 2008 and in May 2010, several other Lemko municipalities
15

DzU 2005, nr 17 poz. 141, rozdział 2 (The Official Journal of Law 2005, No. 17,
item 141, chapter 2).
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conducted the consultations and voting about the bilingual, Polish-Lemko
names. One common feature in all cases was a low level of interest among
the local community and low attendance rate during the voting. Only in case
of Hańczowa and Małastów, the majority of local inhabitants voted against
the introduction of a second name. On the other hand, in eight municipalities
(Konieczna, Zdynia, Kunkowa, Nowica, Ropki, Regietów, Blechnarka,
Gładyszów), the majority of voters opted for the bilingual name of their
village (Stachowiak, 2010). Until December 2010, the names were not yet
enlisted by the Minister of Interior and Administration to the Registry of
communes, with geographic names described in minority language16, however it is expected to happen soon.

6. CONCLUSIONS
The Ruthenian people in the Northern Carpathians, both the Lemkos
living in Poland and the Rusnaks living in Slovakia, are ethnically one group,
clearly separate from the Poles and the Slovakians. Despite common roots,
the both names “Lemko” and “Rusnak” are regional in their nature and are
used only in their specific area. Each name is used only on one side of the
Carpathian Mountains. Many centuries of Ruthenian presence in the
Carpathians led to a birth of a specific region, in terms of ethnicity, culture,
religion and economy – the Lemko Region. In the northern Carapthians it
had a clearly defined ethnic border, while in the south both groups – the
Ruthenians and the Slovakians – were mixed.
The region’s division between different state entities resulted in its ethnic,
social and economic diversity. The key period of the Carpathian Ruthenians’
breaking began with the end of World War I and lasted until the late 1980s.
The post-World War II events, especially displacements and the policy of
Slovakian and Polish communist authorities, managed to divide the fates of
the Lemkos and the Rusnaks.
After the fall of communism, the problem of Ruthenian assimilation did
not disappear. The difference is that nowadays it is not a government-enforced process, but rather an automatic process, resulting from economic
and social changes, the inflow of Polish and Slovakian people into the
Carpathians or language assimilation, especially among children and youth.
On the other hand, from the legal and administrational point of view, there
16

Ministry of Interior and Administration www.mswia.gov.pl/portal/pl/178/2958.
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has been a significant improvement. Nowadays, Lemkos and Ruthenians are
protected by law, which prohibits their discrimination and grants them the
status of national minority (in Slovakia) or ethnic minority (in Poland).
Among the Ruthenians, both Polish and Slovakian ones, another
depopulating factor lies in the existence of different factions of the national
identity. Some Ruthenians have undergone Polonisation and Slovakisation,
some consider themselves Ukrainians or as “ethnic group connected with the
Ukrainian nation” and only a small fraction declares themselves as Lemkos
or Ruthenians. These nationality divisions started in the late 19th century and
intensified during the interwar period and after World War II.
Nowadays, Lemko people together with the Ukrainians constitute only
4% of the inhabitants of the Lemko Region in the Polish Carpathians (Fig.
3). Generally, the region is inhabited by over 60 thousand people. Although
this figure is twice as high as in the early 1950s, it is still 45% lower than
during the interwar period. It still remains a region with one of the lowest
population densities in Poland, with an average population density of 28
people/km2 (Soja, 2001). Despite the visible presence of Lemkos and
Ukrainians, the operating Greek Catholic and Orthodox churches, Lemko
and Ukrainian language courses in schools, active Lemko organisations,
regular festivals and cultural events and bilingual geographical names, the
Carpathians nowadays are a completely different land in terms of nationality,
religion, culture and economy. The old-time Lemko Region in the Polish
Carpathians does not exist anymore. It has been irreversibly destroyed by
post-war displacements and the actions of communist authorities.
There are currently over 20 thousand Ruthenians living in the Slovakian
part of the Carpathians, which is significantly more than in the Polish Lemko
Region. They constitute a few percent of the borderland districts’ population,
and in three cases even several dozen percent (Fig. 2). However, the
peculiarity of the Prešov Region, due to few generations-long national
assimilation processes, is nowadays reflected most visibly in the religious
distinction of the Eastern Christians rather than their ethnic distinction.
The elimination of all administrative barriers on the Polish-Slovakian
border after the accession of both countries to the EU and the Schengen Zone
did not influence the activeness of the Ruthenians on both sides of the
Carpathians, in any special way. It did not result in intensified Lemko-Rusnak contacts nor did it spur the creation of any new trans-border
Ruthenian cooperation forms.
The results of studies, conducted in 2005 among the Lemkos and
Rusnaks, showed the existence of their self-awareness and sense of
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belonging to the same community, despite their division by the state border
in the Carpathians. As many as 83% of the respondents in the Prešov Region
and 79% in Lemko Region believe, that Polish and Slovakian Ruthenians
form one “social group”. The most frequently mentioned distinguishing
features include: religion, language, ethnic origin, family ties and residence
in the Carpathians (Mazurek, 2005). Nevertheless, the idea of Lemkos’ and
Rusnaks’ belonging to a wider Ruthenian community, despite being present
in the consciousness of the majority of their population, is not reflected in
real life and remains a kind of myth among the Carpathian Ruthenians.
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TRANSBORDER COOPERATION IN
THE POLISH-CZECH BORDERLAND
– ACTIVITY AT THE LOCAL LEVEL
1. INTRODUCTION
With the advent of progressing European integration, the location of
border areas, which is often causes problems, can be turned into an asset.
Intensive cross-border cooperation may help alter their unfavourable
situation into a more favourable one. In case of Polish-Czech borderland,
there is a chance to create a real transborder region, based on similar level of
economic development, environmental condition and development goals, as
well as cultural similarities and common history. In addition, after Poland
and Czech Republic joined the Schengen Zone there are no formal obstacles
related to border crossing. This is a very important factor of cooperation and
the results of “Schengenland” will be more and more visible, especially in
the type of borderland represented by the Polish-Czech borderland.
The main aim of this paper was to assess the level of the transborder
cooperation in the Polish-Czech borderland. In this study, the so-called small
cross-border projects (microprojects) within the framework of Phare CBC,
Interreg III A and European Territorial Cooperation have been taken into
consideration. The main goal of the study was to analyse the activity at the
local level. The paper focuses on spatial diversity and structure of “small
projects”. There was possibility to implement even very modest and totally
local initiatives within “Small Projects Fund”, therefore it seems that these
projects’ data set is well chosen to show transborder cooperation activities at
the local scale (within the framework of institutionalized cooperation).
The author is fully aware that the analysed projects do not cover the full
spectrum of cooperation in the Polish-Czech borderland. Nevertheless, they
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constitute its substantial element and reflect the real shape of cross-border
cooperation and not declarative cooperation existing only “on paper”. The
analysis does not cover informal cooperation, which may have significant
influence on formal aspects of cooperation.

2. DETERMINANTS OF TRANSBORDER COOPERATION
IN THE POLISH-CZECH BORDERLAND
Polish-Czech borderland is perceived as a peripheral and problem area,
both from Polish as well as from Czech perspective. Peripheral location of
border regions usually causes their ‘underdevelopment’ (Roper, 2007). An
important role in the process of its overcoming should be played by cross-border cooperation development (Cappellin, 1993; Krätke, 1999). Thus, the
role of cross-border cooperation was to help overcome unfavourable features
of the location as well as help take advantage of the positive features of
cross-border regions. The achievement of fully integrated regions or “space
of transition” (Newman, 2006) proved to be very hard and was very rarely
accomplished. Nevertheless, cross-border cooperation helped bring together
the cross-border regions in social, economic, infrastructural and tourist
aspects. Moreover, it contributed to the creation of the network of actors
involved in cooperation and actions aiming to put an idea of transborder
region, in the full meaning of this term, into practice.
As a result of political, economic and social changes which took place in
Poland and its neighbouring countries in the 1990s, intensive development of
institutional forms of cooperation in the Polish-Czech borderland started.
Moreover, as in other countries, this also reflected the intensification of
integration processes in Europe (Church and Reid, 1996; Perkmann, 1999).
Important determinants included bilateral agreements between Poland and
the Czech Republic, Polish and Czech ratification of the Madrid Convention1
and European Charter of Local Self-Government2. The introduction of local
self-governments in Poland as well as in Czech Republic provided a strong
impetus to develop cooperation on regional and local levels. As a consequence of above mentioned phenomena, Euroregions have been created on
1

European Outline Convention on Transfrontier Cooperation between Territorial
Communities or Authorities (adopted by the Council of Europe at the Madrid conference
on 21 May 1980), Journal of Laws of 10 July 1993, No. 61, item 287.
2
European Charter of Local Self-Government, Journal of Laws of 1994, No. 124,
item 607 passed by the Council of Europe in 1985, came into effect in 1988.
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the Polish southern border as a bottom-up process. In the pre-accession
period they became main centres for the establishment and growth of
cooperation (Ciok, 2004).
The development of cross-border cooperation was reinforced by availability of EU funds. Before the EU accession, the most important programme
was the Phare Cross-border Cooperation (Phare CBC) programme, which
was a sub-programme of the PHARE3. The Phare CBC was introduced in
Poland in 19944. On the Polish-Czech border, Phare CBC came into
existence in 1995 as a Polish-German-Czech trilateral programme and since
1999, it was conducted every year until Poland’s and Czech Republic’s
accession to the EU as bilateral programmes. The aim of this programme was
to promote cooperation between border regions as well as to prepare for the
integration with the EU. Among the projects eligible for financing were:
eliminating administrative and institutional obstacles in the free flow of
people, products or services across the border; improvement in infrastructure;
environmental protection; support in energy and transport sectors; promotion
of economic cooperation; cultural exchange; initiatives connected with local
employment, education and trainings; border area development plans.
Euroregions played an important role in the implementation of the Phare
CBC on Polish-Czech border, because they were responsible for the
management of the Small Project Fund (SPF). Between 1994 and 2003
almost 20% of overall Phare budget for Poland was earmarked for Phare
CBC (see Report..., 2007). In the Polish-Czech border region, the sum was
nearly 20 times smaller than on the Polish-German border and amounted to
€ 23 million. Small Project Fund participation in the total sum allocated to
the Phare CBC was about 5%. The vast majority of the Phare CBC funds
were spent on large investment projects connected with transport and
environment protection. SPF funds were earmarked mainly for creating
“interpersonal trans-border bonds and connections”. Beneficiaries of funds
could only be non-profit institutions5 (Dołzbłasz, 2009).
3

Programme established in order to support the socio-economic changes started in
1989 in the countries of Central and Eastern Europe (OJ L 375, 23.12.1989, p. 11)
4
The legal basis is European Commission Regulation No.1628/94 of 04 June 1994
(OJ L 171, 6.7.1994, p. 14–16) now replaced by Regulation No. 2760/98 of 18
December 1998 (OJ L 345 of 19.12.1998).
5
E.g. territorial self-governance units, unions and inter-commune associations,
government administration units, chambers of commerce, professional associations,
Euroregions, community cultural centres, sports and recreation centres, and other nonprofit institutions.
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Since 2004 the Interreg III A programme was implemented in the Polish-Czech borderland. Its objective was to finance cross-border cooperation.
Interreg III A Poland-Czech Republic Community Initiative Programme was
co-financed from the European Regional Development Fund. In years 2004–
2006, the total sum allocated for the Polish side from the Polish-Czech
border funds totalled € 18 million. From these funds, apart from “large
projects” which dominate, microprojects under SPF were also executed
(allocation about 5%). Their beneficiaries could be institutions of the same
type as in Phare CBC. In programming period 2007–2013, the European
Territorial Cooperation is functioning and its most important objective is to
support development of economic and social cross-border activities.
Similarly as in previous period, apart from “large” projects there is also
possibility to implement microprojects.
Apart from legal and financial determinants, there are other numerous
factors influencing transborder cooperation due to its complex character.
Among the most important factors specific to particular regions, there are
similarities and/or disparities in the level of socio-economic development on
both sides of the border.
It may seem that the high level of disproportions is an important factor
hindering cooperation. On the contrary, the similarity of problems and
objectives regarding socio-economic development facilitates cooperation. In
this respect, the Polish-Czech border area is an example of a region with
relatively low level of disparities (e.g. as for GDP per capita, average income
per capita). Moreover, similarities can be observed in relation to the
encountered problems (e.g. peripheral location, occurrence of problem areas,
joint mountain region, mining/post-mining areas, a relatively low level of
socio-economic development, infrastructural management in mountainous
areas and depopulation processes) as well as objectives (e.g. integration with
the EU, economic development, restructuring of traditional branches of
industry, search for activation incentives). Cultural barrier is not intensive
(e.g. a lack of strong negative stereotypes and a good attitude towards the
neighbouring nations, low level of negative historical record).
Mountainous character of the Polish-Czech border seems to be a very
significant factor. Among positive aspects, the most important one is the high
level of tourist attractiveness of Polish-Czech border area (most of its part),
due to great natural value of the region (numerous national and landscape
parks, including areas belonging to The Natura 2000 network), numerous
anthropogenic attractions, tourist facilities for e.g. mountain tourism, winter
sports. Apart from positive factors, mountain location also has its negative
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aspects, including the most significant one – transportation barrier
(Więckowski, 2004). The number of road connections is relatively high for
a mountain area (although few of the roads are of good quality), but still not
satisfactory. There are definitely not enough railway connections. After
Poland and Czech Republic joined Schengen Zone in 2007, the possibility of
crossing the border in a place of one’s choice creates favourable conditions
for setting up new transport connections. This seems to have a positive
influence on the development of transborder tourism, although the increase
in transborder traffic has not been observed (Barwiński and Mazurek, 2009).

3. TRANSBORDER COOPERATION AT THE LOCAL
LEVEL – PROJECTS ANALYSIS
For the assessment of cross-border cooperation on local level in the
Polish-Czech borderland, the analysis of over 1000 small projects (so-called
euroregional projects or microprojects) has been conducted. Projects have
been examined according to beneficiary type, project type and location.
Microprojects have been chosen for this analysis according to the assumption
that they reflect the level and the range of local activity in the field of
transborder cooperation. Share of projects from particular Euroregions were
relatively similar due to similar allocation within each programme6.
Under Phare CBC Small Project Fund (SPF) the projects with the
maximum budget of € 50.000 and so-called medium-sized projects
(maximum budget of € 300.000) could be implemented. Under Interreg IIIA
the maximum was € 20.000 and in current European Territorial Cooperation
microprojects can be of maximum budget of € 30.000. Allocation for areas of
particular Euroregions are similar – from € 3M (Polish part of Euroregion
Śląsk Cieszyński) to € 5M (Polish part of Euroregion Glacensis and
Pradziad).
The implementation of Phare CBC was done year by year, but in Interreg
and ETC Programmes allocation was for the whole programming period. As
a consequence, it is not possible to analyse projects according to year of
realization. Therefore, projects have been divided into three groups
according to the programme they were implemented under.
In the structure of beneficiaries, measured by the number of projects, the
most prevalent ones were the units of territorial self-government, among
6

There is lack of complete data about projects from Śląsk Cieszyński Euroregion.
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which communes accounted for approx. 48%, districts 7.4% and association
of territorial self-governments – 2.8%. After adding also the institutions of
self-government authorities, the group of territorial units accounts for 70% of
all projects. Low share of NGOs seems to be a negative aspect (only 9% of
projects have been realized by this type of beneficiary). Participation of
schools and cultural institutions was slightly higher (10% and 12%).
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Fig. 1. Distribution of microprojects realized in the Polish-Czech borderland within
the beneficiaries’ structure and the area of particular Euroregions (%)
Source: author’s own study based on the data of the Euroregions

The structure of beneficiaries in particular Euroregions was similar.
Higher share of NGOs’ projects in Euroregion Neisse-Nisa-Nysa is worth
noting as well as the high share of schools in Euroregion Silesia (Fig. 1).
Beneficiaries’ structure in terms of quota was similar. Furthermore, it seems
that this is a general feature as beneficiaries’ structure on the Polish-Czech
border was almost the same as on other Polish borders. It needs to be stressed
that the share of non-administrative initiatives (represented by e.g. NGOs)
was low. From the point of view of transborder cooperation their role should
be more significant. It seems that this is the result of non-government
sector’s weakness, difficulties in obtaining necessary funds, which, in turn, is
caused by a relatively low level of social capital in Poland (Janc, 2006).
Positive feature observed in the Polish-Czech borderland is the significant
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activity of the beneficiaries and the high number of projects realized under
current transborder programmes within European Territorial Cooperation.
− The generic structure was dominated by projects non-material in their
character – among them mainly cultural events (almost 30%), diversified
events and sporting events (Fig. 2).
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Areas of Intervention by category (based on OJ L 063, 03/03/2001): 16 Business services,
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Cultural events, non-physical investment, 172e Educational events, non-physical investment,
172p Environment protection, non-physical investment, 172s Sporting events, non-physical
investment, 172t Tourism events, non-physical investment, 173 Shared services for the tourism
industry, 174 Tourism-specific vocational training, 18 Research projects, 2 Labour market, Social
inclusion, Developing educational and vocational training, 3 Environmental infrastructure,
Rehabilitation of urban areas, Protection of the natural environment, Maintenance
and restoration of the cultural heritage, 36 Social and public health infrastructure

Fig. 2. Share of microprojects realised in the Polish-Czech borderland within
the framework of Phare CBC, Interreg and ETC according to intervention category
Source: author’s own study based on the data of the Euroregions

In comparison to other borderlands in Poland, in the southern borderland
one can observe higher share of joint services for the tourism industry (e.g.
transborder tourist information centres, joint transborder promotion and
marketing activities), tourism-specific vocational training and physical
investment in tourism (transborder tourist routes, transborder bicycle routes).
Together with tourism events, projects in this field accounted for approximately 20% of the total share. It needs to be stressed that there is a pronounced lack of research projects, as well as non-investment projects
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dedicated to environmental protection. Share of projects dealing with business services and human resources was also very low. The most important
features of the structure on the southern borders were related to the following
factors:
− low diversity of projects,
− high significance of tourist projects, including joint services for
tourism industry,
− small share of projects in the field of joint services for entrepreneurs,
labour market,
− relatively high share of projects in the field of environmental infrastructure, rehabilitation of urban areas, protection of the natural environment,
maintenance and restoration of the cultural heritage, social and public health
infrastructure,
– lack of research projects.
The specific feature of microprojects is their “soft” nature. Therefore,
generic structure of projects within following programmes did not differ
significantly. Increase in the share of projects from the field of social
infrastructure as well as spatial planning in current programming period is
worth noting. These projects are definitely more difficult in realization and
their higher number seems to be the result of growing experience among
beneficiaries and possibilities to implement transborder projects which are
significantly advanced in character (Fig. 3).
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Fig. 3. Structure of microprojects’ type classified by particular cooperation
programmes realized in Polish-Czech borderland
Source: author’s own study based on the data of the Euroregions
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The higher share of joint services for tourism industry was observed
within projects from the area of Pradziad Euroregion (Fig. 4). In terms of
tourism-specific vocational training, the projects of Neisse-Nisa-Nysa
Euroregion stand out positively.
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Fig. 4. Share of microprojects realized in Polish-Czech borderland classified
by the area of particular Euroregions and intervention category
Source: author’s own study based on the data of the Euroregions

When analysing microprojects in terms of spatial distribution, it can be
said that proximity factor played a significant role. With the exception of
Opole (one of the biggest cities in the Polish-Czech border area), the vast
majority of the projects was implemented in close vicinity of the border. An
important role in spatial distribution was also played by tourist attractiveness
of particular areas as well as the existence of spa and tourism resorts.
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4. CONCLUSION
On the basis of the conducted analysis, it can be stated that transborder
cooperation at the local level in the Polish-Czech border region was highly
affected by the borders' location in tourist areas. This is the result of local
conditions deriving from environmental determinants, as well as existence
of anthropogenic tourist attractions. After joining the Schengen Zone,
permeability of the border is significantly higher and together with relatively
low mental and historical barriers makes transborder cooperation easier.
Although formal situation is better, “local communities on both sides of the
border are still not open to contact people behind the border” (Siwek and
Kaszper, 2009, p. 207). The character of cooperation was directed towards
the development of tourism in the joint mountain region. The occurrence of
a clear integrating factor in the border area may result in the creation of
a truly transborder region in the future. It demands, however, the
consolidation of awareness among inhabitants of a joint cross-border region,
the shaping of which should be considered a partnership. In this context, the
low participation of non-administrative beneficiaries is a negative feature. On
the other hand, the observed character of transborder cooperation in the
Polish-Czech border area seems positive as it combines the general aims of
the EU cross-border cooperation programmes with endogenous factors of
local socio-economic development.
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FORMS OF TRANSBORDER COOPERATION
IN THE REGION OF THE TATRA AND SUB-TATRA
MOUNTAINS. THE PAST AND THE PRESENT
1. INTRODUCTION
The Tatra and Sub-Tatra Mountains are culturally one of the richest
regions in Poland and Slovakia. It is the mountain area, which has never
divided, but rather integrated the multicultural communities living there.
Cultural and language vicinity and common historical heritage influenced the
development of relations between the borderland inhabitants. It caused, as
early as in 1920s, the beginning of the first transborder territorial units. They
usually involved the protected areas and the tourist conventions. At the
beginning of the 1990s, the process of extending the institutionalization of
the transborder cooperation began in the region. As a result, in 2007 the
Tatras Euroregion evolved into the European Grouping of Territorial
Cooperation.
The aim of this article is to analyse the most important ways of
transborder cooperation in the region of the Tatra and Sub-Tatra Mountains
after 1918. The analysis will be conducted chronologically and divided into
stages. The subject of the first part of the research will be the PolishSlovakian transborder cooperation during the interwar period. The next
analysed period, in which few transborder initiatives developed, will be the
communist period. The last part of the article will be devoted to the profile
of the Tatras Euroregion, as well as the new, legal European Union
institution – the European Grouping of Territorial Cooperation, in which the
aforementioned Euroregion is going to transform in the nearest years.
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2. TRANSBORDER INITIATIVES DURING
THE INTERWAR PERIOD
The political situation after the end of World War I in central Europe
opened the first important stage in the Polish-Slovakian transborder relations.
At the beginning, the area of the Tatra and Sub-Tatra Mountains became the
main stage of rivalry between newly created Poland and Czechoslovakia.
From 1918 to 1924, both these countries continued territorial argument about
the affiliation of such historical regions as Spisz and Orawa. On 12th March
1924, the League of Nations reached a verdict, which was positive for
Czechoslovakia in the matter of Jaworzyna Spiska. This stabilized the Tatras
part of the Polish-Czechoslovakian border for many years (Roszkowski,
2004, p. 52–67).
The end of argument about Jaworzyna brought two possible ways of
regulation of bilateral relations with Czechoslovakia. The first one
questioned the correctness of the decision reached by the League of Nations
and involved permanent conflict with Czechoslovakia. The second one
assumed the normalization of mutual cooperation by creating the transborder
tourist convention, and also by taking steps to create “natural parks”,
comprising the areas of both countries. To maintain good mutual relations
and also for the good of inhabitants of the borderland, the second idea was
chosen (Goetel, 1925, p. 14–15).
For the first time, the project of protecting the whole Tatra Mountains
area appeared in the document called the Cracow Protocol. It was issued on
6th May 1924 by the Polish and Czechoslovakian government delegations at
Inter-allied Delimitation Commission. This document obliged the border
commissioners of both countries to present their governments with the
project of convention, connected with creating the chain of national parks in
the borderland. The government delegations of both countries, as well as
some experts, introduced the negotiation materials and the convention project
at the meeting, which took place 6–8th September in Zakopane. During the
next scientific conference in Cracow (8–10th December 1925) the scholars
from Poland and Czechoslovakia supported the idea of creating common
national parks. They unanimously set the framework of the general organization and territory for the protected areas and also proposed acceptable
solutions concerning tourism. The national parks of the American-Canadian
borderland were used as a model. The minutes of the conference were
published in Cracow in 1926 (Siarzewski, 2005, p. 155). Despite the great
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commitment on both sides, the idea of establishing the Polish-Slovakian
nature reserve in the Tatra Mountains did not come into force during the
interwar period. The main barrier in fulfilling this ambitious undertaking
included the matters of property and individual interests of different groups,
not benefiting from the implementation of restrictions in the current way of
using the natural environment of the Tatras (Siarzewski, 2006, p. 21).
Nevertheless, the works on establishing the transborder national park in
the Pieniny Mountains were accomplished successfully. The initial project of
the reservation was formed as early as in 1921–1922. The activities, which
had started in the past, were intensified after signing the Cracow Protocol
and also after the already mentioned meetings in Zakopane and Cracow.
Finally, on 23rd May 1932, the Pieniny National Park was established in the
Polish part of the borderland. In the same year, the Slovakian Nature
Reservation was established in the Slovakian part of the Pieniny Mountains.
Due to this fact, the first transborder national park in Europe came into
existence in the common borderland. The process of establishing the other
protected areas in the Polish-Czechoslovakian borderland was suspended
because of the outbreak of the World War II (Więckowski, 2004, p. 75).
In the Cracow Protocol, written in 1924, the establishing of the PolishCzechoslovakian tourist convention was also mentioned. Its aim was to allow
tourists to move easily and freely in the common borderland. This convention was finally signed on 30th May 1925 in Prague and came into force
a year later, on 14th June 1926. On its basis, the special tourist route was
outlined. It comprised the most interesting tourist areas of the borderland. Its
most important part ran through the area of the Tatra and Sub-Tatra
Mountains.
The licence to cross the border within this tourist route could be obtained
by the members of the tourist organizations, specified in the agreement, as
well as by school trips. According to the convention, tourists could cross the
border, not only at the border crossings, but also at the checkpoints, indicated
on the military maps. After the agreement came into life, special railway
bargains were provided and transborder bus and telephonic connections were
introduced. The tourist organizations from both sides of the border began to
give each other special bargains for tourist shelters. In order to unify the
executive regulations in the convention and ensure the abiding of its rules,
both sides obliged themselves to organize cyclic conferences (Orłowicz,
1926, p. 137). This convention was in force until the outbreak of the war in
1939. It was the first international agreement of this type in Europe. It
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introduced new solutions, provided to make the development of tourism
easier in the area, where until recently, the border conflict existed. The innovative solutions, applied in the treaty, became the model for other European
countries, e.g. Austria and Italy (Morawska-Nowak, 1998, p. 79–90).

3. TRANSBORDER COOPERATION DURING
THE COMMUNIST PERIOD
During the first years after the end of the World War II the delimitation
and demarcation of The Polish-Czechoslovakian border was conducted. The
contentious border issues were initially regulated by the treaty of friendship
and cooperation, signed on 10th March 1947. However, the final assignation
of the common state border took place no sooner than after signing the
agreement on 13th June 1958. The Slovakian part of the border returned to
the point marked out by the League of Nations in 1920–1924 (Kisielewski,
2002, p. 124).
The thoughts of reestablishing the idea of the protection of nature in the
common borderland came relatively fast. The cooperation in the interwar
period was so intense and advanced, that it was quick and effective to
recreate transborder protected areas in the regions. The first step, taken to
provide the full protection of the Tatra Mountains, was done by the Minister
of Forestry in 1947. He formed the organizational unit of state forests, called
Tatra Mountains National Park. Due to the decision of the Slovakian
National Board, the Tatras National Park was formed one year later.
According to the regulation of the Ministerial Council in the Polish part of
the borderland, the following three national parks were established in 1954:
Tatra Mountains, Pieniny Mountains and Babia Góra. Since the mid-1950s,
close cooperation in the field of nature protection and resolving important
transborder problems is observed. This cooperation took place on both,
administrative and scientific levels in both national parks (Niedzielski et al.,
1980, p. 12–15). In 1967, the Slovakian part of the Pieniny Mountains was
once again taken under protection, and in 1979, in the Slovakian part of the
Babia Góra Mountains, the Upper Orava Landscape Park was created
(Więckowski, 2004, p. 76–77).
The renewal of the transborder cooperation, connected with the protection
of nature, led to reestablishing the tourist convention from the interwar
period. Nevertheless, no sooner than on 6th September 1955, Poland and
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Czechoslovakia succeeded in signing the new agreement dealing with
transborder tourist movement. In the beginning, the appointed border zone
was limited to the High Tatras and the Bielskie Tatras, and was considerably
smaller than the previous one, functioning before the war. As a result of
additional agreements, between 1961 and 1962, the area covered by the
convention was partly extended with the Western Tatras. The convention
areas were also established in the Low Beskids and the Karkonosze
Mountains (Herz, 1962, p. 3).
Within the framework of the convention, it was possible to cross the
border on the basis of individual or collective tourist pass given by the civic
guard (the police at present). This pass could be obtained by every citizen,
aged 16 or more. The document permitted to cross the state border at two out
of three convention areas, twice a year. Each tourist was obliged to possess
the certain amount of foreign currency to go abroad. Schools, tourist and
political organizations or research departments were allowed to organize the
collective trips to tourist areas (Biedzycki, 1966, p. 7–9). First and foremost,
it was the development of tourism that caused the necessity to appoint the
convention borders. Introducing the moderating regulations, to control the
transborder movement, was also of great importance to the borderland
inhabitants. Many families, separated by the war, could renew their contacts
in Orawa and Spisz regions (Więckowski, 2004, p. 192).
The post-war convention involved the area of approximately 4700 km2.
Its central part consisted of the Tatra and Sub-Tatra Mountains. The Tatras
convention area included the biggest tourist attractions (e.g. lakes and caves).
Especially for the Polish side, the convention was extended to the
Demianowska Valley, located in the Low Tatras. In general, the convention
borders were constituted by the bottom of the valleys surrounding the
mountain ranges, together with transborder railways or roads, which allowed
moving through the neighbouring country (Sosnowski, 1976, p. 6–7). This
agreement was in force until 1981, when the martial law was declared in
Poland. Its abolishment, however, did not result in returning to the
convention, and the Polish-Czechoslovakian relations were characterized by
political and social isolation. This considerably limited the transborder
contacts during the entire 1980s (Malendowski et al., 2000, p. 111).
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4. THE INSTITUTIONALIZATION
OF COOPERATION WITHIN THE CONFINES
OF THE TATRAS EUROREGION
In contemporary Europe, the euroregions are the most institutionalized
and the most popular forms of transborder connections. In the 1990s, due to
the social and political changes, the process of division into euroregions also
comprised the borderlands of Central and Eastern Europe. From the very
beginning of the transformation process, Poland and Slovakia were actively
involved in the development of cooperation between euroregions in their
borderlands, which resulted in the creation of 16 euroregions in Poland and
13 in Slovakia. At present, there are 3 euroregions existing in the common
borderland. One of them is the Tatras Euroregion.
The idea of friendly relations and cooperation in the Tatras region
appeared for the first time at the self-government conference in Zakopane in
1991. To formalize the mutual transborder relations, during the next years
the topic was consulted between the self-government and state authorities.
The local media also got interested in the issue of establishing the new
euroregion. On 31st October 1993, when Slovakia was already an independent country, the declaration between local authorities was signed. It dealt
with establishing the Tatras Region (Nowak et al., 1999, p. 7). However, this
decision was held back by the Slovakian Government. Some fears arose also
on the Polish side (Grocholski, 1994, p. 1). Despite all the problems, the
Founding Congress was organized in the town of Nowy Targ on 26th August
1944. Next, an agreement establishing the Tatras Euroregion was signed
(Nowak et al., 1998, p. 8). On 22nd October 1999, at the Special Congress
celebrating the fifth anniversary of Euroregion’s existence, the new common
agreement was signed. This document contained positive evaluation of
Euroregion’s experiences and output. The new name (The Euroregion Tatry
Cross-border Cooperation Association) was accepted, too. This event
finished the process of euroregionalisation of the Tatra and Sub-Tatra
Mountains (Wspólna polsko-słowacka strategia... 2008, p. 4–5).
The structures of the Tatras Euroregion are functioning well. During the
16 years of its activity, it gave birth to a number of well-trained, experienced
and professional staff members. Its internal structure consists of the Congress, the Council, the Board of Control, the Secretaries and the standing
commissions. The highest decision-making authority is Congress, which
shows the basic directions of Euroregion activity. The Council is Associa-
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tion’s highest executive body. It is responsible for, e.g. approving material
and financial plans and executing the resolutions of the Congress. The
Secretaries’ function is to help the Council. There is one Secretary on each
side of the border. They are responsible for the administrative service. In
order to resolve particular transborder problems the standing commissions
have been appointed. Their function is to advise the Council (Nowak et al.,
1999, p. 10).
Until now it is visible that the Tatras Euroregion is focused on the socio-cultural cooperation. A lot of interesting events were organized at its
initiative, e.g. The Slovakian Culture Days, The Polish Culture Days and the
Highlanders’ Festival, called the Euroregion without borders. The particular
attention should be paid to the latest, big, cultural venture – The meeting of
the seven cultures of the Polish-Slovakian borderland. It is the project that
has been implemented since 2006. The main aim of this initiative is to
present the output of all the cultures constituting the common borderland.
Within the confines of the project, the following items were already
organized: the international scientific conference, the set of local artists’
exhibitions, music workshops and a concert. Some brochures and books were
published, too (Nowak, 2008, p. 129–130). The opening of the Centre of
Polish-Slovakian Cooperation in Nowy Targ, in 2004 is one of the most
important achievements of the Euroregion. It is a cultural, informational and
promotional centre for the entire Euroregion. It is used to organize numerous
meetings, conferences, concerts and exhibitions (Nowak, 2005, p. 93–97). At
great number of times, the place was visited by the authorities of both
countries, e.g. the President Lech Kaczyński (Nowak, 2009, p. 18). In order
to improve the cooperation between the transborder inhabitants, the works
need to be continued on both sides of the border. Thus, it was necessary to
form a similar institution in Slovakia. As a result, in 2007 a twin centre was
created in Kežmarok (Krafcikova, 2008, p. 7–10).
The Tatras Euroregion also conducts a great variety of economic and
infrastructural initiatives. The most spectacular event is the Polish-Slovakian
Economic Forum, being organized since 1999. It hosts entrepreneurs, the
representatives of chambers of industry, commerce and tourism as well as
politicians and diplomats from both countries. There have been eight such
conferences held so far. Owing to the EU funds, several significant,
infrastructural investments were implemented in the Euroregion, e.g. the
Visegrad Bridge and the Zakopane–Chochołów route, at the border of the
country. The trucks’ traffic was eliminated in the Łysa Polana–Jaworzyna
border crossing. These days, the Tatras Euroregion is getting ready to
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conduct the large, strategic project entitled The Route around the Tatra
Mountains – a 200-kilometer long round trail, consisting of many types of
routes, e.g. cycle, walking, skiing, horse or educational. The route should
outline the advantages of the regions it comprises, in a complex and
innovative way. It also needs to encourage the tourists to spend their time
actively. According to plans, in the future it will become the tourist brandname product. However, such a huge enterprise requires considerable capital
expenditures and its finishing should be considered a prospect, in a long-term
(Nowak, 2008, p. 126–131).
At present, the Tatras Euroregion is planning to improve the level of
transborder integration. The chance to make it possible is given by the new
European Union legal instrument – the European Grouping of Territorial
Cooperation. It is a legal entity and it enables the councils of different
countries to associate without necessity to sign any international agreements.
On the other hand, this group functions on the basis of the law of the country,
where its registered office is located (Dołzbłasz et al., 2010, p. 200–205).
The Tatras Euroregion is willing to be transformed into this kind of legal
entity. To make it happen, the common Polish-Slovakian Committee dealing
with the European Grouping of Territorial Cooperation came into existence
in 2007. During the meetings, the projects of the Convention and the Statute
of the future association were prepared. The authorities of the Euroregion
accepted the Declaration, according to which, the Tatras Euroregion will be
transformed into the European Grouping of Territorial Cooperation. The final
decision about the appearance of the new structure will be made by the
Euroregion authorities in the nearest future (Nowak, 2010, p. 75–76).

5. CONCLUSION
After 1918, in the region of the Tatra and Sub-Tatra Mountains, a number
of interesting transborder initiatives was introduced. The cooperation
developed successfully in the field of natural protection, e.g. common
protected areas were established. The functioning of the tourist conventions
should also be evaluated positively, as they influenced the development of
transborder tourism and made contacts among the borderland inhabitants
easier. It should be pointed here, that the conventions eliminated the
obstacles in crossing the borders, far before the Schengen treaty came into
existence. Morevover, it all happened in problematic areas. The common
national parks and tourist conventions became the first examples of trans-
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border, territorial units in Poland and Czechoslovakia. The experience gained
during their functioning, became the cornerstone for the Tatras Euroregion,
established in the 1990s. Nowadays, it is the most institutionalized transborder organization in the area. It has been, actively and professionally,
maintaining the Polish-Slovakian transborder cooperation for over 16 years
now. There are plans to transform this association into the European
Grouping of Territorial Cooperation.
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CROSS-BORDER SHOPPING IN THE POLISH
EASTERN BORDERLAND
1. INTRODUCTION
Shopping in a given country done by inhabitants of a neighbouring
country occurs on the borderland, where the prices of goods that serve
similar purposes are different and where people can cross the border.
Depending on the intensity and scale of this phenomenon, one can observe
its diverse consequences which have an impact on the socio-economic
development on a local and regional scale.
The phenomenon, presented in this article, is most frequently described in
literature as “cross-border shopping” or “cross-border trade”. In some sources, the notions and terms used, refer to the range of goods being the object
of trade, e.g. “fuel tourism” or “cross-border fuelling” (Banfi et al., 2005).
Irrespective of the term used, the object of research is the phenomenon
of buying goods for one’s own needs by individuals on the territory of
a neighbouring country (Fitzgerald et al., 1988; Timothy, Butler 1995). It is
often mentioned in the studies, that not only trade, but also consumption
purposes are fulfilled, and in many cases shopping is accompanied by using
services, e.g. medical, tourist, food and beverage and other. Another feature
of cross-border shopping, which is frequently indicated, is that people cross
the border for trade purposes repeatedly (Wang, Xu, 2002; Wang, 2004).

2. AIM AND TERRITORIAL SCOPE OF THE ARTICLE
The aim of the article is to present the essence of cross-border shopping in
the Polish eastern borderlands in the form of models depending on the main
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causes, necessary conditions, and favourable factors described in the article.
The Polish eastern borderland includes the following stretches of border:
between Poland and Ukraine, between Poland and Belarus, between Poland
and Lithuania, and between Poland and Russia. The models presented in the
article were based on observations conducted in years 1994–2010.

3. METHODOLOGICAL BASIS
Cross-border shopping in the borderland of eastern Poland is highly
varied, both in its spatial and problem aspects. Within the spatial aspect, one
has to single out at least two different phenomena, namely: 1) cross-border
shopping defined as shopping done by citizens of one country on the
borderland of a neighbouring country; and 2) trans-border shopping, i.e.
borderland trade occurring on both sides of the border (Powęska, 2000).
Within the problem aspect, cross-border shopping should also be understood
in various ways. This phenomenon can be treated as 1) an unrecorded commercial exchange done by individuals on the territory of one country in an
unregistered way in order to profit financially, both by carrying across the
border permitted quantities of goods and by exceeding the customs concessions and rules; and 2) shopping done in a neighbouring country by people of
a given country making use of customs concessions and rules.
Bearing in mind, both the problem and the spatial approaches, the subject
of research in the present article is cross-border shopping understood as
shopping done by Poles and by citizens of countries bordering Poland from
the east (Russia, Lithuania, Belarus, Ukraine) on the territory of the neighbouring country, transporting the goods across the border without registering
them in documents of customs clearance, and selling (or consuming) the
goods in the borderland zone of the individual’s home country. Cross-border
shopping understood in this way comprises both unregistered legal crossborder shopping and unregistered illegal cross-border shopping. On the
Polish eastern border, cross-border shopping is usually accompanied by
a certain amount of smuggling (Powęska, 2008b).
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4. CONDITIONS NEEDED FOR THE DEVELOPMENT
OF CROSS-BORDER SHOPPING
In literature, the main factors influencing cross-border shopping are
economic aspects, including differences in retail prices of goods and in
inhabitants’ income in the neighbouring countries. These factors are seen as
a consequence of varying tax systems, disproportions in the level of social
and economic development, different costs of labour and production, and
other factors occurring in the neighbouring countries, which have an impact
on the differences in prices and in inhabitants’ standard of living. Such
a perspective prevails in research conducted in developed countries (Nielsen,
2002). In studies done in the borderland of countries undergoing socio-economic transformation as well as in borderland of developing and underdeveloped countries, apart from economic factors authors point to a considerable significance of social and political factors (Williams and Balaz, 2002).
On the basis of literature and the author’s own observations, in the present
article four groups of conditions were considered to have a strong impact on
the level and intensity of cross-border shopping: economic; formal and legal;
infrastructural and organizational; and behavioural (Fig. 1).
I

Economic conditions
differences in prices and inhabitants’ income
tax system
level of economic development
differences in production costs
costs of labour
quality and supply of goods

III

II

Infrastructural
and organizational
conditions
CROSS-BORDER SHOPPING

Formal and legal
conditions

infrastructure
accessibility
forms of trade
organization of trade

possibility of
crossing the border
border control
systems
safety

inhabitants’ behaviour
interpersonal relations
enterprise
willingness to take the trip

Behavioural conditions
IV

Fig. 1. Conditions needed for the development of cross-border shopping
Source: Author’s own research.
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Economic factors are in the first group. Particular attention should be paid
to the differences in prices and in inhabitants’ income. The quality and the
level of supply also play an important role. The main economic factors are
influenced chiefly by the level of social and economic development of the
neighbouring territories, the tax system, the costs of labour, and the country’s
economic policy. Elements forming the first group are treated as the main
causes of cross-border shopping.
The second group comprises formal and legal elements such as: legal
regulations determining the possibility and the ways of crossing the border,
control systems on the border and nearby, the level of safety of people and
goods. The third, infrastructural and organizational group consists of
elements which enable crossing the border, spatial accessibility, and the ways
of organizing trade, which are connected with the possibility of both,
purchasing and selling goods. Elements which form the second and the third
groups are treated as necessary conditions for cross-border shopping.
The fourth, behavioural group consists mainly of such elements as:
people’s conduct, enterprise, interpersonal relations, willingness to take the
trip, etc. These elements are treated as factors favourable for cross-border
shopping. Concluding the subject of conditions for the development of
cross-border shopping, one should mention that in order for the cross-border
shopping to develop on a given territory, one cause is sufficient, but all the
necessary conditions have to be fulfilled.
Depending on the range of the main causes and the necessary conditions
on a given stretch of border, cross-border shopping assumes a different
character, which is presented below in the form of models. The first type of
cross-border shopping is shown in model I (Fig. 2A). It occurs in
borderlands of neighbouring countries, which are characterised by a big
difference in the level of economic development. In the richer country,
marked as country “i”, the prices of goods and services are higher than in a
neighbouring, poorer country, marked as “j”. Also the level of supply,
inhabitants’ income, and the quality of goods are higher in country “i”. When
all the necessary conditions are met, one can observe that citizens of country
“i” cross the border in order to make their consumer purchases. At the same
time, citizens of country “j”, seeing the demand for goods of citizens of
country “i”, engage in trade, services, and production in the borderland zone.
The territory, where the phenomenon takes place is the borderland zone of
the poorer country “j”. The advantages for the inhabitants of the richer
country “i” result in savings in their family budgets, whereas the benefits for
the inhabitants of country “j” are based on reaping profits from economic
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activity in commerce and services; in this model, producers of goods and
services profit indirectly from cross-border trade. In this model, in parallel
with the citizens’ profits, one can also note profits of the country “j”. These
are corporate tax receipts, proceeds from marketplace fees, market
development, growth in receipts from indirect taxes, and other. However, in
situations proper for this model of cross-border trade, many negative
phenomena occur, e.g. a large share of informal activity, increase in crime,
environmental changes, development of uncontrolled grassroots actions, etc.
The second model of cross-border shopping (Fig. 2B) was developed
for a situation in which, when all the necessary conditions are fulfilled, one
can observe equalizing the level of supply, regardless the big differences in
prices of goods and services, people’s income, and the quality of the goods
and services. Again, the main direction of the cross-border trade between
these countries is crossing the border by citizens of country “i” in order to
make consumer purchases in country “j”. Nevertheless, one can observe
more and more often citizens of country “j” making trips to country “i” to
buy goods of a higher standard and quality than in their home country. The
reaction to this phenomenon is an increase of supply of goods in country “i”.
In this model, cross-border shopping still develops mainly in the borderland
zone of the poorer country, but at the same time it also develops in the
borderland zone of country “i”, although on a lesser scale and of a different
nature. The range of benefits is thus divided between the borderlands of the
neighbouring countries.
In the third type of cross-border shopping (Fig. 2C) inhabitants’
income and the level of supply are similar, but there are considerable
differences in prices and quality of goods and services. This type of crossborder shopping is concentrated in the borderlands of both neighbouring
countries, and the range of benefits is balanced. When all the necessary
conditions are met, one can observe crossing the border for the purpose of
making consumer purchases in the neighbouring country by the inhabitants
of both, country “i” and country “j”. The level of supply is the same and
adjusted to the increased demand, which is why one does not observe
crossing the border by the selling participants in this trade.
The fourth type of cross-border shopping (Fig. 2D) shows a model
which occurs on borderlands of neighbouring countries in which inhabitants’
income, quality of goods and the level of supply are similar, but there is
a substantial difference in prices of goods and services.
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A. Model I
country “i”
Ci > Cj
Zri>Zrj
Dli > Dlj
Jti > Jtj

B
Sp

country “j”
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B. Model II.
country “i”
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Dli > Dlj
Jti > Jtj

B
Sp

country “j”
Sp

C. Model III.
country “i”
Ci > Cj
Zri = Zrj
Dli = Dlj
Jti > Jtj

B
Sp

country “j”
Sp

D. Model IV.
country “i”
Ci > Cj
Zri = Zrj
Dli = Dlj
Jti > Jtj

B
Sp

country “j”
Sp

E. Model V.
country “i”

B
Sp

country “j”
Sp

Ci > Cj; Ci <Cj
Zri = Zrj
Dli = Dlj
Jti = Jtj

direction and intensity (large, medium, small) of crossing of the border by
the buying participants of cross-border trade

direction and intensity (large, medium, small) of crossing of the border by
the selling participants of cross-border trade

B – border, Sp – borderland zone, Ci – price of goods in country “i”, Cj – price of goods
in country “j”, Zri – level of supply in country “i”, Zrj – level of supply in country “j”,
Dli – inhabitants’ income in country “i”, Dlj – inhabitants’ income in country “j”,
Jti – quality of goods in country “i”, Jtj – quality of goods in country “j”

Fig. 2. Models of cross-border shopping
Source: Author’s own research
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When all the necessary conditions are met, it can be observed that
inhabitants of country “i” cross the border in order to make consumer
purchases in the neighbouring country “j”. As prices of goods in country “i”
are higher, and at the same time the quality of goods in country “j” is
comparable to the one in “i”, one does not observe citizens of country “j”
crossing the border. The level of supply is comparable and adjusted to an
increased demand, which is why one does not observe crossing the border by
the selling participants in this trade. Profits from cross-border shopping are
noted in country “j”.
The fifth type of cross-border shopping (Fig. 2E) shows a situation,
where the inhabitants’ income, the quality of goods and the level of supply
are similar in borderland territories of both neighbouring countries. In this
case, prices of goods are different. Some goods are more expensive in
country “i”, while other are more expensive in country “j”. When all the
necessary conditions are fulfilled, one can observe crossing of the border by
inhabitants of country “i” to buy cheaper goods in country “j”, and crossing
of the border by inhabitants of country “j” to purchase cheaper goods in
country “i”. The level of supply is the same and adjusted to an increased
demand in the borderlands, which is why one does not observe crossing of
the border by the selling participants in this trade.

5. MODELS OF CROSS-BORDER SHOPPING
ON POLAND’S EASTERN BORDER
In the Polish eastern borderlands all the necessary conditions, specified in
point 3 of the present article, are fulfilled and the type and nature of the
occurring cross-border shopping result from the main causes. Observations
conducted in July 2010 and an analysis of research done by the Regional
Statistical Office in Rzeszów showed, that on Poland’s eastern border two
types of cross-border shopping exist (Badanie obrotu towarów i usług...
2010). The first type is observed on the outer border of European Union,
whereas the second type is observed on the stretch of border within the EU.
On the outer border of European Union, namely on the borderland
between Poland and Ukraine, between Poland and Belarus, and between
Poland and Russia, the main causes of cross-border shopping resemble the
“Model I”, described in part 5 of the present article. Prices of goods are
usually higher in Poland than in the neighbouring countries, the level of
supply and the quality of goods in circulation also show higher values for
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Poland than for Ukraine, Belarus, or Russia. When it comes to inhabitants’
income, it is higher nationwide in Poland, however, income is highly varied
in Polish society and in the societies of the neighbouring countries, which
has an impact on the nature of the cross-border shopping.
Table 1. Turnover within the scope of cross-border shopping on the outer
border of European Union on the Polish territory in 2010
Border
between
Poland
and

Value of goods purchased by Poles
in the neighbouring country and
transported across the border
(in millions of PLN)

Value of goods purchased in Poland
by citizens of the neighbouring
country and transported across the
border (in millions of PLN)

Ukraine

73,5

447,8

Belarus

15,0

245,2

Russia

9,0

23,1

Source: Badanie obrotu towarów i usług... (2010).

Observations showed that the development of cross-border shopping on
the above-mentioned stretches of border is principally influenced by:
different level of supply and of quality of goods and differences in prices.
Differences are mainly observed in prices of excise goods (alcohol,
cigarettes), and fuel. These goods are much cheaper in the neighbouring
countries than in Poland, which is why citizens of Ukraine, Belarus, Russia,
and also Poland transport these goods across the border in order to sell them
or for private consumption. On the other hand, shortages of some foodstuffs
in Ukraine, Belarus, and Russia result in large numbers of inhabitants of
these countries coming to Poland to buy goods which are scarce in their
countries. On the Polish side of the border one can observe an increased
supply of meat products. Low quality of home appliances and shortages of
building materials on the eastern markets contribute to taking shopping trips
to Poland by Poland’s eastern neighbours.
The value of shopping done by Ukrainians, Belorussians and Russians in
Poland in the first quarter of 2010, within the scope of cross-border
shopping, totalled 696.3 million zlotys, whereas Poles in the same time
period, spent 97.5 million zlotys in the discussed neighbouring countries. In
2010, as in 2001, the goods carried across the border to Poland were chiefly
excise goods and fuel. The main goods transported from Poland to the
eastern neighbours were building materials, household chemicals, and home
appliances. As a result, one can state that the net beneficiaries of cross-border
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shopping in eastern Poland are the Polish borderlands. Differences in crossborder shopping along the mentioned stretches of border of the outer border
of EU consist in varying intensity of the phenomenon (Fig. 3A, 3B, 3C). The
highest intensity of trade is observed in the Polish-Ukrainian borderlands, it
is lower on the Polish-Belorussian borderlands, and the lowest on the border
with Russia (Table 1).
A. Borderland between Poland and Ukraine
Poland (i)

B
Sp

Ukraine (j)
Sp

Ci > Cj
Zri > Zrj
Dli > Dlj; Dli < Dlj
Jti > Jtj

B. Borderland between Poland and Belarus
Poland (i)

B
Sp

Belarus (j)
Sp

Ci > Cj
Zri > Zrj
Dli > Dlj; Dli < Dlj
Jti > Jtj

C. Borderland between Poland and Russia
Poland (i)

B
Sp

Russia (j)
Sp

Ci > Cj
Zri > Zrj
Dli > Dlj; Dli < Dlj
Jti > Jtj

direction and intensity (large, medium, small) of crossing of the border by
the buying participants of cross-border trade

direction and intensity (large, medium, small) of crossing of the border by
the selling participants of cross-border trade

B – border, Sp – borderland zone, Ci – price of goods in country “i”, Cj – price of goods
in country “j”, Zri – level of supply in country “i”, Zrj – level of supply in country “j”,
Dli – inhabitants’ income in country “i”, Dlj – inhabitants’ income in country “j”,
Jti – quality of goods in country “i”, Jtj – quality of goods in country “j”.

Fig. 3. Model of cross-border shopping on Poland’s eastern border
which constitutes the outer border of European Union
Source: author’s own research
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Poland (i)

B
Sp

Lithuania (j)
Sp

Ci > Cj; Ci < Cj
Zri = Zrj
Dli = Dlj
Jti = Jtj

direction and intensity (large, medium, small) of crossing of the border by
the buying participants of cross-border trade

direction and intensity (large, medium, small) of crossing of the border by
the selling participants of cross-border trade

B – border, Sp – borderland zone, Ci – price of goods in country “i”, Cj – price of goods
in country “j”, Zri – level of supply in country “i”, Zrj – level of supply in country “j”,
Dli – inhabitants’ income in country “i”, Dlj – inhabitants’ income in country “j”,
Jti – quality of goods in country “i”, Jtj – quality of goods in country “j”.

Fig. 4. Model of cross-border shopping on Poland’s eastern border which constitutes the
inner border of European Union: border between Poland and Lithuania
Source: author’s own research

In case of the inner border of European Union (Fig. 4), namely the Polish-Lithuanian borderland, one can observe differences in prices depending on
the assortment, whereas the level of supply, inhabitants’ income and quality
of goods on the market are similar. This is why, one can observe buying
participants of the trade crossing the border from both directions and the
intensity of the trade can be assessed as low. Cross-border shopping in the
Polish-Lithuanian borderland is consistent with the premises and character of
model V.

6. CONCLUSIONS
The article describes conditions of cross-border shopping in a division
into main causes, necessary conditions, and favourable factors for crossborder shopping. The main causes consist of economic factors: differences in
prices and people’s income, quality of goods, and the level of supply.
Necessary conditions include: legal regulations defining the possibility and
ways of crossing the border, control systems on the border and nearby, the
level of safety of people and goods, border infrastructure, spatial accessi-
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bility, ways of organizing trade. Favourable factors include: enterprise,
interpersonal relations and willingness to take trips across the border.
There are two types of cross-border shopping on the Polish eastern border.
The first type is observed on the outer border of European Union: the border
between Poland and Ukraine, Belarus and Russia, whereas the second type is
observed on the stretch of border within the EU: the border between Poland
and Lithuania. Differences in prices have the biggest influence on crossborder shopping, both on the outer and the inner borders of EU. On the outer
border of EU, other factors also play an important role: shortages (e.g. in
foodstuffs, meat, building materials) and low quality of goods (e.g. home
appliances). The value of shopping done by Ukrainians, Belorussians, and
Russians in Poland within the scope of cross-border shopping is higher than
the value of shopping done by Poles in these countries, which is why Polish
borderlands are the beneficiary of the cross-border shopping in the PolishUkrainian, Polish-Belorussian, and Polish-Russian borderlands. The highest
intensity of trade is observed in the Polish-Ukrainian borderlands, a lower
one in the borderlands of Poland and Belarus, and the lowest on the border
with Russia. In case of the inner border of EU (Polish-Lithuanian borderland)
one can note movement of buyers in both directions, which is caused by
differences in prices depending on the assortment.
Being a reflection of processes occurring in the economy of the neighbouring countries, this phenomenon shows dynamics of changes.
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CULTURAL PERSEVERANCE AND CHANGE
IN A PIVOTAL AMERICAN REGION
1. EXPLANATORY NOTE
Can a non-European relate sectional differences and change in his country
to processes of change emanating from pan-European models? This question
will emerge repeatedly as the reader is taken through a process in which even
the deepest of hurts and hatred are set against the moderating impacts of
time, healing, forgiveness or lack thereof and prospects for changed
geopolitical and personal relationships.

2. INTRODUCTION AND OVERVIEW
Cultural memories transfer from one generation to the next. When they
include issues of significant positive or negative change, then the conduit for
the collective remembrances of the participants and their descendants is
enhanced or refurbished rather than diminished with time. The well known
process of African mothers passing down histories of their vanquished
societies to children upon the death of the men and their own enslavement is
an example of this process. Time, however, can be the great equalizer. Given
time, peoples in central Europe conquered by Roman Legions absorbed
many of the attributes of the invader while providing him access to their way
of life. Military advantages are quickly identified and absorbed; taking the
women of the conquered and siring offspring is a slower process in this
broad but inexorable process of absorbing and rejecting.
It is doubtful if any of the world’s myriad clans, tribes or societies have
escaped some manner of pain brought about by other peoples in the long
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course of human history. Pain of course is in the eyes (or nerves) of the
afflicted. Let us examine some of the seminal issues from our collective
recent pasts. The Franco-Prussian conflict of 1870–1871 cemented the
underpinning of the modern German state while ensuring the festering
malaise of a France humbled but hardly forgiving. The follow-up act of this
conflict ushered in new methodologies of warfare and in the process caused
the destruction of many of the future leaders in each of the participating
states. The 1939–1945 war could rightly be considered the third act of
Europe’s agonizing geopolitical transformation. This leaves out less global
but hardly insignificant transformations such as America’s war with Spain
that among other booty provided Washington with the ability to be
conducting Nuremberg style war tribunals at Guantanamo Bay in Cuba;
Britain’s conquering of the South African Boers for control of gold and
diamonds and, as an aside, providing the world with the first use of
“concentration camps” to facilitate ethnic cleansing. Let us not neglect
Japan’s encroachment upon the Asian mainland; the Balkan Wars that forced
Turkey to surrender all but a morsel of its European territory; or the ferocity
and brutality of World War 2 which provided sympathy and wherewithal for
creation of modern Israel. There were the forced migrations of millions from
European border lands and several interesting geopolitical responses worthy
of future investigation by historians seeking to place our times in the
perspective of their times1.
Scanning the European landscape following collapse of Hitler’s Germany
we enter a time frame witnessed in its entirety of many still living. Starting
with Germany’s invasion of Poland to the military victorious states carving
what remained of Germany into three zones of occupation (four if the morsel
given to France is included) and moving fast forward to the recent financial
bailout of a Greece living beyond its means that threatens the stability of the
German government is to witness change hardly imaginable in September,
1939. It appears that the German electorate is as angry with a Berlin being
too generous with its Euros as with its decision to commit combat troops to
the conflict in Afghanistan. What this financial bailout of Greece has
achieved is to bring into play heartfelt discussions concerning the very
concept of a European Community, certainly the single currency one. How,
1

Moscow’s purported offer to Communist Berlin to return the port and adjacent zone
comprising Szczecin/Stettin to East Germany provided the DDR would take a leading
role in forcibly subduing the Polish Solidarity movement ranks high in international
duplicity since all participant governments were ideological fellow travelers.
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then, have such transformations occurred in such a short time frame and in
the memories of so many who witnessed first hand the World War and the
much longer Cold War. Simply put, attitudes change individually and
collectively. Or, to paraphrase the response of a defeated Boer general when
asked by a woman how she might assess the calamity of Britain’s war on
Afrikaner speaking South Africans, ‘forgive but do not forget.’

3. HEALING OR NON-HEALING
There are no end of worthy treatises concerning the enormity of pain
associated with the two world wars of the 20th Century. Legal and political
moves (especially in the United states) to recover stolen material has given
rise to what has been described as a‘ Holocaust Industry.’ This reflects both
the felt pain on the part of some Jews and cynicism of the part of others who
question the motives of those so involved. The impartial observer might wish
to apply the twin covenants of time and healing to this and other residuals
from a century of mostly conflict. Compare for example treatment of Palestinians by militarily triumphant Israel to how Jewish claimants for World War
2 damages are treated in the West. Sufficient time may have passed but the
healing process has hardly begun if at all. Many young Israelis no longer
share the pain of their elders who escaped the Jewish Holocaust whereas
young Palestinians scattered throughout the Middle East share their elders’
mental pictures of a Palestine far better than their present living situations.
Why is it that young Armenians wherever they might be keep alive memories
of their Holocaust and of the tortured events leading up to 1915. These
memories are kept alive by those of Armenian extraction even though they
have no personal experience with those terrible events. Can this be attributed
to Turkey’s reluctance to come to grips with this piece of its history?
There could well be some French people who view their nuclear arsenal
on land or beneath the seas as first and foremost a guarantee against future
German expansionism at their expense. One doubts in 2010 if this thinking is
reflective of a majority in France. Ukrainian peasants who starved and died
in order that the Bolsheviks in Moscow could feed workers satisfying various
production plans are no less wary of today’s Russians as are the Polish
people who witnessed partition, brutal subjugation and Katyn extermination
camps. Yet, both groups have seen old hurts mostly put aside as new
opportunities emerge. Ukrainian speakers have had to come to grips with
a substantial minority of Russian speakers but a process made easier by the
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seeming absence in Moscow of a regime hell bent on reasserting a new
Soviet scale regulated political empire. Economic opportunities particularly
in Britain and Germany within a European Community where it has
membership has subdued some of the anger felt for so many years by so
many Poles toward things German. An American military shield via NATO
has provided still another layer of protection against any German expansionism at its expense. It remains to be seen whether Iraq and Afghanistan will
dampen Polish attitudes concerning the merits of NATO membership.
Personal as well as national economic growth will facilitate changes in how
recent history’s unpleasantness is viewed.
Britons may mourn at a personal and local level the steady stream of
fallen soldiers brought back from Afghanistan for burial but few Britons
harbor animosity towards Afghanistan because of much larger troop losses in
Nineteenth Century campaigns. Why is this so? Is it because only a small
portion of those earlier dead were from Great Britain, the majority from
today’s India and Pakistan? If so, why isn’t New Delhi or Islamabad
emotionally involved? Time, political change and new more significant
challenges are in play. Finns fought bravely in the 1939–1940 Winter War
but hardly view the present day Russian people or its government with deep
anger bordering on hatred. Danes and Austrians fought Bismarck’s Germany
but hardly sneer at things German when these historical defeats are
mentioned. It wasn’t that many years ago when South Tyrolean German
nationalists were bombing Italian targets in response to questionable ethnic
transformation of their historic cultural region. Much “water has passed over
the dam” and new alignments, new opportunities and, in some cases, new
threats from elsewhere have defused old animosities.
Mention already has been made of the lack of meaningful healing in the
Palestinian-Israeli situation. A divided Kashmir lacking resolution acceptable
to all parties continues to poison relations between the two nuclear armed
countries India and Pakistan. An independent Kashmir has been floated as
a compromise but India appears to be in no rush to follow this route of
diplomacy. Tibetans residing in Tibet and neighboring Chinese provinces
hardly have come to accept Chinese rule even while recognizing the futility
of armed resistance. Unless the more powerful player is prepared to offer
meaningful compromise solutions, one may question whether healing ever
will occur. Resistance to real or perceived wrongs will persist while the more
powerful player believes time is working to its advantage. Additional
stimulants may be necessary even in situations where the discordant themes
are internal rather than between states.
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Transformation in Africa from a European dominated colonial situation to
politically independent states has left any number of serious problems.
Within the zone of Arabic speakers, Morocco’s natural resource takeover of
what once was Spanish Sahara has led to serious instability. Libya funneling
weapons through Gambia to Algeria to support the latter’s low-key conflict
with Morocco expanded what should have been a local conflict to something
requiring UN intervention. The Government of Algeria’s unwillingness to
accept an acknowledged democratic vote that likely would have given
political control to fundamentalist groups embroiled the country in a brutal
civil war the impact of which is still being felt. Official Egypt’s attitude
toward Palestinians in Gaza is less a sop to Israel’s sensitivities and more
a profound dislike for Hamas which is considered too close in ideology to the
Muslim Brotherhood which many believe has the support of a majority of
Egyptians.
China has chosen the European-American model for subduing a restless
Tibet. Wait for the death of the Dalai Llama while flooding the territory with
non-Tibetans all the while making access easier through new modern
infrastructure. Native American Indians could share some interesting stories
with these natives of Tibet. Perhaps Beijing will open-up Tibet as another
Macau? Elsewhere, the numbers game prevents a total cultural takeover by
the more powerful and population dominant player. Time is not so “one-sided”. This brings us to the focus of this paper namely, the changing
situation in the southern region of The United States.

4. CASE STUDY
How is it that the most cataclysmic event ever to impact the United States
is fading in significance? Some may question my placing the American Civil
War in the forefront of importance. Alternative choices range from the war to
separate from Great Britain, the Great Economic Depression starting in 1929,
World War 2, Vietnam, the attacks of September 11, 2001 or perhaps the
Civil Rights events of the 1960s. The latter and others all had impact but not
of the totality of national trauma manifested in the Civil War.
The fact remains that this war was one of total mobilization of manpower
and industry, the first railroad war and the introduction of iron clad ships that
led to the demise of sailing vessels. This war was to bring both an end to
slavery and serious political turmoil in the conquered South once newly
enfranchised blacks in several states wrested political control. The vindictive
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manner in which the post-war South was “reconstructed” likely set back
meaningful racial harmony in the region for the better part of a century.
Admittedly, there were pockets of positive change but these did not constitute the mainstream. It was not long after the ending of “Reconstruction”
(an event coincidental with the withdrawal of northern soldiers from their
duties enforcing Reconstruction laws) that southern politics coalesced around
one party rule dominated by a mostly white electorate no longer threatened
by a now largely disenfranchise black population. By the end of the
Nineteenth Century “Separate but Equal” had been proclaimed acceptable by
the Supreme Court and the South progressed to where whites legalized
numerous measures to solidify their political control and diminished
emergence of black political influence. Social mores were similarly impacted
(Cash, 1941)and all combined gave rise to that uniquely American dilemma
(Myrdal, 1944). Those who crossed racial lines did so at risk. A sampling of
various laws included:
– segregated telephone booths (Oklahoma),
– segregated racetracks (Arkansas),
– prohibited integrated boxing matches (Texas),
– separate red light zones for white and black prostitutes (New Orleans).

5. TIME AND VOTER
ENFRANCHISEMENT
White candidates for political office freely employed the race card to
paint their white opponents in unfavorable light with an often segregationist
electorate. A minuscule black vote was usually ignored since numbers had
greatly diminished from their Reconstruction majorities. The pattern was set.
The Primary Election was the one that counted. The winner, invariably
a white Democrat, was all but guaranteed election in the follow-up General
Election. Wisps of change started to gain momentum following World War 2
(scores of black troops shipped overseas were exposed to societies in which
race was not a dominating issue) when the national Democratic Party slowly
drew away from its southern component. The 1948 presidential election
brought matters to a climax when southerners chose as their presidential
candidate a professed segregationist candidate who managed to carry the
electoral votes of five southern states. National Democratic candidate Harry
Truman was elected in spite of these defections. Other important events were
the war itself, desegregation of schools in 1954 and voting rights acts of the
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1960s. These latter guaranteed that no longer could southern blacks be
ignored in elections (Stanley, 2003).
White candidates now risked electoral defeat in many constituencies with
black voting majorities. Remarkable attitudinal transformations occurred
around this time. Former avowed segregationists became almost overnight
supporters of black causes. In time black candidates captured seats once held
by whites (Stanley and Williams, 2001). Remarkable, at least to this writer,
was the defusing of the emotional trauma of the Civil War defeat. The ‘Lost
Cause’ was slowly being diminished in the memories of many whites. Blacks
were in some instances openly attacking symbolisms associated with this
Lost Cause, from state flags that included the Confederate Battle Flag of the
1860s to the playing of the stirring songs associated with the Civil War
(Webster and Leib, 2000). Heretofore forgotten or ignored contributions of
southern blacks, mostly freed slaves, fighting in the northern armies were
being resurrected in the popular culture. Black- white marriages were more
openly tolerated and have been overshadowed of late by the issues of
homosexual marriages and the role of homosexuals in the church.
Once solidly white democrat politically, the South is now less solidly
white republican politically. Blacks are mostly in the democratic camp but
change is everywhere (Frey, 1998). A telling moment occurred in South
Carolina, in the Congressional District for the seat encompassing historic
Charleston. A recent primary contest within the Republican Party shattered
old attitudes and reinforced the emergence of a new South. This was
a contest between the son of the man who, as a segregationist and later long
serving United States Senator, won the electoral votes of five southern states
in the 1948 Presidential Election. His opponent was a black official from the
local county jurisdiction. The black candidate won the primary election and
in a congressional district having a white majority. He now has an excellent
chance of also winning in the General Election and taking a seat in the House
of Representatives in Washington, DC. This is not to suggest that some
southerners remain intolerant of black progress. It does mean that profound
social change is occurring with significant political and economic
ramifications. A region often viewed as backward and race intolerant is now
a vibrant component of the American mosaic with two former state
governors (Carter and Clinton) recently elevated to the presidency of the
country.
Formerly agricultural, the South has attracted an increasingly important
manufacturing component and is on track to challenge Detroit as the center
of auto manufacturing. Major professional sports can be found in the region’s
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larger urban areas and white fans cheer the success of teams often dominated
by black athletes. In university athletic contests predominantly black teams
are likewise This is also the case in most university athletic contests where
vocal support is stimulated by mostly white female cheerleaders.
How do these changes related to a Europe with numerous tongues and
customs, ancient and more recent hurts and an aging population whose
economic salvation might well require continued substantial immigration
from non-European lands with Muslim majorities? First and foremost,
nothing is forever. Small groups of people or small political entities find
comfort in large encompassing political and economic entities such as the
European Community. NATO serves a similar role although collapse of the
USSR has altered its role. The rush of eastern European states to become part
of NATO suggests that recent history cannot be ignored. The flash point
territories will not disappear, be they Kosovo, Chechnia, Basque lands or
Northern Ireland. What has disappeared is the combination of perceived
national political interests that brought an assassination in 1914 Sarajevo to
the terrible carnage of World War. As the Euro is accepted more widely and
borders made more porous by shared goals and near universal travel, so will
national perspectives find more in common than not in common. Throw in
television, the internet and low cost airlines and the result is a more
interconnected region, one not forgetful of the past but geared increasingly to
the future.
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THE ORIGINS OF TOPONYMS AND ETHNONYMS
IN THE REGION OF THE SOUTH CAUCASUS
1. INTRODUCTION
In English they are called Germans, but in German Deutsche. Czechs and
Poles know them as Němci or Niemcy, in French they are named Allemands,
in Swedish Tyskar, in Italian Tedeschi, in Hungarian Németi, and in
Lithuanian Vokiečiai. Each of the Germans’ neighbours has developed their
own name for them, a different one, in addition, to the way Germans call
themselves. This dichotomy between endo-ethnonyms (the way certain
people call themselves) and exo-ethnonyms (what the nation is called by the
neighbours) is well known in Europe and nobody is confused about this.
Also the etymology of both the types of ethnonyms (and also toponyms) in
Europe is usually widely known. However, it is not only Europe that the
phenomenon of endo- and exo-ethnonyms (and toponyms) is obviously
typical of. In our paper we deal with the region of the South Caucasus and
the endo- and exo-ethnonyms and toponyms of the three most numerous
South Caucasian nations – Armenians, Azerbaijanis and Georgians.
In the first part of the paper we deal with the region of the South Caucasus
itself and demonstrate its etymology. In next paragraphs we focus on the
three before mentioned nations and their countries and discuss theories
concerning the etymologies of endo- and exo-ethnonyms and toponyms. In
some cases, the linguists do not agree on one clear etymology of certain
geonyms, hence we introduce all reliable hypotheses. Moreover we identify
the so-called “folk etymologies” and other rooted myths concerning the
etymologies of the South Caucasian ethnonyms and toponyms.
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2. THE SOUTH CAUCASUS
The toponym South Caucasus is a recent one. In past decades, the area of
then Soviet republics of Armenia, Azerbaijan and Georgia used to be called
the Transcaucasus (or Transcaucasia). In fact, this name is very tendentious
and reflects the Russian (Soviet) point of view. Since the 18th century, the
Great Caucasus used to be a mountain range the Russians were striving to
cross in order to reach the ‘warm seas’ of the Persian Gulf and Indian Ocean
(see Kopeček, 2010). From this point of view, quite logically, Russians
named the region over the mountains as Transcaucasia (Zakavkaziye) and
before the mountains as Ciscaucasia (Predkavkaziye). When the Russians,
during the 19th century, conquered areas both north and south of the Great
Caucasus Range, they ruled them together as the Caucasian Viceroyalty
(namestnichestvo) or Caucasian High Commissariat (glavnonachalstvuyushchiye). After the 1917 Russian revolution, however, the Special Transcaucasian Committee (Osobiy zakavkazskiy komitet) of the Provisional Government ruled the southern lands. By this, the toponym Transcaucasia had
appeared first in the political map and remained there for decades.
The short-lived federation of Armenians, Azerbaijanis and Georgians also
used the name Transcaucasian (The Transcaucasian Democratic Federative
Republic) and after the seizure of the region by the Bolsheviks in 1920–
1921, the three nations were merged into the Transcaucasian Soviet
Federative Socialist Republic (Zakavkazskaya sovietskaya federativnaya
socialisticheskaya respublika). When the federation dissolved in 1936 into
the three Soviet socialist republics, the political unit called Transcaucasia
disappeared from the map, with the exception of the Transcaucasian
Constitutive Economic Region (rayon) of the USSR. Nevertheless, it has
remained the informal name of the three then Soviet and now post-Soviet
republics. Nowadays, the toponyms South Caucasus (South Caucasia) and
North Caucasus (North Caucasia), free of the Russian one-sided perspective,
are in use.

3. ARMENIA AND ARMENIANS
Armenians are one of the peoples with completely different endo- and
exo-ethnonyms. Though most of the world knows them as Armenians
(Arméni, Armenier, Arméniens, Ermeni, Armyane etc.), they call themselves
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Hay. Both ethnonyms are obviously derived from different roots: the exoethnonym from root rm, endo-ethnonym from root hay, khay or hat, khat.
Armenian tradition, based on the myths written down by the medieval
Armenian historians (e.g. the 5th century scholar Movses Khorenatsi), usually
puts the origins of Armenians to the legendary forefather of all Armenians
named Hayk, who arrived with his people under the Mt. Ararat. From his
name the endo-ethnonym Hay as well as the endo-toponym Hayk and its
modern version Hayastan is widely believed to come from. However,
scholars usually reject this etymology as a folk and mythical one. Let us now
introduce several hypotheses explaining the linguistic etymology of
Armenian endo-ethnonym.
At first we briefly focus on the Armenian ethnogenesis. It is believed that
so called Proto-Armenian tribes arrived from the west during the 13th and
12th centuries BC as one of the many Thraco-Phrygian tribes and after the
fall of Urartu at the beginning of the 6th century BC the Proto-Armenians
mixed with the Urarteans and other Anatolian tribes and formed the ancient
Armenian nation. The kinship between ancient Armenians and Phrygians
was apparent also to the classic Greek sources, such as Eudoxus, Strabo or
Herodotus (see Redgate, 2003, p. 26). We know that Urarteans were
probably of Hurrian, yet certainly of non-Indo-European origin (see Brentjes,
1976; Russel, 1997; Redgate, 2003, etc.), so when we strive to identify the
Proto-Armenians among the many Anatolian tribes, we have to look for
Indo-European people, otherwise we are not able to explain why Armenian is
basically an Indo-European language.
Armenian scientists Kapantsyan and Jahukyan are representatives of those
linguists and historians who claim that the root hay or khay derives from the
name of the tribal union Khayasha, which existed in the upper Chorokh
River in the 14th century BC (see Bauer-Manndorf, 1981, p. 23–24).
However, such claims are rejected by one of the classics of the Caucasian
historiography, Diakonoff. His argument is as follows. There are no proved
migrations from Khayasha to the east or southeast (i.e. to Armenia).
Moreover, it seems that the people of Khayasha were of Hurrian origin
(Diakonoff, 1984, p. 113–114); so we are not able to explain why Armenian
is an Indo-European language. Furthermore, transformation of the root khay
into hay does not fit into the frame of development of the Armenian
language, as is to be shown in the next paragraphs.
Another attempt to explain the etymology of endo-ethnonym Hay, as well
as the Armenian ethnogenesis, is the one of the Armenian author Soultanian.
He identifies Paeonians, linguistically related to Phrygians, as Proto-
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-Armenians. According to his analysis the root Pay (Paeonian) has transformed to Hay. Soultanian, moreover, identifies many of ancient Anatolian
kingdoms as Proto-Armenian states (such as Karchemysh, Till-Garimmu,
Kummukh, Melitene etc.), though most of the historians consider them to be
states of Indo-European Luvians, not related to Phrygians (Redgate, 2003,
p. 173–175).
We believe that it is Diakonoff, who offers the most rigorous analysis of
the etymology of Armenian endo-ethnonym. He claims that the lands west of
Urartu were of very diverse ethnic composition (including Proto-Armenians)
and their inhabitants, slowly intermingling, lacked the endo-ethnonym at all.
In such cases, Diakonoff argues there is a tendency to use an exo-ethnonym.
To put it very simple, Proto-Armenians and their neighbours borrowed
a name for themselves from Urarteans, who were used to calling the country
west of Urartu as Hate and its inhabitants as Hatine. Before the ThracoPhrygian and Luvian tribes it was Hittites who inhabited the Central
Anatolia, and Urarteans, apparently, continued to refer to that country and
their inhabitants as Hitties, though there were, at that time (9th–6th century
BC), no “real” Hitties at all. In the Proto-Armenian language, which apparently came to be a lingua franca among “Hitties”, the new endo-ethnonym was
probably Hatiyos, and in conformity with the linguistic findings concerning
the development of the Armenian language the consonant “t” was omitted
and the endo-ethnonym became stabilized as Hayos and finally Hay. The
endo-toponym Hayastan then derives from the endo-ethnonym Hay – The
Land of the Hays (Diakonoff, 1984, p. 126–127).
After explaining the probable etymology of Hay and Hayastan, we are to
focus on the exo-ethnonym Armenian. It is widely believed that the exoethnonym Armenian comes from Greek; however, quite often this “Greek
etymology” works with legendary persons and popular explanations. For
example there was certain Armenios among Jason’s Argonauts sailing to the
Kolkhis for the Golden Fleece. Another popular hypothesis claims that there
was a man called Aram, the son of Hayk, well known for his courage, and it
was after him the Greeks and Persians named the country Armenia – the
Land of Aram. Armenians themselves often point to the names of the first
known Urartean king Aramu and the last Urartean king Erimena (Brentjes,
1976, p. 32).
It is Diakonoff (1984, p. 126–127) again, who offers, according to us, the
most elaborated hypothesis about the etymology of ethnonym Armenian,
based on broader theoretical premises. Diakonoff claims that exo-ethnonyms
quite often reflect the name of a tribe, part of the future nation with whom
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the name-giving people were in contact (e.g. French Allemands comes from
the name of the German tribe Alamanni, settled on the upper and middle
Rhine), or, from the older name of a region, in which the name-giving people
were in contact with the name-receiving people. For example Georgian name
for Armenians, somekhi1, comes, according to Diakonoff from suhmu,
nowadays samtskhe, the Georgian region which borders upon Armenia.
That is why Diakonoff sees the historical regions of Urme and Arme as
possible sources of the ethnonym Armenian. However, unlike many authors
who perceive the two names as synonyms, Diakonoff (1984, p. 121–123)
differentiates between them. Urme should be the region where Urumeans
lived and Arme the region, probably somewhere on upper Euphrates, where
a community of Arameans lived. After centuries, the ethnic map of Eastern
Anatolia had changed, nevertheless, the name Arame endured; finally, Arame
was the region where Aramaic speakers were in contact with the Hay people.
Aramaic speakers started to call the Hay as the Armnaia, and Persians and
Greeks adopted this name as Armina and Armenia (Diakonoff, 1984, p. 126–
127). Also Arabs, who invaded the South Caucasus in the 7th century AD,
used toponym Al-Arminiya to name their province comprising of Armenian
lands and adjacent regions of western Azerbaijan and southern Georgia
(Payaslian, 2007, p. 47–49).

4. AZERBAIJAN AND AZERBAIJANIS (AZERIS)
Azerbaijan and its majority inhabitants, Azerbaijanis (or Azeris), are
known under these names in the Azerbaijani language, as well as in various
world languages, e.g. Azərbaycanlılar in Azerbaijani, Aserbaidschaner in
German, Azéris in French, Ázerbájdžánci in Czech, Azerbajdžancy in
Russian, azerbaijanelebi in Georgian or Adrbejantsner in Armenian. The
reason why there are no different exo-ethnonyms is very simple and will be
explained in the final section of the paper.
The origin of the toponym Azerbaijan is usually explained by two
hypotheses. The first one (e.g. Leeuw, 2000, p. 17) derives the name
Azerbaijan from Old Persian words adar (fire) and baykan (guardian). It is
true that in Azerbaijan one can find so called pirs, the burning flows of
natural gas coming from the ground. It is possible that these pirs were
1

Mkhedruli, the Georgian alphabet, does not include capital letters. Hence, in this
paper we transcribe Georgian names only in small letters.
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somehow connected with the origins of the Zoroastrian faith (worshiping the
fire), which established itself in the region in the 6th century BC. The land
where the pirs were to be found was then called the Land of Fire or the Land
of the Fire’s Guardian. However, Planhol (1987) claims that this “fire
etymology” comes from the medieval Arabic sources, deriving the toponym
Azerbaijan from the personal name Adarbador, meaning the Guardian of the
Fire in Persian.
The second hypothesis derives the word Azerbaijan from the name of the
Macedonian satrap known as Atropates in Greek, as Aturpat in Persian and
as Atrpat in Armenian. After the death of Alexander the Great, Atropates
established himself as the ruler of a state known as (Media) Atropatene (or
Atrpatkan in Armenian sources and Aturpatakan in Middle Persian). Modern
Persian version of the toponym is Adarbayjan, the name was adopted as
Azarbayjan to the Turkish language, and it is Azərbaycan in nowadays Azeri
(Atabaki, 1993, p. 7).
Until now the etymology is clear. However, the problem arises with
placing of the toponym on the map and with the ethnogenesis of the
population calling themselves Azerbaijani or Azeri. Moreover, the scientific
debate is affected by the specific versions of the Armenian, Azerbaijani and
Persian national histories, which of course favour the interpretation serving
best the contemporary national political needs.
It is the fact that the autochthonous inhabitants of the present day
Republic of Azerbaijan were several tribes called Alwanians, usually known
as Albanians thanks to the Greek sources (no relation with the Balkan
Albania). These Caucasian tribes established a state which endured in
various forms and under many protectorates for several hundred years and
was finally uprooted by the Arabs in the 7th century AD (Chaumont, 1984;
Bosworth, 1986). The territory of nowadays Republic of Azerbaijan was then
known as Shirvan (the eastern coastal region), Arran (the lands east of the
Cyrus River and north of the Araxes River), and Karabakh (west of the
Cyrus River). One part of Alwanians retained the Christian faith and was
apparently armenicized, another part adopted Muslim religion and was
finally turkicized during the 13th–16th centuries (see Bosworth, 1986;
Kopeček, 2008).
Meanwhile, the lands south of the Cyrus River were called Aturpatakan
or Adarbayjan and were under the control of various rulers (Persian Sajids,
Kurdish Rawwadids, Seljuks, Ildenizids, Mongols, Ilkhans, Turcomans, etc.)
At the beginning of the 16th century the ruler of Ardabil, Ismail Safawi,
restored the Persian Empire comprising also the lands south and north of the
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Cyrus River, which were probably for the first time in history considered as a
part of the single province of Azerbaijan (Altstadt, 1992, p. 9; Cornell, 2001,
p. 67). Nevertheless, formerly Iranian inhabitants of the southern lands,
known as Azari (possibly the descendants of the ancient Medes), have also
turkicized (Atabaki, 1993, p. 9–10; Ale-Osfur, 2006, p. 17–20), so the
populations to the north and south of the Cyrus River apparently shared
certain cultural and later also political features. The possible development of
the united Azerbaijani (or Azeri) nation has been broken by the Russian
invasion and occupation of the lands north of the Cyrus River in the first
quarter of the 19th century. The lands south of the Cyrus River have become
part of modern Iran.
Russians did not have a single name for the Muslim, Turkish speaking
population of the Eastern part of the Transcaucasus. They were referred to as
(Caucasian) Muslims or Tartars, and even the population itself probably
lacked broader national identity and called themselves Shirvantsy or Arrantsy
(Swietochowski, 1995, p. 10). It was only at the turn of the 20th century that
the Muslim elite started to think about the Azerbaijani nation, comprised of
the two parts (northern and southern) and it was in 1918 when the
representatives of the Caucasian Muslim political parties declared the
Azerbaijani Democratic Republic (ADR) claiming the territory of the former
Russian gubernias of Baku and Yelizavetpol. Meanwhile, there was a democratic and autonomist Azerbaijani movement in the Iranian Azerbaijan, and
its representatives were reportedly confused by the name of the state declared
on the northern bank of the Cyrus River and rather decided to call their
autonomous unit as Azadistan (The Land of Freedom) to differentiate
themselves from the ADR (Atabaki, 1993, p. 50).
Nowadays there are two Azerbaijans – the Republic of Azerbaijan and so
called Iranian or Southern Azerbaijan, part of the Islamic Republic of Iran,
comprised of the three provinces: Azarbaijan-e Sharki (Eastern Azerbaijan),
Azarbaijan-e Gharbi (Western Azerbaijan) and Ardabil. Symptomatically,
the Iranian terminology distinguishes Western and Eastern Azerbaijan, but
not Southern and Northern one, since the name Azerbaijan to the north of the
Cyrus River is often seen as a mistake (see e.g. Reza, n.d.)
The toponym Azerbaijan gave rise also to the ethnonym Azerbaijani or,
shorter Azeri; moreover, for the population south of the Cyrus River the
endo-ethnonym Azerbaijani Turks is also used. The dichotomy between
Azeri and Azerbaijani offers to use the names not only as synonyms, but also
for the differentiation between the members of the Azeri nation (ethnic
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group) and the citizens of the Republic of Azerbaijan (Azerbaijani), who can
be of distinct ethnic origin (Tat, Talysh, Lezgian, Udi, etc.).

5. GEORGIA AND GEORGIANS
Similarly to Armenia and Armenians, the endo- and exo-toponyms and
ethnonyms in case of Georgia and Georgians differ. Georgians call
themselves kartvelebi and their state sakartvelo (The Country of Georgians).
However, many European languages use various versions of the English
name Georgia, with the root geo or gheo: Georgier in German, Géorgiens in
French, Georgiani in Italian etc. Other European as well as Asian languages
call Georgians by ethnonyms derived from the root gruz or gurj, e.g. Gruzíni
in Czech, Gruziny in Russian or Gürcülər in Azeri and Turkish. Armenians
use their own exo-ethnonym Vratsiner and exo-toponym Vrastan.
Firstly let us investigate Georgian endo-ethnonym and endo-toponym. In
the folk etymology, the name kartvelebi comes from the forefather Kartlos,
the legendary ancestor of Georgians. However, the situation has been far
more complex than this folk etymology offers. Georgians, together with
Svans, Mingrelians and Laz, belong to the Kartvelian language family.
Georgians (kartvelebi) constitute the majority in the contemporary eastern
Georgia, whilst Mingrelians and Svans live in the western Georgia. Laz
people live even further to the west in Turkey. Mingrelians and Svans
usually perceive themselves as Georgians, and use Georgian as a literary
language, but they also speak their own unwritten languages.
These present ethnic formations reflect the different history of the western
and eastern Georgia. The western part was known to Greeks as Kolkhis and
was more connected to the Hellenistic, Roman and Byzantine worlds. Greeks
knew the eastern part as Iberia, the toponym possibly derived from the name
of the Proto-Georgian tribe Tibareni (Suny, 1994, p. 11). These two lands
(the western one also known as Egrisi or Abkhazeti and the eastern one as
Kartli-Kakheti), separated by the Likh Mountains, came closer in the 8th
century AD. Because the Kartvelian language (kartuli ena) has been written
since the 5th century AD, Mingrelian and Svan speakers in the west have
started to use Kartvelian as the literary language and the whole region was
under the process of kartlization (see Anchabadze, 2009, p. 56), which was
concluded by merging of Abkhazeti and Kartli at the turn of the 10th century.
The new state was named sakartvelo – The Land of Georgians (Suny, 1994,
p. 32). However, in the 15th century the united Georgian state dissolved and it
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was not until the Russian conquest that the eastern and western Georgia
existed in one state again, and it was as late as 1918 when united Georgia
(sakartvelo) appeared on the political map again.
The root geo or gheo also has a folk etymology. According to probably
the most popular hypothesis, the endo-toponym Georgia derives from the
name of St. George, the patron saint of Georgia (see e.g. Spilling and Wong,
2009, p. 62). This interpretation dragged into Europe with the Crusaders. In
early modern period it was recorded by the French chronicler Jacques de
Vitry and the English traveller John Mandeville (Lang, 1966, p. 17–18).
Another popular hypothesis derives the toponym Georgia from the Greek
word gheorgia meaning farming (Braund, 2006, p. 325). However, both the
etymologies are only myths. It seems that the roots geo, gheo and gruz stem
from the same Iranian root gurj, only later being misinterpreted by the folk
etymologies (e.g. Curtis, 1995; Lang, 1966, p. 18).
Arabs, who invaded Georgia in the 7th century AD, called the local
population Gurz and the country Gurjistan – deriving both from Iranian
name Gurjan or Gurzhan. The Russian designations Gruziya and Gruzin also
derive from the Persian root gurj (via later Arabic versions Gurzaan and
Gurziyaan) and according to the Russian chronicles and travel records of
Ignatiy Smolnyanin and Afanasy Nikitin date as far back as to the 14th
century (Khintibidze, 2001; Vasmer, 1986, p. 464).
However, there are more hypotheses about meaning of the Iranian root
gurj itself. Common explanation is that gurj means a wolf, totemic animal
(Allen, 1971, p. 36) of the ancient Georgians. Even the Georgian king
Vakhtang (5th century AD) was called by the Persians as Gorgasar (Wolf-headed) according to the shape of his helmet (Hitchins, 2001). Khintibidze
(2001) hypothesizes that the word gurj derives from the Ancient Persian
word varkan meaning the wolf, which has been transformed via varuchan to
gurchan and that also Virk and Veria, the old Armenian endo-ethnonyms for
the Georgians, come from the Indo-European root uel (wolf) or Old Persian
varuchan. According to other sources, e.g. Marr or Deeters (cited by
Khintibidze, 2001), Virk, Veria and finally Vrastan are derived from the
word Iberia.

6. CONCLUSION
As we can see, the etymologies of endo- and exo-toponyms and ethnonyms in the cases of Armenia, Azerbaijan and Georgia differ significantly.
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The etymology of endo-etnonym Hay in case of Armenia supports the theory
of the Armenian ethnogenesis as intermingling of various linguistically
different tribes. The etymology of endo-ethnonym kartvelebi and endotoponym sakartvelo in case of Georgia document the way the Georgian
nation has been formed, i.e. merging of linguistically related tribes.
The fact that Armenians and Georgians have different endo- and exoethnonyms (toponyms), with etymologies that can be traced centuries ago,
supports the argument these nations formed certain national identity in the
Middle Ages or even in the antiquity. In the case of Azeris, in contrast, the
etymology of their ethnonym shows that the national identity is quite recent
and has been formed about one century ago. It does not mean that the
ancestors of present day Azeris have arrived to the region so recently. They
may have long history in the region since the times of ancient Alwania,
however, their national identity had been probably overshadowed by the
regional or religious identities.
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2008 GEORGIA-RUSSIA WAR: GEOPOLITICAL
IMPLICATIONS AND INTERNATIONAL LAW
Almost three years have passed since the Russia-Georgia war, but it still
remains the subject of heated discussions. For Georgia, the war was an
existential crisis and moment of great danger. The country’s infrastructure
was extensively bombed, army defeated, territory occupied and the
leadership threatened with “regime change”. And, for a time at least, it
appeared that many Western countries shared Georgia’s sense of the global
significance of the war. Yet, this global sense of the war did not last long.
A few weeks and it was over, eclipsed by another global crisis, this time
brought on by interlocked financial markets. By the time the Council of
Europe’s Independent International Fact Finding Mission (IIFFM) released
its report August 2008 was no longer a global or even regional war but
merely a “Conflict in Georgia”. This downscaling of the war has occurred for
many reasons and is, to an extent, understandable. Yet, I wish to argue here,
this downscaling and localizing of the war runs the risk of missing some
aspects of it that are of global importance. In the future we may look back
upon the August 2008 war as an important milestone in the geopolitical
transformation of post-Soviet space, Europe and even the whole globe. No
less an expert on global change than Immanuel Wallerstein wrote that the
war “marks the definitive end of Act I of the new world geopolitical order”
(Wallerstein, 2008).
Wars are often evaluated immediately on the scales of victory and loss.
While many believe that the Russian-Georgian war had no “winner”. I would
argue that Russia enjoyed a short-term but impressive victory. Scale, of
course, means more to political geographers and is an important problematic
if we are to explain why a war over and within South Ossetia became
a global tempest and then apparently a local affairs once more. In this paper I
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wish to briefly comment on the effect of the August 2008 war at three
different geopolitical scales: the global/regional, the state-territorial, and the
local. The war, I contend, has shifted balances of power in consequential way
at all three scales. Russia has become an openly revisionist power, with
assertionist actions before, during and after the war largely facilitated by
a passive and inactive West.
Several aspects of Russia’s actions towards Georgia deserve special focus.
The Russian leadership claimed that its military invasion in Georgia was in
full conformity with international standards, namely Article 51 of the UN
charter, on “self-defence” and ‘responsibility to protect’ norms (Medvedev,
2008). Yet the IIFFM’s fact finding on military actions during the August
war concluded that Russia’s actions were in contradiction to international
law (Independent International..., 2009, p. 24– 25), and protection of citizens
living abroad does not correspond to ‘responsibility to protect’ principles
(Evans, 2008).
In September, 2005, the 60th Session of the UN General Assembly
unanimously endorsed the concept of “Responsibility to Protect” (R2P) as
a part of World Summit Outcome, responding to 2004 Report of the
Secretary General’s High Level Panel on Threats, Challenges and Change (A
More Secure World, 2004). The latter document was drafted on the basis of
a report of The International Commission on Intervention and State Sovereignty entitled as “the Responsibility to Protect”1. Under R2P principles
government of sovereign state within its border has a right to use a force
aiming at protection of population from genocide, war crimes, ethnic
cleansing and crimes against humanity. If that state is not able to do so than
UN Security Council may authorize other states to step in with appropriate
action.

1

The International Commission on Intervention and State Sovereignty (“ICISS”),
The Responsibility to Protect: Report of the International Commission on Intervention
and State Sovereignty (Dec. 2001). The Commission members were Gareth Evans
(Australia), Mohamed Sahnoun (Algeria), Gisele Cote-Harper (Canada), Lee Hamilton
(United States), Michael Ignatieff (Canada), Vladimir Lukin (Russia), Klaus Naumann
(Germany), Cyril Ramaphosa (South Africa), Fidel V. Ramos (Phillipines), Cornelio
Summaruga (Switzerland), Eduardo Stein Barillus (Guatemala) and Ramesh Thakur
(India): http://www.law.harvard.edu/students/orgs/hrj/iss19/hamilton.shtml
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Six main criteria2 are relevant for application of R2P, and from my
findings none of them were met from Russian side. In proving that, I would
like to bring the following arguments:
1. Seriousness of threat. The immediate intervention could be launched in
case of either enormous loss of life or large-scale ethnic cleansing. Russian
officials claim the military intervention started after mass killing of Ossetians
(at least 1400 people). Still none of Russian or international organizations
introduced any clear evidences proving that the Georgian military operation
caused genocide or mass slaughter. Furthermore, According to findings of
the Human Rights Watch, a number of casualties from Ossetian side were
about 150 people including Ossetian militiamen. Furthermore, the Russian
military operation caused forcible displacement of more than 100 000 ethnic
Georgian from the places of their habitual residence, including Georgia
proper. Before NATO military action in Kosovo, Serbian military action in
Kosovo caused displacement of more than 400 000 people from their
residences (Malcolm, 2008). The UN Security Council had passed a resolution (1199), invoking Chapter VII of its charter (the “enforcement”
provisions), demanding a withdrawal of the forces “used for civilian
repression”.
2. Primary purpose. The primary purpose must be to prevent or stop
human suffering. If the purpose of the Russian military intervention, as
claimed by the Russian officials, may have been to protect South Ossetian
civilians from Georgian offense, a question arises what was a motive to
intervene Abkhazia and Georgia proper? Obviously, the situation in South
Ossetia was used by Russians as pretext for large-scale aggression against
Georgia. When NATO started military operation, it aimed at enforcing the
Serbian forces to withdraw from Kosovo. Once it happened (i.e. Serbs
complied), NATO military activities in Kosovo stopped.
3. Proportionality. The intervention should be of the minimal scale
necessary to prevent or stop human suffering. The Russians introduced more
than 20,000 troops and about 100 tanks, besides bombarded economic,
civilian, transport infrastructure not only in South Ossetia but also in
Abkhazia and Georgia proper, which caused replacement of more than
100.000 people, which should be considered as manifestly excessive.
Russia claims that Georgia was the first to use its military in South
2

Those criteria are introduced by International Crisis Group. Russia vs. Georgia:
The Fallout. August 22, 2008:
www.crisisgroup.org/home/getfile.cfm?id=3572&tid=5636&type=pdf&l=1
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Ossetia and presents its intervention as a necessary retaliation. However,
Moscow does not mention that Georgia's intervention in South Ossetia was
prompted by repeated and continuous attacks by South Ossetians within
Georgian territory. There is one more difference between the mentioned
Georgian province and Kosovo: Neither Albanian nor KLA military forces
have ever initiated any aggression toward Serbia proper (Avxhiu, 2008).
4. Last Resort. Military intervention can be launched if all peaceful
means are exhausted. In Georgia’s case military atrocities took place in the
beginning of August when a van with six Georgian policemen was exploded
and later confronting sides started shelling each other’s positions and
villages. That was a right time for Russia to call an immediate Security
Council meeting to cease military activities and to use international pressure
on both Tbilisi and Tskhinvali to comply. But it never happened as Russia
pursued a different goal as described above.
The NATO intervention In Kosovo in March 1999 took place only after
the failure of prolonged international diplomatic efforts.
5. Balance of Consequences. Russian invasion did not bring any
stabilization effect, furthermore taking into account the number of Georgians
who were turned into IDPs with no chances left for them to return back as
the Georgian citizens. Abkhazian and South Ossetian authorities with
blessing of Russian patron demand from Georgian IDPs to acquire respectively Abkhazian and South Ossetian or at least Russian citizenship in case
they wish to return back to places of their residence. That turns to another
violation of Human Rights brought by Russian aggression.
NATO military operation not only prevented further bloodshed, but also
contributed at least to minimizing the outflow of refugees and IDPs.
6. Authorization. Neither NATO nor Russia had the UN authorization.
However, in case of Kosovo from February 1998 to 23rd March 1999 UN
was given the chance to be more productive on Kosovo, but failed to do so.
Russia did not follow that path before introducing military activities inside
Georgia. Russia’s immediate response indicated that it was planned long
before. Unfortunately, Georgia failed to stand provocations and refrain from
use of force on its own territory and was caught into Russia’s long-prepared
trap. When in the beginning of August 2008 Georgian-populated villages in
South Ossetian territory were shelled, Georgian government was entitled to
raise with the UN the issue of use of force within R2P frames. Obviously,
Russia would have vetoed that initiative, however, such a move could have
had prevented the military actions. Unfortunately the above opportunity was
not employed.
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NATO was not an interested side in Kosovo’s conflict. In the meantime,
Russia proclaimed itself as a main guarantor of peace and security in the
Caucasus. From early 1990s it introduced peace keeping forces in Georgia’s
break-away regions and led the negotiations between parties in conflict at the
same time hampering direct talks between Georgian government and its
breakaway region.
Gareth Evans, one of the initiators of R2P concept considering the issue
mentioned: “For those of us who have worked long and hard to create
a consensus that the world should never again turn its back on another
Cambodia or Rwanda, this and every misapplication of R2P – genuine or
cynical – is an occasion for alarm. It needs to be made clear beyond a doubt
that whatever other explanation Russia had for its military action in Georgia,
the R2P principle was not among the valid ones” (Evans, 2008).
For many years, Russian forces got to play a dual role in Georgia’s
separatist regions. Officially they were there as “peacekeepers” yet in
practice they also acted as a side to the conflict. Russia did not introduce any
plan for conflict resolution, and opposed all documents developed by the
Georgian government and the UN. Zbigniew Brzeziński captured the practice
well in the mid 1990s when he noted that “Russia as umpire is not very
different from Russia as empire” (Brzezinski, 1994, p. 74).
The pattern continued after the August war. Russia did not honour its
obligations adopted under the Medvedev-Sarkozy plan, unilaterally
recognized the self-proclaimed independence of Abkhazia and South Ossetia,
started a new build-up of its military bases in those regions, and supported
(or even imposed) decisions of South Ossetian and Abkhazian administrations not to admit the EU Monitoring Mission to the conflict zones. In so
doing, the Russian state, on one hand, openly violated international
agreement to which it is a signatory, and, on the other, openly forged a new
geopolitical reality. Ultimately, Russia did not lose anything in the war, apart
from some damage to its international image, but this has never been its
primary concern.
Most importantly, Russia’s counter-productive attitude and re-assertionist
power behaviour have gone unchallenged. Russia’s aggressive intentions
towards Georgia were obvious to the western democracies. “However,
nobody seemed to be in any rush to remind Russia what responsibility to
protect means under international law”. Furthermore, some of European
leaders even expressed their understanding of Russia’s cause (Wild, 2008).
“Business as usual” between the West and Russia, under the seemingly
benign name of a “re-set”, is the order of the day. Russia emerged from the
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war much stronger than before, firmly controlling the historic heartland and
significantly increasing its political influence at global level.
By establishing obvious and full patronage over South Ossetia and
Abkhazia, Russia has gained effective control over the destiny of Georgia.
By having a large military presence in Georgia’s separatist regions and in
Armenia, it once again controls the fate of the South Caucasus. This tilting of
the geopolitical scales in such an energy-rich region has implications for
independent minded CIS countries and the European Union. European hopes
for the diversification of its energy suppliers and routes through Georgian
territory have been dealt a serious blow. Investment decisions precluded and
projects not pursued are the legacy of the August war.
Another legacy can be found in Ukraine. The newly elected President,
Viktor Yanukovych has abolished the National Centre for the Euro-Atlantic
Integration of Ukraine. This move has considerably postponed scenarios of
NATO enlargement in post-Soviet space, another tilt of the scales in the
Kremlin’s direction. Responding to the shifting geopolitical balance, Turkey
and Armenia in October 2009 signed an accord establishing diplomatic
relations and reopening their mutual border. This creates alternative to
Georgia’s transport routes, which is another positive for the Kremlin and
blow against Georgia’s geo-economic position.
Within Georgia, the August war has left the country burdened by the
negative legacy of failed policies. It has to be conceded that the government
made several major miscalculations concerning separatist territories well
before the war. The biggest strategic mistake of all was the expectation that it
could attain both “the restoration of the country’s territorial integrity and
integration into NATO at the same time and within a relatively short period”
(Gegeshidze, 2008, p. 8). After the war Georgia has lost control over the
small parts of Abkhazia and South Ossetia previously under its jurisdiction.
New Russian military bases that are now located 40 kilometres from capital
Tbilisi underscore Georgia extreme vulnerable, which in turn makes it less
attractive for foreign investors. A security question mark hangs over the
country, its favourable geographic location substantially undermined.
The August war had a major impact on foreign policy orientation of the
ordinary Georgians. The Georgian NGO “Institute of Social Studies and
Analysis” in 2008–2009 conducted several public opinion polls among
Tbilisi dwellers. Number of the randomly selected interviewees was about
800, which ensured 95% of the survey’s reliability (Kachkachishvili, 2010,
p. 54). Just before the war (July 2008) 65% of all respondents found agreeing
with Georgia’s integration into NATO. By March 2009, that figures had
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dropped to 34%. Interestingly, this shifting orientation was not transferred
towards EU accession (15% and 19% respectively in the mentioned period)
or to alliance with Russia (6% and 7% respectively), but towards a policy of
neutrality (6% and 35% respectively) in foreign affairs (ibid: 64).
The balances of power between the breakaway regions and their patron
have also shifted in the wake of the August war. Once universally recognized
as de jure regions of Georgia, Abkhazia and South Ossetia have become de-facto regions within a “Greater Russian Federation”. Ironically, recognition
of ostensible independence by their patron only underscores their
dependence upon it and even represents a move to a condition of lesser
independence as these regions become more bound to Russian patronage,
investment and military networks. One can perhaps see a little measure of
this in the April 2009 Russian-Abkhazian agreement “on joint protection of
the state border” wherein, firstly, Abkhazians are denied an opportunity to
inspect their own ostensible state border (Kobakhia, 2009, p. 13–14), and,
secondly, Russian border guards can privatize the residential area at the
places of their deployment (Khashig, 2009, p. 12).
Locally consequential legacies of war, however, are often not visible for
many years. While Russia looks like a successful revisionist power today, it
may someday rue the Abkhazia and South Ossetia precedent it established in
the North Caucasus. The region remains deeply unstable and restive, with
localized geographies of violence spreading beyond Chechnya to Dagestan,
Ingushetia and beyond (O’Loughlin & Witmer, 2010). We can be sure that
the August war has reverberated strongly in the North Caucasus. What the
exact implications of this will be are hard to say at this point.
Finally, we must not forget the enduring human cost of the war. Former
Georgian villages in South Ossetia, most saliently the enclave of Georgian
villages to the north of Tskhinvali, have been laid to waste, with about
20,000 people forcibly displaced by ethnic cleansing. The vast majority of
them probably will never be able to return to South Ossetia (like over
200,000 internally displaced persons from Abkhazia earlier). The displaced
live in radically altered ethno-cultural and political landscapes, isolated from
fellow Georgians. Allowing these people the “right of return” with dignity is
an important task of the international community.
Examining the August 2008 war underscores the entwined nature of
geopolitical scales. Any important change from the smallest scale to the
global one, will lead to chain reactions at both vertical hierarchy and
horizontal structure of the geographical space. This war proved again “that
sticky territorial conflicts have the power to polarize major powers” (Toal,
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2009, p. 700). Act one in the development of our geopolitical world order has
concluded but, as I. Wallerstein (2008) argues, the most interesting events
always happen in the second act.
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